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 My dissertation argues that key 21st century education reforms intended to improve 
education for Latinx and Black students are actually new mechanisms of educational inequality. I 
examine this trend in the suburbs where Latinx and Black populations are growing due to new 
immigration and gentrification. I show how state-mandated education reforms use conditional 
financing and coercive restructuring policies to undermine the school’s local control by tying 
major reforms to vital school aid and threatening it with closure. I relate this model to the 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) the IMF and World Bank use globally in order to coerce 
countries to implement neoliberal policies. I argue that “failing” schools become "Structurally 
Adjusted Schools." This type of school has two elements: testing and surveillance. The school 
teaches to the test hoping to get students to produce certain state-mandated test scores, and 
students experience the testing regime as repressive but inescapable. The state also requires 
certain student behavior metrics and the school tries to comply through student surveillance and 
zero-tolerance discipline. For example, tardiness results in suspension and security staff 
forcefully regulate student compliance. The Structurally Adjusted School marginalizes Latinx 
and Black youth political incorporation by engendering disenfranchisement, undermining 




political incorporation as a dimension of racialized educational inequality, highlights the 
experiences of Latinx and Black youth in the suburbs and explains how recent education reforms 
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 Riding my bike down Main Street I notice several beautiful murals. I realize that one of 
the murals is masking a boarded-up window, it shows a montage of a diverse group of young 
people smiling. One young woman in the mural has a large green Afro and flashes a peace sign 
with her fingers. I continue to see many boarded-up buildings as well as several additional 
murals painted with messages of diversity, growth and hope. As I ride further down the street I 
notice that the majority of the stores I pass cater to low-income patrons: paycheck cashing, 
money mailing, pawnshops and dollar stores. Young men stand chatting on the sidewalk, some 
leaning on cars parked on the street. A number of young to middle-age women and men walk 
down the street in small groups. Most are speaking English, but I also hear a few groups chatting 
in Spanish. It is a hot and humid June day in Crane, a small town upstate New York.1 Eager to 
get out of the sun I pick up the pace on my bike as I head toward to the local high school, 
Sandhill High School (SHS).  
 As I turn off Main Street and ride a few streets down, I see students walking through the 
residential neighborhood of older homes that surround the school. I park my bike in the empty 
metal bike rack near the entrance of SHS and look up to see an older brown building that could 
use a fresh coat of paint. Aging AC units dot the classroom windows. Students cross past a few 
large trees and over short grass covering the school grounds. Three security guards hover near 
the entrance, their bright yellow jackets reading "SECURITY" in heavy dark green lettering. 
 In order to enter the school, I must wait until the security guard positioned inside unlocks 
the first round of doors. Standing in front of the door I wave to get the guard's attention and the 
red light above the door turns green, signaling to me that I can go inside and approach the 
																																																								




security desk. As I wait behind two students who forgot their IDs, they take turns reciting their 
numbers to the security guard. The guard matches their photos and numbers with her computer 
screen to confirm their identities and see if their files show that they are cleared to attend class. 
The door buzzes, indicating that the second door is unlocked and the two students can enter the 
building. As a regular visitor, I show my SHS photo ID and sign-in manually. Once inside, I hear 
the Jeopardy music that plays over the loudspeaker between class periods, letting the kids know 
that the "clock is ticking" and they need to get to class. 
 The main hall is large and lined with blue lockers. There is a low beat of students' 
sneakers squeaking against the grey and white spotted linoleum flooring. The students walk to 
their next class, chatting with their friends and seeming unmindful of the uniformed police 
strolling the hallway near them. I am struck by the number of signs here. There are signs above 
the students' lockers reminding them to follow the school's rules and prepare for the state exams. 
Past the lockers is a bulletin urging students to "work hard" and be on time to class. A different 
sign prompts the students to walk respectfully in the hallways, and a large red poster publicizes 
the number of days until the state exams.  
  SHS is a suburban school in struggle. Only about half of the students here graduate. In 
contrast, three out of four students graduate from high school in New York State overall. SHS 
also has inadequate funding to meet the students' needs because Crane's tax base is low. Whereas 
fifty percent of NYS public school children qualify for free or reduced lunch overall, at SHS that 
number is more than eighty percent.  
 Like many low-income suburban schools across New York, high poverty in Crane has 
only been the case for the last two decades and is heavily racialized. Compared to the public high 




significantly more Black and Latinx students and fewer white students.2 NYS's public high 
school student population overall is forty-seven percent white, twenty-three percent Latinx and 
eighteen percent Black; and NYS is similar to school-age children across the U.S. generally in 
these percentages.  
 Over the last two decades, white middle-class families have steadily left Crane as low-
income Latinx and Black families moved in. In 1995, one in three SHS students were white and 
there were hardly any Latinx students. Yet, by 2015, just ten percent of the total student 
population was white, twenty-five percent was Latinx, and two-thirds was Black. Nearly all of 
the Latinx students were immigrants from Mexico and Central America. A small number of the 
Black students were immigrants from Jamaica and African countries, and many non-immigrant 
Black students were from NYC, which had become unaffordable for their families.  
 The state has been threatening to close SHS because of the students' low graduation rate. 
Teachers and administrators were worried about keeping their jobs and needed to get the students 
to improve quickly. Because of low-performance, SHS had to make state-mandated structural 
changes like additional standardized test drills, using students' scores to evaluate and discipline 
teachers, and increasing discipline and surveillance to manage the students' behavior. The 
reforms also came with extra state funding, another key reason that SHS made every effort to 
comply with state demands. Yet, even after years of state restructuring the graduation rate at 
SHS remains very low.   
 Walking through the hallway of SHS, I notice there are photographs of the teachers on 
the outside of their doors. Below the photos are short paragraphs about where the teachers are 
																																																								
2 Like an increasing number of scholars of youth, race and education such as Tatum (2017), I use the recent term, 





originally from, where they attended school and what they studied. Most of the photographs are 
of white women and some are white men and the descriptions report they are from outside of 
Crane. Later on, I meet two of the few Black and Latinx teachers in the school. In contrast to the 
teachers, I learn that almost all of the school administrators and board members are African 
Americans from Crane with deep community ties, and it had been that way for more than a 
decade.  
 None of the teachers I met-- white, Black, or Latinx-- felt the state interventions were 
helpful and most felt the reforms actually undermined learning. Yet they still tried to cooperate 
because the state threatened to close the school. Teachers generally fear school closure because 
the replacement school may not re-hire them or will only do so under an inferior contract. But 
they also fear it because they care about their students and school closures tend to disrupt the 
students' education. School days are lost, new school bureaucracies are confusing, and students 
miss faculty and staff with whom they have close trusting relationships. While some SHS 
teachers were burned-out and offensive, others cared deeply about the students and worked hard 
to support them.  
 For their part, the school administrators and board members at SHS publicly supported 
the state improvement prescriptions and the ones I spoke to restated those views. I do not know if 
they privately felt otherwise, but I do know that they were under intense pressure to improve 
student outcomes, and that the majority of the school's administrators leave their posts after just a 
year or two. To make matters worse, in recent years several principals were forced to leave 
because they allowed students to cheat on the state exams. Yet, the school administrators and 
board members overall did not have much real power in the situation. Instead, it was largely the 




graduation rate was low. This was not the case for the more affluent and white majority schools 
in other small towns neighboring Crane, which have been re-districted over the years to isolate 
themselves from low-income students of color.   
 Struggling suburban schools like SHS have more challenges than their urban 
counterparts. There are many under-funded schools in affluent cities like New York, yet the city 
itself has funds that can be potentially tapped and city council members with some degree of 
localized power. In Crane, all local political positions are part-time with nominal compensation, 
and the city itself is broke. City Council members receive just eight thousand dollars annually 
and the mayor receives twenty-five thousand. Suburban schools like SHS tend to be invisible 
compared to large city centers and lack the public support to resist state pressure. In addition, 
there is no formidable teachers' union in Crane to push back on state reforms in contrast to 
struggling large urban schools like Chicago or Philadelphia. 
 The school structure was difficult for SHS students to see. One minute they would 
ridicule the education system, and the next minute they would blame themselves for their 
struggles. Overall, they felt stuck: they did not buy into the schools' emphasis on test prep 
specifically, but they did believe in the merits of hard work and compliance. They experienced 
the school's discipline practices as excessive and painful, but tended to blame it on their peers' 
misconduct. This type of response is common for working class youth as the structure comes 
down on them hard: from the police in their neighborhoods, to welfare officers in their homes, to 
teachers, security guards and other professional staff in the school. At SHS, many of the students 
were also undocumented immigrants from Central America and Mexico, and had to deal with 




Crane the anti-immigrant sentiment was high and there was little support for undocumented 
youth and their families.   
 The case of SHS illustrates the central role of structural racism in the persistence of 
racial inequalities in education. In addition to the low graduation rate, the school regularly 
suspended nearly a quarter of its students (out-of-school suspensions). In contrast, a high school 
adjacent to SHS with mostly white and affluent students suspended just five-percent of its 
students. SHS also regularly sent students to detention for being late to class or turned them 
away from school if their clothing or hairstyle violated the school's dress code. Even with local 
Black political leaders, school administrators and security guards and a number of caring 
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The Education Crisis: Unmaking Citizenship 
As I walked through the main hall at SHS, I was surprised to see an enormous eight-by-
ten-foot poster titled “SHS Data Wall.” The poster had more than a dozen different bar charts, 
five additional sets of tables and a series of summaries and explanations. It seemed like a power 
point presentation one might see school administrators give for other administrators. Most of the 
charts summarized the state test scores for different student cohorts, with a breakdown by sub-
groups of students, signified by acronyms such as “ELL’s” (English Language Learners). I later 
learned this “data wall” was part of the school’s improvement plan to better meet state testing 
benchmarks. New York State has increasingly intervened in SHS because it is a “failing” school. 
The students generally score very low on state tests and have high rates of absenteeism and 
breaking school rules. The logic of the data wall was that presenting it to the students would 
motivate them to better meet the school’s goals of boosting state test scores and reducing cases 
of student misconduct.    
Something else struck me in my initial visits to SHS. There were few students in the halls 
but many security staff, uniformed police and other school staff on headsets patrolling the 
school. The school was concerned about student violence and took major precautions to avert the 
possibility of an unsafe situation. As the school board president explained to the local newspaper, 
“We like to be proactive rather than reactive.” This statement reflected the school safety climate. 
According to the official school record, there was not a notable security problem but there was 
an abundance of security measures. This included adding metal detectors as well as restricting 
students from standing in the hallways and suspending them for being late to class. The decision-




documents show that the primary aim was to lower student misconduct. And, like the efforts to 
increase academic achievement at SHS, the new security and discipline practices were also part 
of the school's state-led "failing" school improvement program. 
Raul is a senior at SHS. To him, school was about trying to meet state demands and not 
about education. As he put it, “It just became about getting good scores on the state tests instead 
of trying to get the kids a good education.” He described his academic experiences in SHS as 
nonstop state test preparation and emphasized that the tests did not prepare the students for 
anything besides the test. And, though he prided himself on keeping out of trouble in school, he 
was overwhelmed by SHS’s discipline and security practices. He had to move efficiently from 
one class to the next or be suspended. “If they catch you in the hallway they send you home,” he 
explained. He also described coping with security staff roaming the hall "harassing students" and 
administrators "hunting" students down if they broke the rules. Raul struggled to follow the 
school rules and believed the efforts to improve students' state test scores undermined his 
education. Yet, he also thought that fighting back was useless. He did not see himself as having 
political agency in relation to school policy. As well, Raul identified his peers as an obstacle to 
his education and tried to isolate himself from them. He framed them as responsible for and 
deserving of the heavy school discipline because they crassly broke the rules. In contrast, he saw 
himself as trying to conform and being unjustly punished.     
Raul is an immigrant student from Mexico. Like Raul, many of the students at SHS are 
immigrants. Navigating the state tests and security measures at school is also part of their 
immigrant incorporation (becoming integrated into U.S. society). Raul and many other 
immigrant students at SHS are also undocumented. Federal law guarantees undocumented 




SHS required students to produce a birth certificate for enrollment, which many undocumented 
students did not have. New York State law only requires students to prove they live in the school 
district to enroll, but schools are allowed to require birth certificates to verify the students' ages. 
As a result of this requirement, some undocumented students could not enroll in the school.3   
At SHS many undocumented students had interrupted education backgrounds, and most 
were English Language Learners (ELL). These types of students struggled to pass the state tests 
and were a major subgroup for whom the state pressured SHS to improve test scores. The result 
was that school staff would request large groups of students to meet in the school library and 
inform them that it was not possible for them to graduate so they should not take the state exams 
and seek an education program elsewhere such as a GED program. Staff also counseled students 
in this way individually. Students felt that this process was unfair and that their education was 
being taken from them. Latinx immigrant students made up a great number of the students 
directed to not take the state exams. Immigrant students who were ELL or had an interrupted 
education background were all test score problems for SHS. Excluding students was one way the 
school dealt with state pressure to improve test scores and this particularly impacted 
undocumented students. 
School policies shaped students’ sense of themselves and others. In addition to learning 
that the state did not value his education, Raul also learned racial and gendered stereotypes about 
Blacks and Latinxs alongside his non-immigrant peers at SHS. These stereotypes were often 
descriptions of criminals. Raul realized his Black peers tended to label the Latinx students as 
																																																								




“Mexican” regardless of their national origins and that “Mexican” meant “illegal” immigrant.4 
As well, he learned that Latinx students tended to label all of the Black students “dangerous.”  
Raul’s experiences illustrate some of the major challenges for students at SHS and the 
survival strategies students created to navigate those challenges. The school was in crisis. It was 
undergoing state-led reforms to improve the students' academic achievement and behavior. Yet 
the reforms failed to help the students. Instead, it created incentives to exclude vulnerable 
students, offered poor and potentially worse education than before, and it also made students 
cynical about their education. The students were learning to deal with a school they felt 
disrespected them, and many coped with the school’s improvement policies by turning on their 
peers. They criticized the non-stop test training and felt oppressed by the security and discipline 
practices. Yet, they tended to blame their peers, who they saw as the key barrier to a good 
education. The way the students rebuked each other mirrored the gendered and racialized 
punishment the students experienced--punishment that impacted girls in ways it did not affect 
boys, and shaped Latinx students differently than Black students.  
In this study, I explain why schools like SHS are in crisis and how the school’s response 
to the crisis impacts students. I argue that education reform strategies influence youth political 
incorporation, which I conceptualize as the students’ everyday citizenship experiences.5 This 
includes bureaucratic incorporation (the services provided to students); students’ political agency 
(feeling one’s participation can effect change, rights to voice and self-advocacy, being 
respected/valued); and students’ feelings of solidarity and social citizenship. I ask how this type 
																																																								
4 While Latinxs can be of any race, the "popular representation" of U.S. Latinxs "emphasizes an olive or brown skin 
tone, dark hair, lower-class origins, and the use of the Spanish language” (Armenta 2017:93). The Latinx students at 
SHS all fit into this popular representation. When I refer to Latinx youth in this study, I am referring to students who 
fit this image. Those who fit this image are often marked and treated as “Mexican,” which is also a label used to 
indicate that a person is allegedly an “illegal” immigrant (Armenta 2017:93, see also Romero 2006).   
5As I discuss later in this chapter, the concept of everyday citizenship is based on the theory of “substantive 




of school shapes the political incorporation of Black and Latinx immigrant and non-immigrant 
youth?  
I argue that the new tools of high-stakes testing and strict discipline in low-income 
schools follow a political approach that resembles the development programs rich countries force 
on poor countries to improve their economies. Schools have long been shaped to meet the 
demands of global capitalism, but the current neoliberal period has introduced different tools, 
which create new forms of inequality. I show how these mechanisms produce negative youth 
political incorporation: they engender poor bureaucratic incorporation and disenfranchisement, 
undermine youth political agency and damage the potential for interracial solidarity for working 
class Black and Latinx students.  
The Education Crisis. The state tests, increased security and punitive discipline 
practices that Raul described are responses to a crisis in public education across the U.S. Over 
the last twenty years, this crisis has taken the form of an academic achievement gap and a fear 
that schools are becoming more dangerous. The achievement gap crisis has many features, but at 
its center are the low graduation rates and standardized test scores for Black and Latinx students 
compared to white students (USDOE 2016:38). In a recent report, the U.S. Department of 
Education concluded that the achievement gap is now even more urgent than in prior decades, 
stressing that only about half of Black and Latinx students graduate from high school on time, 
compared with seventy percent of students overall (USDOE 2008:11). The students at SHS 
generally score very poorly on state tests and have high rates of behavior violations and 
absenteeism. To help schools like SHS, the federal government requires states to intervene. So, 
New York State identified SHS a "failing" school and began restructuring it with the goal of 




these goals include extra test preparation, new security equipment and initiatives such as 
“cracking down” on student misbehavior.  
Yet, SHS had not always been a low-performing school. Even into the early 2000s New 
York State’s past evaluations of SHS indicated that it was still in “good standing” with the state’s 
expectations for school quality. But, from the mid 2000s onward, it became a “failing” school: 
student’s graduation rates dropped, it failed on new state student performance standards and it 
acquired the reputation as a dangerous school.6 Ironically, SHS went from being a school in 
“good standing” to a “failing” partly because of the new state standards.  
Then, in 2012 the federal government unveiled new legislation attached to states' federal 
funding for their low-income schools. It required states to intervene in "failing" schools as well 
as change how these schools were identified.7 These new mandates were intended to close the 
achievement gap. To comply, New York State overhauled its state exams to align them with new 
federal "Common Core Learning Standards" and required higher passing scores to graduate high 
school (NYSED 2013a). This made graduation more challenging. New York State also began 
classifying high schools based on graduation rates and state test scores using these new more 
difficult tests and higher passing scores. As a result, already "failing" schools like SHS looked 
like they were doing even worse than before. And, under the new system, schools like SHS had 
to undergo a state-directed school improvement process (NYSED 2012).  
Next, in 2015, New York State introduced a new law placing SHS (among other schools) 
under receivership because it was in the lowest performance category (the bottom five percent of 
																																																								
6 SHS's graduation rate of 59% was far below the state average. 
7 New York applied for and received a waiver for NCLB because it was not meeting the NCLB achievement 
standards. The new waiver required New York identify schools as Reward, Focus, Priority based on student 
achievement outcomes and their overall achievement ranking in the state. For the high school level, schools were 
ranked based on graduation rates and state test scores. The state uses “Performance Indices” formula for identifying 
schools, which requires increase in performance index points. The state is required to identify a minimum of 5% of 




the state) and had been so since the 2012-13 school year. The receivership program required SHS 
to make “demonstrable improvement” in student attendance, state test scores and various 
discipline indicators (NYSED 2015a). The state used a weighted “Demonstrable Improvement 
Index,” for which schools need to achieve an index of 67% or higher to improve (2015a). SHS 
agreed to use four indicators: two measures of the students’ graduation rates, test scores and the 
number of “serious” incidents.8 During the 2015-16 school year, it had to have a 1% increase in 
its regular and honors 4-year graduation rate for all students, a 10% reduction in “serious 
incidents” of student misbehavior and make “yearly progress” to move itself out of the "priority" 
(bottom five percent) ranking in the state.9  
Under the receivership, the superintendent is the initial receiver and has new wide-
ranging authority to, among other things, supersede all previous decisions, policies or regulations 
from all school administrators and the local school board. If schools did not improve, the 
superintendent would be replaced with a state-appointed receiver. In 2016, SHS exited the 
receivership program but remains a very low performing school with a graduation rate of about 
60%. This is still far below the state target of 80% and so SHS continues to undergo mandatory 
improvement plans under the supervision of New York State.  
																																																								
8 Indicators for Demonstrable Improvement Workbook for SHS. The behavior metric of “serious incidents” refers to 
violent incidents calculated from the state’s student behavior indexing system. Violent incidents include events 
where no violence occurred but could have resulted from a student’s action such as throwing an object that could 
have seriously hurt someone but did not. In New York State this is called the “Violent and Disruptive Incidents 
Report” system (VADIR). It was enacted to comply with a new federal law to collect school level data for the state, 
which is then used to calculate a “School Violence Index.” I discuss its implementation fully later in this chapter. 
9 Annual Yearly Progress is a federal academic achievement standard for NCLB using students’ test scores. States 
create targets for NCLB that are to be met through standardized tests in different subjects. Schools like SHS that 
struggle to meet those goals can still make AYP through lowered approved benchmarks for improvement. These 
benchmarks are for different cohorts of students and by race, ELL, SWD and economically disadvantaged status. 
SHS did not make AYP in all areas at these lowered rates, but they made small improvements which were measured 
against similarly struggling schools and SHS was ranked higher than the lowest 5% of all high schools in New York. 




Yet, new state standards are not the only reason SHS became a “failing” school. Its 
academic achievement crisis also reflected the demographic transition among the students from 
the 1990s to the present. White families left SHS as new Black and Latinx families came in and 
the proportion of students in poverty increased.10 Table 1 illustrates the demographic transition at 
SHS and	Table 2 shows the accompanying growth in the number of low-income SHS students. 
 Table 1. 
 
 Table 2.  
 
By the 2010s, SHS became a school with highly concentrated racialized poverty: nearly 
all of the students were Black and Latinx and low-income.11 There is a longstanding academic 
achievement gap among students by race and class, especially apparent on standardized tests. 
																																																								
10 In 1990, only 1% of SHS students were Latinx. By 2013, 25% of SHS students were Latinx (U.S. Department of 
Education. Institute of Education Sciences, National Center for Education Statistics.) 
11 When I describe the numbers of students at SHS as low-income or poor, I am defining these terms as the number 
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Over the last fifteen years at SHS the number of students in poverty increased about twenty-five 
percent, while white students steadily declined to just ten percent. Still, the total number of 
students remained stable at SHS as new Black and Latinx families moved in, particularly from 
Mexico and Central America, but also from Caribbean and African countries, and from New 
York City. Many lower income households moved from NYC to small towns upstate like Crane 
as NYC became an increasingly alluring destination for the affluent and gentrification brought 
new low-income African American students to SHS. SHS became intensely segregated by race 
and income.12 Similar to national trends, Black and Latinx students at SHS have lower rates of 
academic achievement, especially for standardized tests, and higher rates of being punished for 
breaking school rules than their white peers. Thus, in addition to the new standards, SHS became 
a “failing” school because of the student demographic transition.13  
 By 2012, four out of five SHS students were poor. The high poverty rates among students 
also means SHS has limited funding because of the low tax base. Like most districts in New 
York State, local school funding comes primarily from property taxes (NYSED 2016:5).14 As a 
result, SHS depends on state aid for two-thirds of its total budget, which has shrunk in recent 
years. It also competes for and receives some federal grants. The state and federal funding SHS 
relies on comes with restrictions on how the money can be spent and requires that the school 
undertake major restructuring plans to improve student test and behavior metrics. Thus, the 
financial support SHS depends on is conditional on agreeing to restructuring plans that conform 
																																																								
12As late as 1988, the SHS student population was still 40% white and 60% Black. Even in 2000, one in four of SHS 
students were still white; by 2015, that number dropped to just one in ten (U.S. Department of Education. Institute of 
Education Sciences, National Center for Education Statistics). 
13 For emphasis, poverty and segregation are the root causes of academic achievement gaps, there is nothing inherent 
to working class Black and Latinx students regarding their patterns of low academic achievement and test scores 
(Ravitch 2016).  
14The five largest cities in the state are the exception. For the rest of the state, approximately 89% of local school 
funding comes from taxes levied by the school system on residential and commercial properties within the 




to state and federal standards. Test preparation and heightened school discipline are the key 
mechanisms to accomplish those benchmarks. This conditional funding arrangement forces low-
income schools to restructure. I argue this school reform model emulates development programs 
for low-income countries. 
The Structural Adjustment Program Model. Education reforms focused on mandatory 
high-stakes tests and extra security measures are new, but the overall political approach for such 
school reforms is not. This type of political approach is known to low-income countries as 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs).15 Since the 1980s, the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and World Bank (led by the world’s richest countries) designed and funded SAPs as the 
central poverty reduction and economic development strategy for financially struggling nation-
states. These agencies unilaterally decide, using a top-down and one-size-fits-all approach, on 
the indicators for improvement and the route to achieve those standards (Stiglitz 2003: 24, 47). 
The SAP approach to economic development has generally failed to achieve its stated objective 
of growth (Przeworski and Vreeland 2000:403) and has been so severely criticized overall that 
the IMF and World Bank have gone to great lengths to re-brand their programs.16   
Conditionality is the central element of SAPs (Stiglitz 2003; see also, Kentikelenis et al 
2016; Babb and Carruthers 2008). The IMF and World Bank attach funding to implementing 
programs they select for countries, which consist of various market-oriented reforms and 
threaten sanctions and withhold funds if programs are not applied (Stiglitz 2003: 44). SAPs 
																																																								
15 See, Bello 2001:127-39 for a historical analysis of IMF and World Bank SAPs.  
16 The typical results of SAPs are “mediocre growth effects, patchy compliance, bad effects on equity, solidarity and 
health, and unhealthy effects on political systems” (Greer 2014: 52). The IMF and World Bank SAPs have replaced 
SAPs with “Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers” (PRSP) and officially claim that these programs represent a 
disruption from “structural adjustment” programming. Yet, analysis of IMF programs over the last 30 years shows 
that PRSPs are fundamentally the same type of program and have actually increased the number of conditions for 




require that countries privatize public assets, liberalize trade and cut social welfare spending 
(austerity). For example, to get IMF funding, Korea had to lower trade barriers and open its 
markets to foreign investment (Babb and Carruthers 2008:21). Jamaica had to cut public 
spending, reduce wages and adopt new standardized exchange rate convertibility for trading 
purposes (part of trade liberalization) to receive IMF funds. When Jamaica failed to meet the 
IMF’s expectations (it had growing deficits and unemployment), the IMF intensified its 
prescription, adding more conditions with additional funds (Weiss 2004: 466). 
Conditionality is also central to SAPs because countries receiving the funds must agree to 
heavy compliance monitoring through structural benchmarks. The logic being that IMF or World 
Bank oversight and intervention the along the way will inculcate "good governance." For 
example, the conditions of Turkey's 2003 IMF loan included only two performance criteria but 
17 structural benchmarks to get there. The loan terms compelled Turkey to agree to regular IMF 
supervision and greater monitoring through "waivers" when it did not meet the performance 
targets (Babb and Carruthers 2008: 19-20).  
The IMF and World Bank are entirely public global governance institutions and most 
countries have agreed to monitoring from them. Every country in the world gets an annual IMF 
assessment “grade” along with directives on what they should do. Yet, only low-income 
countries must adhere to the IMF’s instructions because they depend on IMF financing. In 
contrast, rich countries like the U.S. are free to ignore the IMF. For example, when the IMF told 
the U.S. to raise interest rates to combat inflation, the U.S. disregarded this counsel and the 
economy grew as a result (Stiglitz 2003:49). Countries receiving loans cannot use IMF funds to 




I argue U.S. education reforms are analogous to SAPs; thus, I refer to, “Structurally 
Adjusted Schools.” Schools like SHS are forced to restructure to produce state-mandated metrics 
of achievement. If they do not meet these goals, the state will further discipline them and 
eventually they will be shut down and replaced with a privately managed school. In this 
approach, any local metrics of achievement are de-valued. Instead, only the state standards 
matter for school evaluations. Similarly, international SAPs require the de-valuation of local 
currency and disallow countries to use IMF financial assistance for their development priorities. 
Instead, they must use the SAP funds to restructure their economy for fuller participation in 
global capitalism. Also, like SAPs, education reformers blur the means and ends. Testing and 
securitization (proving the school is safe) are the prescribed tools to get students a good 
education. Similarly, privatization, austerity, and liberalization are the means through which 
countries are to grow economically growth (Stiglitz 2003:72). Instead, these structural 
transformations become the objectives in of themselves.  Understanding the similarity of U.S. 
education reforms to SAPs illustrates a large-scale continuity in restructuring strategies and 
outcomes, highlights the reforms’ negative effects on democracy and calls attention to a 
divergence from previous education reform models.  
The analogy of SAPs and recent U.S. education reform does have limitations. 
Restructuring a country is different than reorganizing a school, especially regarding the larger 
scale and complexity of the reform programs for nation-states. Remaking international trade 
policies and eliminating food subsidies is not the same as bringing corporate personnel, 
standardized tests and security products into schools. As well, the state funding schools receive is 
not a loan. Perhaps most importantly, SAPs require that nation-states pay back the financing they 




Nevertheless, the analogy remains meaningful. While schools do not have to pay back the 
money there are other acute outcomes. For instance, a Structurally Adjusted School can be 
terminated and the replacement can be a for-profit charter school with no community ties or 
influence at the helm. Moreover, in both types of situations the reforms create a rationalized 
process for privatizing the public sector through similar mechanisms. To recap, they offer 
indispensable funding to resource-strapped public entities under the condition they allow an 
external authority to "call the shots" and marketize it. This is promoted as the best way forward 
for financially struggling public institutions. As well, the policymakers leading the reforms avow 
that the changes will improve the local entity (nation-state or public school) such that it will 
stabilize and be released from external oversight. Lastly, colonialism also links both. In general, 
previously colonized countries get SAPs and U.S. education reform targets Black and Latinx 
students.   
Schools have long been used to support capitalism by sorting and preparing young people 
for jobs as adults (Bowles and Gintis 1976). For working class youth, this typically means 
accepting unequal social relations where someone else controls the pace and content of their 
work. Yet the neoliberal era has distinctive needs and new tools. Recent education reforms use 
testing and security regimes to socialize working class students of color for second-class 
citizenship in U.S. society. These regimes are impersonal tools through which schools 
disenfranchise and control these students. They offer test prep or deny education entirely and 
hyper-control students’ social behavior. They communicate to students that they are undeserving 
of a good education and that they are a “risky” population in need of surveillance.  
Testing and security mechanisms contrast with previous education models that allowed 




curtailing local decision-making and suggest they are equalizing because everyone must work 
toward the same standards. These regimes prepare students for an increasingly rigid and 
restructured economy with a few powerful decision-makers and growing economic inequality. In 
this context, people are encouraged to "do more with less" and accept it as the new normal with 
few opportunities for critique. The imposition of school reform programs analogous to SAPs 
results in school practices that prepare students to accept the new conditions of capitalism.  
Schools impart the messages to students that constant high-stakes testing, and 
surveillance is normal, and they need to embrace it in order to be successful. In this context, it is 
critical to examine how efforts to improve academic achievement outcomes also influence youth 
political incorporation. As earlier described, I argue that schooling is a process of learning to be 
entitled or excluded political subjects. In school, youth receive (or are denied) different kinds of 
school services and confront assorted rules for their behavior. In the process, they learn they are 
entitled to or excluded from rights, respect and protection as students. Thus, when students 
receive the message that they deserve testing and surveillance, their political agency is 
undermined. Deservingness is decided externally insofar as these tools are centralized in the 
hands of state and federal power. A student may feel that a particular teacher or administrator is 
onerous, yet the rules for academic and social behavior are driven largely by state and federal 
policy. Feeling entitled to good public services and learning to advocate for oneself are key 
features of positive political incorporation that are undermined through the new tools of testing 
and securitization.  
Through a case study of a "failing" school undergoing a state-led improvement program, 
I examine how recent state policies in education and immigration shape the political 




undocumented) youth in school. My argument draws from urban education scholars’ analysis of 
neoliberal education reforms, the literature on schooling under capitalism, as well as political 
incorporation and critical race theories. 
Neoliberalization of Schools: How are schools neoliberal, what does that mean?  
The Market-based Approach. Scholars of urban education consider the larger political 
economic context in which youth are embedded to understand how policy shifts shape the 
academic achievement of disadvantaged students. They analyze the role of neoliberalism (e.g. 
Fabricant and Fine 2013) in regard to policy, ideology and governmentality; for each, the 
organizing principle is that markets are the best way to get goods and services to people (Larner 
2000). This principle has guided education reform since the Reagan administration’s 1983 “A 
Nation at Risk” (ANAR) report, which argued that schools were in crisis because academic 
achievement was spiraling downward out of control (Au 2009: 51). There were and continue to 
be persistent race and class inequities, yet academic achievement was not in decline. Instead, 
ANAR was reacting to fears of rising economic competition from Germany and Japan and 
blamed schools for the slowed U.S. economy (Ravitch 2016:28-31). This report was the 
justification for extensive public-school reforms under the G.W. Bush administration, which 
expanded during the Obama administration. 
The school reforms following ANAR were market-based, creating “conditions where 
schools compete with each other in the ‘free market’ of education” (Au 2009: 62). They imposed 
more difficult and standardized benchmarks for student achievement and moved students out of, 
restructured and/or closed schools that did not meet the new benchmarks. The logic was that 
structural and managerial changes would improve performance and “schools that did not perform 




policy required that schools use yearly standardized state tests to assess student performance, 
labeled schools “failing” that did not produce the desired test scores and required “failing” 
schools to use federal funds to improve the scores (McLaren 2015). And, Obama's Race to the 
Top (RTTT) policy let states and local districts compete for money if they implemented federal 
policies such as using student test scores to evaluate teachers; and states that did not comply 
were ineligible for these funds (2015:15).  
Urban education scholars like Michelle Fine, Michael Fabricant and Pauline Lipman 
analyze the purpose and effects of these education reforms through the concept of “accumulation 
by dispossession” coined by geographer David Harvey, which refers to the logic and practice for 
taking away public goods (e.g. water; education) and privatizing them for profit (Harvey 2004).17 
These scholars stress how the policies to raise education standards often degrade rather than 
improve education, and help to transfer funds and students to corporations through test 
preparation and evaluation services as well as charter schools, (privately managed, but largely 
taxpayer funded) (Fabricant and Fine 2013).18 Some critical education scholars stress how the 
state uses “crisis” as an excuse for privatization such as the case of using the destruction of 
Hurricane Katrina to justify privatizing New Orleans' public schools (Lipman 2011).19 These 
																																																								
17 For example, Fabricant and Fine 2013; and Lipman 2011. 
18 For example, to improve student test scores, schools must contract with certain state-approved corporations that 
provide test preparation materials and extra tests which qualify as required supplementary non-state tests. One 
prevalent example of these supplementary tests is the “MAPs” test (Measure of Academic Progress), an online exam 
used in more than 5000 school districts. Schools require that students take this exam at the beginning and the end of 
each semester. Notably, the parent company, Northwest Evaluation Association, reportedly made $84 million in 
revenue in 2012 (Shaw 2013). Overall, the U.S. standardized testing market stands at about two billion dollars 
annually with four corporations dominating: Pearson Education, ETS (Educational Testing Service), Houghton 
Mifflin Harcourt, and McGraw-Hill. Collectively, these corporations spent more than $20 million lobbying for pro-
testing policies in states and on Capitol Hill from 2009 to 2014 (Straus 2015).  
19 Lipman briefly comments that structural adjustment has come to the U.S. as indicated by the cuts to public 
education (2011:154). Yet her take on structural adjustment in the U.S. is just a passing description and not the focus 
of her work. Moreover, she uses a different focus and framework. Her focus is education reforms’ role in 
gentrification. Using a “right to the city” framework (see Harvey 2012), she analyzes how education privatization 




scholars document how urban public schools are neglected, branded by new state-driven 
evaluations as “failing” and then replaced with charter schools. This state-driven transition 
creates the opportunity for privatization of previously public resources.  
As well, they show that while the state claims that high-stakes testing reforms are 
designed to help disadvantaged youth, the reforms actually do them academic disservice: they 
over-test them, which in turn pushes them out of school (Fine and Ruglis 2009). Increased 
testing reduces the time for actual classroom instruction, the tests themselves are overly 
complex, and standardized tests as a general strategy have been shown to be discriminatory 
toward minority students (Lipman 2003). In addition, high stakes testing also leads to school 
closings, which disrupts the students’ education process (Fabricant and Fine 2013).20  
Critical urban education scholars stress the structural incentives to privatize public 
schools for private accumulation and show how the process dispossesses students of their 
education. They focus on the contestation over public resources in large urban centers. Yet, 
struggling schools are undergoing restructuring nationally, not only in major city centers where 
public space is highly contested. Low-income schools that struggle with reforms are increasingly 
hidden in low-income suburbs (Shiller 2016).21 Low-income suburban schools are dealing with 
the same policy reforms as their large city counterparts and they exemplify the other side of 
gentrification: instead of being fought-over spaces, they are the invisible places many low-
income people go to as city centers gentrify.22 As well, the reforms are not purely state-led 
																																																								
20 When schools are closed due to low performance the students do not tend to get a better education in their transfer 
schools, and they also lose school days as well as important stability from relationships with trusted school adults 
(staff in the closed school are typically not re-hired) (Lipman 2015; see also, de la Torre and Gwynne 2009).  
21 A growing number of studies and reports reveal that “Today more Americans live below the poverty line in 
suburbs than in the nation’s big cities… [and] “Almost every major metropolitan area in the country has experienced 
rising poverty beyond its urban core” (Kneebone and Berube 2014:2).  
22 Low-income residents are pushed out of city centers and mainly into inner-ring suburbs that offer aging, 




privatization. The state tells schools that they can maintain their status as traditional public 
schools if they meet certain external criteria developed by the state and private partners.  
School Securitization & Neoliberal Education Reforms. Under neoliberalism, the welfare 
aspects of the state have been hollowed out even as its penal features are expanded. For example, 
“the 1996 reform that ‘ended welfare as we know it’ was complemented by the sweeping Violent 
Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1993 and bolstered by the No Frills Prison Act of 
1995” (Wacquant 2010:202). Expanding the security state as the welfare state declines helped 
the state maintain legitimacy (Gilmore 2007) and maintain social order as people became 
increasingly excluded in the neoliberal economy (Wacquant 2001). From the 1990s onward, the 
excluded were marked as deviant and the definition of deviant expanded (Young 1999). The 
penal state has also grown in part through a new state focus on risk management and crime 
prevention as a response to rising fear and resentment in the less predictable neoliberal economy 
(Garland 2001). It incarcerates “deviants” excluded from the restructured economy that needs 
fewer workers (Gilmore 2007).  
Urban education scholars have documented the development of the security state inside 
urban schools during this period (e.g. Fine 1991; Brotherton 1996; Devine 1996; Nolan 2011; 
Shedd 2015). The 1999 school shooting in Columbine, Colorado (and many more since) led to a 
public perception that schools were getting violent and dangerous (The Advancement Project 
2013:5). Yet, research tracking violence in schools does not support this view (Skiba and 
Pearson 1999:373). Nevertheless, in the past two decades, many schools started using a “zero-
tolerance” approach to student discipline where even the lowest level of student misconduct is 




(Fabelo et al 2011).23 The presence of police in schools also expanded in schools across the U.S., 
(The Advancement Project 2013).  
Similar to the state’s shift in crime policies, urban schools use zero-tolerance policies and 
police as a tool of social control (Giroux 2003). This form of social control is different than 
previous decades because it is based on centralized standards and new non-teaching security 
staff, often police officers (Kafka 2011:96). Most school discipline is for non-violent incidents 
(USDOE 2014: ii).24 Nonetheless, schools justified securitization as a safeguard against risky 
situations. This reasoning was largely driven by the dominant U.S. public’s racial fear of Black 
students (Kafka 2011; see also, Ioanide 2015).  
Schools also shifted toward securitization to comply with NCLB, which mandated that 
schools prove they were “safe” by providing increased and standardized numbers assessing their 
safety level (violent incidents) based on federal benchmarks.25 These measures often mimic 
those of the criminal justice system. For example, to comply with new federal law, New York 
State created the “Violent and Disruptive Incidents Report” system for the state to collect school 
level data, then used to calculate a “School Violence Index” (NYSED 2015b; 2015c).26 This 
system re-codes individual school violations as criminal justice violations, with categories like 
“arson, assault, robbery, and criminal mischief” (2015b; 2015c). The federal government has 
																																																								
23 Zero tolerance is prompt and severe punishment, typically suspension or expulsion including for first time 
offenders for minor school infractions (Nolan 2011:1). A recent study tracking over a million school children for six 
years found that the students who were suspended or expelled were much more likely to later be in the juvenile 
justice system (Fabelo et al 2011: xii). And, analysis of national survey illustrates Black and Latinx students are 
suspended at higher rates than non-Hispanic whites. These differences are also generally “not attributable to 
different levels of misbehavior” (Finn and Servoss 2014:2) 
24 95% of out-of-school suspensions are for nonviolent, minor issues, e.g. tardiness or disrespect 
25 Federal law requires all states to determine annually which public schools are ‘persistently dangerous.’ (New 
York State Center for School Safety). The specific law is the “Unsafe Schools Choice Option” (USCO) of the No 
Child Left Behind Act of 2001, Title IX, Part E, Subpart 2. (USDOE 2004).  
26 “New York bases its “persistently dangerous” determinations on two years’ worth of VADIR data. Since 2008 




also encouraged schools to embrace more securitization by using tools like campus-wide closed-
circuit cameras and metal detectors. There is a market aspect to these changes as well: when 
schools purchase new safety technology safeguard against safety risks, it creates openings for 
private companies to profit (Katz 2008, see also Kafka 2011).  
Previous studies help to explain how the neoliberal political economy is connected to the 
expansion of the security state in schools. Yet, these scholars typically analyze securitization 
separately from high-stakes testing in the study of education reform.27 In contrast, I deepen the 
analysis of how education reforms are neoliberal by investigating these two features together as 
core mechanisms of state-led school restructuring.  
The Schooling Process—goals of schooling & the impact on youth. In the 1970s, 
critical education scholars argued that the main purpose of school is to help reproduce the social 
division of labor (Althusser 1971; Bourdieu and Passeron 1977; Bowles and Gintis 1976). These 
scholars addressed the integral role of education in reproducing capitalism: schools’ norms and 
values sort people in relation to the demands of the labor market under capitalism, and schools 
prepare working class youth for working class jobs or prison. These scholars helped clarify how 
schooling reproduces the class structure, but they did not account for student agency.  
Other scholars do focus on youth agency in social reproduction. This interpretivist 
tradition highlights various subjective and creative ways students navigate the structural 
conditions of school that facilitate social class reproduction (e.g. Macleod 1987; Cohen 1972; 
Foley 1990; Bettie 2003; Alonso et al 2009). These scholars focus on how youth resist hegemony 
(drawing from Gramsci); they contend that reproduction is never complete and transpires 
																																																								
27 Fine and Ruglis (2009) is an important exception. They analyze both high-stakes testing and school securitization, 
but their study focuses on private accumulation as the incentive and drop outs as the consequence. In contrast, my 
study examines how these mechanisms impact youth political socialization. Also, Fine and Ruglis analyze these 




dynamically through struggle (Giroux 1983). They argue that schools are places where students 
learn skills to resist maltreatment in ways that are similar to surviving exploitation in the labor 
market and/or prison. For example, students make efforts to ‘slowdown’ school work, do subtle 
sabotage, and act out other modes of indirect resistance similar to adult workers’ resistance to 
labor exploitation (Anyon 1980:88). Willis (1977) famously showed that students also prepare 
themselves for working class jobs by rejecting school and glorifying blue-collar work (119). 
These scholars provide helpful background to understand how recent education reforms prepare 
youth for neoliberal capitalism, and youth responses to those reforms.  
A few scholars have updated theories of how schools reproduce capitalism, bringing 
them in line with neoliberal changes in capitalism. Au (2009) argues that standardized testing 
expands educational elitism because it is a highly efficient way of impersonally sorting people by 
class and race, and that the tests are “unequal by design” much like I.Q. or SAT tests are racially 
biased (138-140). For Au, high-stakes standardized tests prepare students for dealing with deeply 
systematized and socially controlled work environments as an expansion of scientific 
management, and the tests construct a more efficiently regulated workflow (33-44). And Willis 
(2004) suggests schools may be teaching working class youth to vie with one another more 
fervidly for the short supply of living wage jobs, survive a “hostile state in a life without work,” 
consent to endless dead-end training schemes, or prepare for jail (191). I draw from these 
theorists for my analysis of the new testing and security regimes’ roles in undermining students’ 
political agency. My ethnographic study complements these theoretical assessments with a 
detailed inquiry into concrete student experiences of high-stakes testing, and I explain how 





Other scholars address the recent growth of the security state inside schools as a means of 
preparing youth for prison, especially youth of color. These scholars emphasize that 
securitization criminalizes students and results in higher drop out and incarceration rates (Casella 
2001; Noguera 2003). Pushing youth toward prison supports the contemporary economic order 
because work is scarce, and youth of color are the ones most often excluded (Giroux 2003, Nolan 
and Anyon 2004). As earlier discussed, schools’ zero-tolerance practices push youth toward 
prison. Understanding schools as supporting capitalism by excluding people from the labor 
market helps to clarify why zero-tolerance practices continue, despite widespread criticism to the 
point that schools deny they remain in place (Kafka 2011: 124-6). Noguera (2003) clarifies that 
the criminalization of students through school discipline, particularly Black and Latinx youth, is 
not a conspiracy but happens “without conscious planning and deliberate orchestration” (349). I 
expand on the work of these scholars by explaining the intensified and varied tools of school 
securitization, how Latinx and Black students navigate it, and the racial and gendered 
criminalization it engenders. I extend the analysis to the suburban context, and I argue that 
securitization impacts youth outcomes beyond work or prison, it also shapes their political 
incorporation.  
Youth political incorporation. The literature on political incorporation tends to leave 
youth out or address them in a limited fashion. Definitions of political incorporation vary widely, 
from activism, to voting, to obeying the law (Plotke 1999; Hochschild et al 2013). Existing 
models include both civic and political participation: civic participation could involve 
volunteering or solving a problem collectively in the community, while political participation is 




The literature on youth political incorporation tends to suggest that youth are being 
positively politically incorporated through bureaucracies such as schools (Marrow 2009, Jones-
Correa 2008); that youth (immigrant or not) are not political; that preparing them to be political 
means preparing them for their role as voters (Callahan and Muller 2013); or that political 
incorporation is of little significance because so little is required to be incorporated adequately in 
the U.S. context (Plotke 1999: 298). In general, the literature suggests that schools have a 
positive impact on youth political incorporation: young people learn about the principles of 
citizenship, participation and politics in schools (1999:309), and schools are an arena of 
interaction with the state, where youth receive public services and are perceived as deserving 
clients (Marrow 2009).  
The Immigrant Political Incorporation (IPI) literature addresses the distinctiveness of 
immigrant experiences in analyzing political participation (Hochschild et al 2013). In particular, 
the IPI literature situates immigrants as outsiders working toward inclusion and assesses what if 
anything makes their experiences different from U.S. born groups who also tend to be excluded, 
in particular Black Americans (Lieberman 2013:86). I aim to contribute to the literature on 
political incorporation by analyzing how school-level policing mechanisms and the testing 
regime shape the political incorporation of youth, with a focus on immigrants and racial 
minorities.  
Examining youth political incorporation in schools necessitates a broader 
conceptualization of political incorporation than is often used. Especially when analyzing young 
people’s experiences, I argue that it is important to examine what kinds of political actors they 
are learning to be. To this point, there is already some overlap in the concept of political 




and Jones-Correa (2008), who use the concept of bureaucratic incorporation to explain how 
Latinx immigrant students were successfully politically incorporated in school. Bureaucratic 
incorporation indicates when and how government services (like education) are provided and if 
the recipients are perceived as deserving of services. In both studies, assessments of 
“deservingness” relied on the viewpoints of teachers, administrators and parents, but not 
students.  
These studies helpfully expand the political incorporation model to include the political 
dimension of everyday school life. Yet, the failure to include student perspectives erases the 
position of youth themselves as emergent political actors in the education process. Marrow and 
Jones-Correa’s analyses do not examine how students felt regarding whether the school treated 
them as deserving of an education. Students' perspectives can be an important a source of 
information to understand their access to education, the quality of education they receive, and the 
messages they receive about their value and rights along the way. I draw from Glenn (2002) to 
argue that key features of social citizenship like sense of entitlement to rights, respect, and 
protection, overlap with bureaucratic incorporation in school where students receive school 
services and messages of deservingness.  
Glenn (2002) provides a helpful analysis of how citizenship is lived in everyday 
interactions, drawing on Stuart Hall’s concept of “substantive citizenship,” defined as 
entitlement to rights, respect, and protection. She compares immigrant and non-immigrant ethnic 
groups’ relations in several distinct U.S. regions. Glenn emphasizes the variation in legal and 
extra-legal means used to limit or expand each group’s lived experience of citizenship. For 
example, historically Mexicans were citizens in the U.S. but in the Southwest, Anglos excluded 




practice. Her study reinforces the importance of studying citizenship as relational, that is, it is 
made real by people to people. Glenn, and other scholars of race and ethnicity, emphasize that 
citizenship is also racialized (e.g. Bonilla-Silva and Mayorga 2011, Chavez 2008, Pager 2003, 
Ngai 2004, De Genova 2002). For example, Chavez (2008) shows how proposed legislation to 
end birthright citizenship for so-called "anchor babies" is motivated by racial ideas that Latinxs 
cannot assimilate and are likewise a threat to the U.S. nation. Race scholars also studying 
citizenship argue that people of color regularly have social experiences that marginalize their 
social citizenship. I argue that we should critically examine how social citizenship is articulated 
in schools (positively or negatively), as an element of youth political incorporation.  
The political incorporation literature also tends to overlook the security state that many 
students of color encounter at school. However, other recent work indicates that some types of 
contact with the security state negatively impact political incorporation. Kasinitz et al. (2009) 
show how police harassment in New York City negatively shaped IPI because it made people 
feel wary of elected officials and consequently isolated from political participation. Weaver and 
Lerman (2010) illustrate that contact with the criminal justice system lowers political 
participation (measured by voting). These studies demonstrate another area of overlap between 
political incorporation and citizenship theories. Lerman and Weaver (2014) use a citizenship 
framework to argue that contact with the security state in everyday life impacts citizenship 
negatively by shaping people as “custodial citizens.” Custodial citizens are regularly under state 
surveillance, routinely stopped and frisked by the police and fearing such interactions. These 
experiences impart lessons about the government, shaping these individuals’ political action and 
thought as distrustful of political authority. Custodial citizens have little trust that the state will 




Such connections between the criminal justice system and political participation raise the 
question of the role of school in the political development of youth, given their exposure to the 
school-to-prison-pipeline. Many youth of color feel criminalized by securitized schools (e.g. 
Lopez 2003). Yet, whether and how the security state in school shapes youth citizenship is 
unknown. I extend Lerman and Weaver’s “custodial citizenship” concept to study the security 
state in the school context.  
Gonzales (2011) considers how the security state at school may also enter into 
undocumented immigrant students’ lives differently, given the risk of deportation. Yet, he argues 
undocumented youth are not criminalized as “illegal” in school in part because many do not even 
know they are undocumented until they are near to exiting high school. He analyzes their 
experiences as issues of citizenship in everyday life, drawing from Ngai (2004) and DeGenova 
(2002). His study focuses on southern California, home of the largest concentration of Latinxs in 
the U.S. This context should be considered as just one version of how schools treat 
undocumented youth. As Abrego (2014) notes, in southern California, mixed immigration status 
households are so normal in many working-class communities that the undocumented have even 
found ways to become homeowners. She finds this support for undocumented immigrants in 
contrast to places where immigration is rapid and new. Therefore, when addressing the 
experience of the criminalization of undocumented youth in the school context, the location of 
the school itself needs to be assessed. Tran (2015) also suggests that compared to traditional 
immigrant gateways (such as many southern California cities), new destinations are problematic 
for new immigrants. This work contrasts with the more optimistic view in other studies of new 
destinations (Massey 2008). From these studies, it is still unclear how school context shapes the 




The type of case in Gonzales (2011) is uncommon nationally, but the framework usefully 
positions undocumented youth as political actors navigating their immigration status in the 
school context. His analysis of their daily citizenship experiences can be extended to a model of 
youth political incorporation in school that includes youth as political agents navigating their 
political development.  
In summary, urban education scholars' analyses of neoliberal education reforms, the 
literature on schooling under capitalism and political incorporation, and critical citizenship 
theory each offer pieces of insight for this study, I draw them together to explain how recent state 
policies in education and immigration impact the political incorporation of Black and Latinx 
immigrant and non-immigrant youth in daily school life. In the next section, I lay out my analytic 
framework.  
 The Structurally Adjusted School. As earlier indicated, I argue in this dissertation that 
the response to the education crisis should be understood as the equivalent of a domestic 
structural adjustment program (SAP). I call it the Structurally Adjusted School. In actual SAPs, 
the World Bank or IMF give low-income countries financial assistance with stringent restrictions 
on how the money is spent. The country in the SAP must use the funds for mandated 
standardized development priorities, which include mass privatization of public resources and 
de-valuation of the local currency. The guidelines tend to be standardized and require directing 
all resources into improving outcomes valued (externally) by the lending agencies. The country 
effectively loses sovereignty because it is resource-strapped and the only way it can regain 
sovereignty is through compliance with the SAP. This process brings low-income countries in 
line with neoliberalism, but basic measures of well-being (e.g. poverty, education and health 




Similarly, the U.S. federal government’s response to low-income struggling schools is to 
offer them funding conditional on applying its standardized reform prescriptions. The logic is 
that with additional resources, pressure, and a standardized improvement plan, the "failing" 
school will improve. The federal government evaluates the schools' progress using metrics based 
on students' state test scores and behavior reports, even though education experts are 
unconvinced that these indicators are useful measures of school quality (e.g. Ravitch 2016, Au 
2009). These external standards devalue local metrics of school success because only the state 
benchmarks count toward improvement.  
Schools may only use the state aid for improving on state standards. The resulting testing 
and security regimes lead schools to participation in markets. In order to improve students' state 
test scores, schools contract with state-approved private companies to purchase materials for 
extra test practice as well as to evaluate teachers and train them to implement the new tests. And, 
to improve student behavior, the schools contract with private companies to purchase 
surveillance equipment and hire security guards. If the schools do not improve, they undergo 
further state-led reform, which can result in teachers losing their jobs, or closing the school. In 
this situation, the school leadership is not stable, rather administrators are regularly replaced. The 
state argues that this restructuring will improve schools, and then local school administrators and 
school boards can re-gain control of their schools. Yet, struggling schools do not tend to improve 
(Ravitch 2016). 
 Figure 1 (on the next page) portrays the Structurally Adjusted School, under neoliberal 
restructuring and its effects on youth political incorporation. This model includes low-income 
suburban schools with majority Latinx and Black students, many of whom are immigrants, many 




Adjusted School, the testing regime and securitization. The school teaches to the test, hoping to 
produce certain students test scores, which are also used to evaluate teachers. The school’s 
testing system is the result of state mandates for scholastic improvement. Alongside this is a 
greatly expanded security and discipline system to safeguard against student misbehavior, which 
I call securitization. This component also derives from state directives that specify student 
behavior metrics as part of the school reform program. The school tries to comply through 
student surveillance and zero-tolerance discipline. For example, tardiness results in suspension 
and security staff forcefully regulate student compliance. Youth interact with the state as they 
manage the testing and security regimes of the Structurally Adjusted School in school. One 
effect of these daily interactions is that students learn about their socio-political place in society: 
their (lack of) entitlement to rights, respect and protection.28 The next sections describe each 
component in detail.  
Figure 1.       
              
 
 





   
     
 
 
The Testing Regime. The loss of local control through state-driven mandates and 
academic achievement metrics incentivizes schools to exclude poor test-takers and replace 
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instructional time with practicing for standardized tests. As a result, the reforms do not improve 
students' education, if anything they make it worse or deny students an education entirely. This is 
a demanding context where students feel the pressure to prepare for and produce standardized 
test scores that will keep their schools solvent. School staff attempt to comply with this regime 
largely because their jobs depend on it, not because they believe in it. The students and staff in 
the Structurally Adjusted School experience the testing regime as repressive but inescapable. 
This experience thus teaches students to be cynical about their education. They learn that the 
goal of school is not learning but rather to generate particular statistics for the state. In Chapter 2, 
I contrast affluent white schools openly resisting most testing regime structures and low-income 
schools, which are stuck playing the testing game. Affluent schools are not in improvement 
programs and do not depend on state funding.   
The testing regime of the Structurally Adjusted School sends messages to students that 
they are undeserving of a good education, marginalizing their substantive citizenship. As Figure 
1 shows, there are three features of students’ experiences with this type of "everyday" 
citizenship: participation in school activities, sense of entitlement to rights, and respect at school. 
This type of school negatively shapes students' sense of connection to school, as well as their 
sense of efficacy. Most students feel very isolated in this type of school and those who are highly 
engaged in school programs are often the most disillusioned about their rights after they try and 
fail to effect small changes at school. In addition to learning about themselves as political 
subjects, students develop relationships with and perceptions about their peers in this context. 
The students perceive the testing regime as collectively undermining their education. Yet, many 




to their academic success is the "poor values" attributed to Latinx and Black youth. Students 
partly buy this hype and try to distance themselves as unique from their peers with "poor values."   
Securitization. The Structurally Adjusted School is also highly securitized. This type of 
school adds extra safety staff and technology and practices zero-tolerance discipline. The loss of 
local control over state-driven educational mandates leaves only the carceral components under 
the control of the local leadership. As well, the school is required to produce state-determined 
metrics on student discipline, making low-level policing the typical strategy of school leadership 
to minimize potential violent incidents. The hope is that a highly-controlled environment will 
quell any efforts to act outside of the test preparation regimen and safeguard against potential 
student violence. Securitization is a mechanism of social control and disenfranchisement that 
presumes that youth of color are risky and need to be watched. Thus, while the testing regime 
controls the students' minds, securitization controls their bodies. 
Strict discipline and surveillance informs students they are perceived as threatening. I 
argue that students are becoming custodial citizens as a result of school securitization: treating 
them as “risky” and therefore in need of surveillance marginalizes their citizenship.29 In the 
context of the testing regime in which students are aggrieved and school leaders are constantly 
changing, trust is replaced with intimidation. Experiences with school securitization are also 
racialized through criminal frames, treating Latinx students with or without papers as “illegal 
immigrants” and treating Blacks students as “dangerous.” I describe later in detail; this regime 
also engenders peer antagonisms. 
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Different Racial and Gendered Criminal Framing. The experiences of Black and Latinx 
youth with securitization are not uniform. Although studies of educational inequality tend to 
group Black and Latinx youth together, I argue that the schooling process divides them. The 
expanded school securities practices exacerbate and reinforce a range of existing racial 
stereotypes for Black and Latinx youth. Latinx youth are framed as “illegal,” Black youth are 
framed as “dangerous,” and Black and Latina girls are framed as “scandalous.” For immigrant 
students, incorporation pathways into the U.S. involve adopting anti-Black and anti-Latinx 
stereotypes.  
I use the term “scandalous” to describe the ways Black and Latina girls are controlled in 
school. Many schools have increased the degree to which dress codes are policed. I show how 
gender and sexuality shape experiences with criminalization in school and citizenship, which is 
not addressed by the literature on the policing of youth which focuses mostly on boys. Zero 
tolerance policies toward dress codes are an important form of gendered criminalization insofar 
as they surveil and punish young women.  
School discipline and other punitive experiences produce and sustain immigrant 
“illegality” in school for Latinxs with and without papers. In contrast, the school frames Black 
youth as “dangerous.” Students often harass and otherwise distance themselves from each other 
using these same criminal frames. Peer distancing is a general self-defense practice by youth, but 
the criminal frames of “illegal,” “dangerous,” and “scandalous” reproduce existing racial 
stereotypes that the school imposes on the students. Those stereotypes harm girls in ways they do 
not harm boys, inform Latinx students that they are “illegal,” and communicate to Black students 
that they are “dangerous.” Youth experiences with mistreatment from peers reveals how school 




Peer Distancing & Antagonism. I argue that this school context exacerbates tensions 
among students. Most students struggle with securitization, but many try to navigate it by 
blaming each other. This is a strategy to distance themselves from being perceived as a criminal. 
I describe this process as peer distancing and antagonism. They denigrate their peers as part of 
their struggle to be considered innocent. Though there have always been racial and class 
divisions in school, market-based and carceral reforms further encourage and reproduce conflict 
between students, undermining students’ social citizenship and blocking the potential for 
interracial solidarity.  
Negative political incorporation. This school context negatively impacts youth political 
incorporation in several ways. For one, the testing regime and securitization fails to 
bureaucratically incorporate students. They receive a poor education, or are denied one entirely, 
and are treated as a threatening population. To improve students' state exam scores, the school 
excludes poor test-takers and replaces instructional time with practicing standardized tests. In 
order to maintain a safe and orderly campus, the school adds security guards to watch the 
students and harshly punishes petty transgressions such as tardiness or disrespect. The latter 
presents a political incorporation challenge for youth because it reproduces the criminal justice 
system broadly and the immigration system specifically. Students’ political agency is also 
undermined through both aspects of the Structurally Adjusted School. Students’ accounts of 
(non) participation in school activities, respect, and discourse of rights come together as they 
learn that the state considers them undeserving of a good education, marginalizing their 
substantive citizenship. As well, this type of school engenders peer conflict, undermining 




Racialized Political Formation in the Structurally Adjusted School. I argue that the 
current education crisis in the U.S. is best explained by the idea of the “Structurally Adjusted 
School.” Federal mandates to improve educational inequalities compel low-income schools to 
adopt standardized market-based and carceral school improvement or be shut down. Schools that 
cannot conform to the federal policy standards are forced to enter into a restructuring program. 
And, like actual SAPs, there is no evidence that these programs work.30 Some schools under 
these reform programs may delay being shut down entirely, but they do not exit the “SAP” and 
must continue (or intensify) the restructuring process in order to “improve” by the set federal 
standards. This illustrates how educational inequality is reproduced through new state-led 
mechanisms that negatively impact youth political incorporation. My inquiry into political 
incorporation in schools exposes an additional level of state-produced racialized inequality, 
suggesting that the impact of education reforms is more extensive than previously documented. I 
also emphasize how different racialization patterns play out in school for Black and Latinx 
immigrant and non-immigrant youth in the suburban context.  
Case Study and Methodology   
For this dissertation, I conducted a focused case study of Sandhill High School (SHS), in 
Crane, New York. I selected the case using U.S. Census and National Center for Education 
Statistics data. Crane is a small town of about 30,000 people, a low-income suburb of New York 
City. New York State is an ideal place to study the intersection of changing school demographics 
with changing school policies because it has been one of the most aggressive implementing zero 
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Bank SAPs even though there is scant evidence these program work (Stiglitz 2003) See Bello (2001:127-39) for a 
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“Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers” (PRSP). Yet, these are in effect the same programs (Kentikelenis, Stubbs and 
King (2016:3). Recent analysis of IMF conditionality data show “structural conditionality has returned as a key 




tolerance and high-stakes testing policies: the state has instructed that SHS undergo major 
improvement based on its students’ state test scores, attendance, and other behavioral metrics.  
Low-income suburban schools like SHS are an important type of case that is both 
increasingly common and typically overlooked in studies of educational inequality. The 
gentrification of New York City has pushed many people into low-income suburbs outside of the 
city. Many of the students I spoke with had previously lived in New York City, or their families 
had. As well, like many low-income suburbs, Crane is a new immigrant destination. Historically 
a white and Black community, Crane is now mostly Black with a large and growing immigrant 
Latinx population. The immigrants are mostly from Mexico but some are Central American, 
largely Honduran. There are also a small number of Black immigrants from Jamaica and from 
Kenya, Cameroon and Nigeria. As earlier stated, low-income suburbs like SHS have even more 
challenges than their urban counterparts because they have fewer political and economic 
resources, weak teachers' unions and limited public support. 
Data for the Study. For this study, I used multiple qualitative methods: in-depth 
interviews, participant observation as well as analysis of education policy, school documents and 
local news reports. The bulk of the data I collected is from formal interviews and informal 
conversations with students at SHS, as well as adults working with the students at SHS. I also 
spoke with adult members of community-based organizations and non-profits serving the 
students. I collected ethnographic data by volunteering and hanging out at SHS for two school 
years from 2013-15 (over three hundred hours of fieldwork) in order to understand the local 
context better and to recruit for interviews.  
I rely heavily on student interviews because I am primarily interested in how youth make 




interview sample in order to learn from people who had long-term relationships with the 
students. My interviews with the adults who work at the school helped to enhance and triangulate 
the information I gained from students themselves. I was particularly interested in speaking with 
adults with whom SHS students had developed close and trusting relationships.  
I sought to interview a range of different SHS students.31 Most of the students 
participating in my study were enrolled at SHS, but I also included students who had recently 
dropped out. While honors students were part of the study, I aimed to include more academically 
average students as participants. All of the students interviewed were Black and Latinx 
immigrant and non-immigrant students because I was interested in comparing their experiences. 
I did not include white or Asian students, who in any case make up a very small percentage of 
the students at SHS.32   
I formally interviewed forty-seven immigrant and U.S.-born Black and Latinx students, 
twenty-five boys and twenty-two girls. I talked informally with these students, and many others, 
in and outside of class, on and off campus for two years. My analysis is also informed by 
conversations with teachers, administrators and other school staff and some non-profit staff who 
worked with the students, as well as local newspaper coverage of education issues, school 
documents and education policy analysis. In total I interviewed ten adults, eight who worked at 
SHS, and two from different community-based organizations serving SHS students. I had 
numerous informal conversations with other adults working with SHS students as well as with 
some of the students’ parents.33  
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research topic and the interview structure.  
32 Less than 1% of all students at SHS are Asian. About 10% of students are white.  




Qualitative methods are best suited for this research because these methods rely on an 
interpretive strategy. My interest is in analyzing the structure of recent education reforms and 
how this political reality established and understood locally. My methods reveal how the state 
impacts youth in school. But, my approach also has limitations. I studied just one school and 
only focus on the experiences of Black and Latinx youth. Future studies should examine schools 
comparatively and include the experiences of other groups of students.   
Chapter Overview  
Chapter 2 analyzes the testing regime at SHS and how it influenced the students’ 
political incorporation. This chapter argues that the testing regime sent a message to the students 
that they were undeserving of a good education. I show how it offered students a poor education 
and excluded some students from school entirely. These experiences negatively shaped the 
students’ sense of entitlement to a good education and undercut their sense of political efficacy 
and rights. Students who were most engaged in school activities were also the most disillusioned 
about their rights as students because they had direct experience trying and failing to “change 
something not right” at the school. Through such experiences they realized they were not entitled 
to a voice at school at all and were politically marginal.  
Chapter 3 examines contestations over respect and obedience in the context of the testing 
regime. It discusses how teachers and the administration navigated the testing regime in part by 
trying to improve their students’ "soft skills" and pressure them to work harder in the face of any 
hardship to pass the state exams. The students’ views on respect clashed with the teachers' and 
administration’s views of being “respectable.” Being respectful was a central demand the school 
made of them, and being critical of their schooling experience rendered them disrespectful. In 




Chapter 4 describes the discipline regime at SHS and how it was reproduced. School 
securitization harmed students’ citizenship by teaching them they were "custodial citizens,” risky 
and therefore requiring surveillance. Securitization also fragmented their citizenship to each 
other. This chapter emphasizes the experiences and stereotypes of both Latina and Black girls 
and their struggles to avoid being seen as “scandalous.” This framing bombarded the girls as they 
were policed by school staff for breaking the dress code and consequently suspended. Girls 
distanced themselves from each other because of this policing, framing each other as the 
scandalous ones. Boys also hassled the girls for “showing too much.” 
Chapter 5 explains how school securitization differently impacted Latinx and Black 
youth and generated racial tensions among the students. Through school discipline practices, 
Black students got the message that they were “dangerous.” In contrast, Latinx students 
struggled with being criminalized as “illegal” through school discipline. Moreover, the students 
also inflicted these criminal frames onto each other. The school’s punitive approach to school 
discipline and securitization led the Latinx students to fear their Black peers. Black youth did not 
feel unsafe at school, but many still distanced themselves from their Black peers as a strategy to 
not be part of the stereotype of being dangerous, or “gangster.”  
Chapter 6 offers some lessons from the Structurally Adjusted School regarding why the 
recent effort to improve education in struggling schools is ineffective and instead creates new 
mechanisms of racial inequality. It addresses the case of SHS in a broader context of domestic 
SAPs in the U.S and also considers future challenges and openings for change. I close by 
emphasizing the need for future research to study struggling suburban schools, which are still 










Chapter 2  
Navigating the testing regime  
State testing has become the central feature of academic instruction in low-income 
schools and the testing mandates have all but wiped out local control for these schools.34 As 
introduced in Chapter 1, SHS is a low-income high school in suburban New York undergoing 
major state-led “improvement” and raising its students’ state exam scores is a central goal. This 
chapter describes the testing regime at SHS and how the students navigated it. I first locate SHS 
in the larger context of state testing directives and then discuss its particular situation. Focusing 
on the role of the testing centered school reforms, I examine what losing local control felt like to 
the students and how it shaped their inclusion or marginalization as political subjects. I illustrate 
how the testing regime shaped young people's relationship to the state, the kinds of political 
subjects they were are learning to be, and whether they thought they could fight back against 
ineffective educational practices.  
The state has placed SHS under greater scrutiny and evaluation over recent years. The 
school administration knew if they did not produce the results the state stipulated that they would 
be out and there would be "a new gun" brought in. The teachers were caught in the middle of this 
and feared for their jobs as well. And, the students felt this politically as well as academically. 
Living the testing regime in everyday school life sent the message to the Latinx and Black 
students at SHS that they were not entitled to a good education. The state-directed academic 
improvement in practice excluded students, offered rote test-prep and undermined student efforts 
to assert their rights. In this process, the students learned to be cynical about their education.  
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I explain the effects of state-led reforms using the concept of “bureaucratic 
incorporation,” to show how state services like education are implemented in everyday life. 
Traditionally, this kind of analysis looks at how “street-level” bureaucrats-- such as public school 
teachers and administrators -- provide state services to people if they perceive them as deserving 
(Marrow 2009; Lipsky 1980). I extend this concept to include the subjects' incorporation 
experiences, drawing on students' perspectives as well as ethnographic school data to examine 
what students learn about the state and their relationship to it in school. Young people experience 
poor bureaucratic incorporation not only when they receive poor education or are denied an 
education entirely, but also when they realize that their learning does not matter. This approach 
is of particular importance in the study of undocumented students’ public K-12 school 
experiences because most analysis highlights their inclusion. Furthermore, my analysis stresses 
the need to assess bureaucratic incorporation from the students’ point of view rather than rely 
solely on the rhetoric of school professionals.  
The Testing Regime 
Since 2012, students in New York State (NYS) have been unable to graduate high school 
without passing five different state (Regent) exams. In 2013, the state exams became more 
challenging Common Core aligned exams (see Chapter 1). Prior to 2012, students had the option 
of graduating high school with a “local diploma” which did not require passing the five 
Regents.35 SHS students were under pressure to pass the exams so they could graduate, and also 
because their school’s survival depended on them improving their scores. 
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the process of being phased out since the late 90s. However, it was not fully eliminated until 2012. In the first round 
of high-stakes testing implementation, students had to, at minimum to graduate, pass 2 Regents, but at a lower 
passing level than would be later required. At that time, New York State also explicitly changed the Regents exams 
to be more challenging. The next senior class had to pass 3 Regents, and so on, until all 5 were required to graduate, 




School reforms to improve student test scores are top-down academic performance 
mandates that come from federal guidelines, and most states operationalize and apply them to 
individual schools and districts. These improvement efforts are highly bureaucratic, punitive and 
exclusive. The reform programs are punitive in part because their completion is attached to state 
and federal funding, and nearly all non-compliant schools are low-income, and therefore depend 
on those funds (in lieu of adequate local income). This means these schools are desperate to meet 
program benchmarks. These reforms also incentivize schools to exclude students whom test 
poorly.  
The improvement programs are also punitive because unsatisfactory performance can 
close schools. In the spring of 2017 alone, New York City closed five schools it deemed too low-
performing (Zimmerman 2017). Philadelphia and Chicago are also examples of massive school 
closures. In the early 2000s, the state took control of Philadelphia’s public schools. The state 
government of Pennsylvania closed 24 schools in 2013 alone (Gym 2013). Similarly, Chicago’s 
unelected (mayor-appointed) Board of Education decided to close 50 of its public schools in 
2013. All of these school closures happened through state receivership programs in large cities 
where the mayor, the governor, or a combination of the two (rather than elected) appoints the 
local school governance boards. These bodies decide to close schools they deem under-
performing, often replacing them with charter schools.  
Newer legislation facilitated the expansion of these policies to small towns like Crane, 
New York. NYS enacted a new receivership law in 2015, identifying SHS as one of many 
schools across the state threatened with closure. SHS was under pressure from the state even 
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before the receivership law. But, this law made closure an imminent threat, putting fear and 
pressure on all SHS stakeholders.  
SHS’s Non-compliance & Program Conditionality. As Chapter 1 described, New York 
State (NYS) designated SHS a "non-compliant" school in terms of state test scores starting in the 
mid-2000s. That status means students’ state test scores are below NYS’s targets. Because of 
SHS’s non-compliant status with NYS, it was required to make structural changes to improve 
students’ state test scores. The reforms came down to adding new curriculum and increasing 
class time used for test preparation. These reforms were also attached to state and federal 
funding. SHS obtained extra federal funding dedicated to improving state assessment outcomes. 
For example, to get the federal funding to help purchase and administer the new curriculum, the 
teachers’ union agreed to a modified bargaining agreement. This permitted teachers to be 
evaluated on the basis of their students’ test scores to a much higher degree than under their 
existing contract. SHS also had to use the bulk of its existing resources to improve students' 
scores due to its non-compliant school status. Additional federal funds were restricted for this 
purpose as well. In 2015, NYS forced SHS into an even stricter reform program through the 
Receivership Law, largely due to the students’ low state test scores.  
Poor Education. The state evaluated the school's quality principally by its students' test 
scores. Thus, to improve their education, SHS used a state-approved plan designed to get 
students to produce higher state test scores, purchasing and implementing additional standardized 
tests for practice and more evaluation as well as bombarding students with the school data. Yet, 
this seemed to diminish students' quality of education rather than improve it.  
The SHS Data Wall, shown on the next page as Figure 2, was a large visual 




students’ state exam scores. In a series of bar charts, it summarized the students’ test scores and 
attendance (another state regulation they were trying to improve) by grade and sub-groups, such 
as “ELL” (English Language Learners) and “SWD” (Students with Disabilities). 
 
 
The top left heading read, “Where we are” with bar charts of students’ test scores in each state 
exam area. The next heading to the right read, “Where we will go,” showing much higher exam 
scores. The students were a set of data points and a work in progress of statistics for the school’s 
survival.  
 The school administration hoped that showing the students their data and how they 
needed to improve would compel the students to work harder. And the students certainly did get 
the message that improving the state exam scores was very important. They knew the statistics. 
They often told me that this was one of the worst schools in New York State. And when I asked 
them to explain why it was so bad, many students answered as Keon did, “Look at the 
numbers...the graduation rate is 50% ... the graduation rate is low, and the test scores are low as 
well..." He continued, "The [state test] scores, the graduation rate, that's probably the worst 
“SHS”




things about the school." Zoe was a long-term adult mentor to many SHS students working in the 
tutoring program. She also stressed, "There’s just no school pride" among the students because 
"they are really aware that it’s a low-performing school." "They’re aware that they are ranked in 
the bottom 5% of the state," she explained. Thus, the students were all very familiar with their 
data, but in the two years I spent at SHS, the students’ graduation rate did not improve. Instead,  
presenting students their data seemed to make them feel ashamed.  
SHS purchased a practice test called the "Writing Project" to increase the students’ state 
test scores.36 They contracted with a private company to purchase it as well as to train the 
teachers to teach and grade it. It was rote preparation for the essay portion of the state exams, 
which would demonstrate students' reading comprehension and basic writing skills. For this 
program, all students had to write the same essay every semester based on a short article they 
read for each of their classes “including gym [class],” as they all added when speaking to me 
about it. They had to fill in the boxes that matched the format of the five-paragraph essay. There 
was only one right answer to all of the boxes and the teachers typically told the students to write 
what went into each of these boxes. Thus, no analytic or creative learning went into the writing.  
I spoke with two SHS tutoring program coordinators who were supposed to help the ESL 
students complete the Writing Project, Zoe and Jane. When Jane explained the program to her, 
Zoe stated, "This seems to be more about testing than about reading comprehension." Jane 
replied, "Well they paid a lot of money for the teachers at [SHS] to be trained and so they need to 
implement these tests." The teachers were frustrated with yet another standardized test for the 
state that took additional time from their curriculum. Students also indicated that because of the 
time spent on the Writing Project, they were learning less course material and doing more poorly 
																																																								




in their classes. As a student named Ranyinudo explained, "I failed trig because of that...I didn't 
have enough time." For Ranyinudo, the test prep replaced instructional time that she needed to 
learn the course material, which was why she failed. For students like Ranyinudo the Structurally 
Adjusted School worsened their education instead of improving it.   
 Another standardized test SHS purchased to improve students’ scores on the NYS exams 
was the MAPs test (Measure of Academic Progress). The MAPs test continues to be on the list of 
approved “local tests” for teacher evaluation in New York State under Education Law §3012-d 
(NYSED 2018a; NYSED 2015d). It is an online exam intended to both prepare students for the 
style and content of questions on the NYS exams as well as demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
teacher’s instruction.37 Because it was designed to measure student growth, the students took this 
test in most of their classes at the beginning of the semester and then again at the end. The exam 
is used in more than 5000 school districts and is both popular and has been criticized because it 
is supposed to measure students’ academic level regardless of their age or year in school (Shaw 
2013).38 SHS used the students' MAPS scores to evaluate the teachers based on how much 
students improved over the semester. This was attached to SHS's federal funding. Because of a 
modified union contract under SHS's restructuring program, teachers could more easily be fired 
based on students' MAPs exam scores. 
 The MAPs test was supposed to help improve students' education at SHS. Yet, the 
teachers reported that it actually undermined their learning. For one, the students did not take it 
seriously and it reduced instructional time. It also put extreme stress on teachers because their 
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jobs were at stake. As Ms. Turner put it, “They don’t understand that it’s our jobs that are being 
evaluated, it matters for my professional career." Because Ms. Turner had received a low score, 
she was now on professional “probation.” Another teacher, Ms. Guzmán, was sitting in Ms. 
Turner's classroom after school on the day that they received their MAPS evaluations. Ms. 
Guzmán told Ms. Turner, "I was in your situation, and it was so much work. You have to create a 
plan with responses to each criterion and there is a lot of specific criteria.” “There are 30 teachers 
in this school in your situation,” Ms. Guzmán then shook her head and stated, "The testing and 
teacher evaluations... it's so stressful and it gets worse every year," adding that if one did not 
know a teacher personally, “you have no idea what teachers are dealing with.” Ms. Turner 
replied,  
[The MAPS test,] it's not modified for ESL at all, and it’s done right after the 
NYSESLAT, the ESL tests for the state, so the kids are already maxed out on testing. 
There’s no training, no idea what all this stuff means... and they just get pulled out of 
their regular classes which are disrupted, the time for actual teaching... All this testing... 
And I’m not allowed to see the tests or what they are about, and there are supervisors in 
the room to supervise me and the kids. 
She then recalled with exasperation that in her “probation” meeting with her administrator the 
conclusion was that she needed to “start tailoring ESL to the MAPs test.” Thus, the only 
recommended solution to poor test scores was to add more test preparation. The teachers did not 
think this was effective pedagogy, but the conditions of the school reform program compelled 
them to implement it. 
Another teacher, Ms. Lamont, shared similar concerns about the MAPs test. She 




performing and would not show enough improvement for the teacher to get a passing score. She 
knew a teacher who got a low score, which placed him on probation as a “developing teacher.” 
“If he gets that again next year he can be fired,” Ms. Lamont exclaimed.   
The frustrations Ms. Turner, Ms. Guzmán and Ms. Lamont articulated are familiar to 
anyone engaged in the current debates about using standardized tests to evaluate teachers. 
Teachers are vulnerable in schools under state scrutiny. As described earlier, even more of the 
teachers' evaluations were based on “state-approved” student test scores than before because of 
added conditional federal funding. That meant the MAPs tests in the case of SHS.39  
The MAPs test, Writing Project, and Data Wall were all artifacts of the SHS testing 
regime. They were implemented through agreements with the state to improve the students’ state 
exam scores. As a result, the state imperative for SHS students to improve on the state exams 
completely saturated their education. Teachers and administrators played their part to ensure 
students felt the pressure to improve on state exams because their jobs depended on it.   
Mr. Farber, the school board president at the time, described the school district in 2013 as 
in a time of “urgency…in improving the test scores” of the students. In 2015, Ms. Dobbs, the 
superintendent, asserted in a public statement that she saw the school receivership as a "key 
lever,” to motivate the school and community to work harder. Ms. Dobbs also maintained that 
the district was on the right track, and that under receivership they could intensify their 
improvement regimen. Ms. Dobbs was part of a revolving door of district administrators. She, 
the principal, and vice principal were all newly hired at the time of my fieldwork. As well, 
during my two years of fieldwork, most the lower-level administrators changed at least once 
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(each grade had their own administrator, as well as two additional administrators dedicated to 
student discipline).  
Teachers felt a great deal of pressure to be compliant in the state testing outcomes. As 
one teacher named Mr. Robertson explained, “The pressure that we have from the state 
obviously goes to our superintendent, down to her staff, down to the administrators in the 
building, and then down to teachers, and then down from teachers to the students.” He continued, 
“So it's been stressful… and with the new evaluation system it's something that's being counted 
into our evaluation as teachers.” As he put it, the state was asking teachers to “sprinkle our 
special dust on these kids… [and] if we haven't sprinkled that dust on them, then we are bad 
teachers. And that is stressful. Especially if the state is saying, and the districts are saying, and 
the administrators are saying, this is something that can be used to get rid of teachers, or what 
they call ‘bad teachers.’" This view was shared by the vast majority of SHS teachers. According 
to an independent survey NYS required SHS to administer as a "failing" school, four out of five 
SHS teachers were either worried or very worried about their job security due to the students' 
performance on state or local tests.40  
Education at SHS did not improve through extra testing, and may have made it worse. In 
the two years I spent at SHS, I volunteered one to two times per week in a beginning ESOL 
classroom. About four out of five times I was there, the students were preparing for state tests. A 
typical day in class consisted of using a textbook or worksheet to prepare for a state exam. Often, 
it was practice for the ESOL state exam they had to take in addition to the rest of the exams that 
all students took. For one test-practice assignment, the students were supposed to answer 
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questions in English using complete sentences about a picture of a woman in a lab holding a test 
tube. “What is the setting, what is she doing, what might she be thinking?” When I sat with 
students, most of them couldn’t read the instructions, let alone craft written answers to the 
questions. To begin, one student asked what the word “what" meant.  
The beginning ELL students, many of whom had recently arrived, were supposed to read 
whole sentences and answer questions in complete sentences in English. Many of the students 
tried to avoid the assignment by falling asleep. The teacher explained that she wanted to prepare 
them because they had six weeks of testing, where they would be getting pulled out at different 
times. For another test preparation, the students had to listen to a tape and match words to 
pictures on their worksheets. The words included were often complex, such as “defibrillator.” 
The teacher commented to me that she only knew that word because she was a medical assistant. 
Other complex words were “marsupial.” At one point during the exercise, the teacher stammered 
to me quietly, “I hate this.” The students were checked out and spent the class mostly pretending 
to do the work.  
On more than one day, students told me that they simply could not do these same 
exercises anymore. One day, several students, exclaimed to me in Spanish, “Oh no, we’ve been 
doing this all week, no more.” It was a worksheet practicing the same sentences for an entire 
week. One sentence was, “I like to use my cell phone for texting.” The students were supposed to 
add to that sentence. There were six pages of these statements and they had also done this 
exercise for an entire whole week prior. Several students in the class put their heads in their 
hands and told the teacher, “We can’t do this anymore.” In response, the teacher firmly shook 




can’t do this anymore.” During this conversation, another teacher came in looking for kids to 
pull out for standardized test to prepare them for the state exams.   
  Denied Education. The testing regime also created incentives to exclude vulnerable 
students from school entirely. The administration thus counseled some students with poor 
academic performance to drop out of school. This tended to happen just before the state testing 
period. Both Black and Latinx, immigrant and non-immigrant, students were counseled to leave 
school. Some undocumented Latinx immigrant students were also refused education at SHS 
through another mechanism, enrollment denial. These students were denied school enrollment 
because they could not produce a birth certificate, in violation of federal law.41 This is just one 
example of a larger trend in K-12 schools’ exclusionary enrollment practices across New York 
State and nationally.42 
 The only state-required documentation to enroll in a public K-12 school in New York is 
confirmation that you live in the district. This could be a rental agreement for one’s apartment, or 
a recent utility bill. Yet, SHS required birth certificates to verify students’ ages. According to 
Jane (who worked with the school ESOL program and managed tutoring for many of the 
immigrant students), some undocumented students struggled with the school’s enrollment 
requirement of a birth certificate. She also explained the school recently had a (now 
discontinued) practice of asking students for social security numbers (SSNs). New York State 
found out about the practice and sent a notice to the school to discontinue it. However, the 
practice of requiring a birth certificate to enroll in the school continued and was listed on the 
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school's website. Birth certificates continued to be one way some undocumented students were in 
effect kept out of SHS.  
In suburban New York, schools often deny or delay the education of undocumented 
children by asking for documents like social security numbers, or parents’ state identification 
(Mueller 2016). Several Long Island school districts were found to be excluding undocumented 
students from high school and directing them to non-degree alternative programs outside of the 
public school system without evaluation. One district had an informal policy of excluding all 
recently immigrated students over the age of 16-- even though the law prohibits such barriers to 
attendance (2016). Even students who are able to enter their schools face barriers. For example, 
administrators at one Long Island high school told recently-immigrated students after they 
attended school a few times “they should return home because there are not enough classrooms 
to accommodate them” (Mueller 2015).  
In 2011, the U.S. Department of Justice and the Department of Education issued a letter 
to school districts nationwide “reminding” them of their obligation to not discriminate against 
undocumented youth by deterring them from school enrollment (U.S. Department of Justice 
2011). This letter was issued in response to “discriminatory enrollment practices,” which the 
American Civil Liberties Union and other groups documented (ACLU 2011). In 2014, (then) 
New York General Attorney Eric T. Schneiderman criticized school districts “across the 
country” for violating this law (Mueller 2014).  
  Forced to drop out. Other students were also denied an education at SHS entirely. Low-
achieving students were counselled to leave school at age 16, once New York State law no 
longer requires them to attend school. Black and Latinx students at SHS overall have similar 




school because when the school has these meetings with students, they counsel them to enroll in 
a GED program instead. The school does not have to count these students toward their dropout 
rate because they are considered to be enrolled in an "alternative education program" even if the 
student does nothing. There is no GED program affiliated with the school and SHS does not 
connect these students with such a program. 
 Black and Latinx students both struggled with being pushed out of school. But, the school 
pushed out more Latinx students than Black students. This was partly because of their 
immigration history. Many Latinx students had been out of school for a while, lacked school 
credits, their school records, and/or other forms that the school wanted and they tended to be 
older than Black students. Lucia was one of these students. She was a 16-year-old student from 
Nicaragua. I met her in the advanced ESOL class and also from an after-school tutoring program. 
Due to her immigration background, she started at SHS with no credits. She had no school 
transcripts and had been out of school for over four years. I learned from Lucia's teacher that 
SHS told her that she had no chance of graduating and had been pressuring her to drop out. 
 Latinx students also struggled with the exams because most were still learning English. 
The state's solution was to provide the exam in Spanish. However, most of the students were not 
literate in academic Spanish and the quality of the Spanish version of the exam was poor. As a 
Spanish teacher at SHS stated, "There are some words there that even I don't use [in the Spanish 
version of the state exam]." Most Black students were not immigrants, and those who were did 
not have interrupted educational backgrounds and were not ELLs. The students the school 
labeled ELL students (enrolled in ESL courses) particularly struggled to pass the state tests and 
were a major subgroup of students for whom the state pressured SHS to improve test scores. So, 




exam, the school told Latinx immigrant students that they had no chance of graduating and that 
they should drop out, so they wouldn’t fail the test. These meetings happened right before the 
“testing season.” Thus, students mostly likely to fail the tests would not take the exams and 
lower the school’s average test scores.  
 Most students who the school counselled to leave did ultimately dropout. By the end of 
my fieldwork, nearly all of the students that I knew who received pressure to leave school had 
dropped out. It is also likely that the remaining few dropped out later. As Jane from the tutoring 
program revealed, most of the Latinx immigrant students that used to be in her program had left 
school due to these "pushout" meetings.   
As a result of being counselled to leave school in large groups, Latinx students perceived 
this exclusion and push-out as anti-Latinx, anti-immigrant, and some associated it with their 
undocumented status. The school counselled Latinx immigrant students to leave the school so 
often that these students described it as something that “just happened” to Latinx students here 
when they were about to become juniors. As Hector described it, immigrant Latinx students were 
told to drop out at meetings that happened in the school library, “There were like fifty kids there 
… they tell them that they should stop coming, that they have to stop coming...mostly Latinos… 
most of them were not born in the United States [emphasis added].” He highlighted his classmate 
Isabel, who had left SHS as persuaded by the school: “She got told that she needs to leave too.” 
He stressed, “She was smart… I think she could do it, but they didn't give her a chance.” 
Hector’s story illustrates the way that Latinx immigrant students were being denied an education 
and the racialized marginalized citizenship message this practice conveyed to Latinx immigrant 




 One of the students who was told he needed to leave school was Felipe. The school told 
him to leave several times, but he kept coming to school anyway. He wanted to stay in school for 
several reasons. He wanted to improve his English, and he also knew that a high school diploma 
was needed for the career he wanted. Felipe was undocumented and hoped to join the military if 
he got his immigration papers. Further, his immigration lawyer told him that if he were still 
enrolled in school, it would improve his immigration case to regularize his status.  
 Felipe recalled that coming to school had made him feel encouraged about his future, but 
the administration took away from him when they told him not to come to school anymore. He 
was critical of the fact that there were only Latinx students and no American students at the 
meeting. Felipe stated that this experience of being pushed out of school along with other Latinx 
immigrants taught him, “El país es de los gringos y de los que nacen aquí.” (This country is for 
white people and people who are born here). This illustrates how the experience of being pushed 
out of school taught lessons in racialized citizenship and led new Latinx immigrant youth to 
become disillusioned about their rights. Students like Felipe learned that the school could 
pressure them to leave even though they were legally entitled to attend school.  
Jane, from the tutoring staff, explained that Latinx immigrant students also experienced 
pressure to leave the school as a result of the testing pressures. As she put it, " The school can’t 
figure it out [how to get the test scores up] and they are looking for a scapegoat.... they are really 
looking for somebody to blame for the struggles of the school." She added, "There was a 
document on the district website that the ELL population is a target population and their 
struggles were bringing down the school." The students also got the message the school wanted 
them to leave. As Jane put it, "I think they definitely feel there are negative feelings toward them 




counselor doesn’t want me here, the assistant principal doesn’t want me here, they want me to 
leave, they think I’m not going to finish and that I’m going to drop out eventually, they don’t see 
the point of me being here.' "  
 SHS needed to improve test scores for the Latinx immigrant students and getting 
vulnerable ones to leave was a strategy the school actively pursued. This was an unintended 
consequence of the testing regime. The state pressed SHS to produce certain test scores, and the 
school acted on the incentive to exclude them as potentially poor test-takers. These findings 
show one way that undocumented youth are limited in their access to their education rights in 
practice even though they are legally entitled to a K-12 public education.43 The students' 
narratives about being denied educational services contrast with the largely positive 
representation of how schools shape Latinx immigrant political incorporation.44  
 Student push-out under the testing regime. Black students were also pushed out of SHS. 
In contrast to the large group experience for Latinx students, however Black students were 
counselled individually. As Deron, a Black student, explained, “I dropped out of high school, I 
was forcefully dropped out.” During his junior year, the principal met with him and told him that 
he had no chance of graduating. He learned from this meeting that he, “had no choice but to drop 
out instead of taking the year over again.”  
 Many students were like Jamar, they had all of their credits but would not graduate high 
school because they could not pass the state exams. As a result, Jamar had to eventually drop out 
in the 12th grade. Jamar explained, “I was passing my classes. I had all my credits. It's just the 
Regents that had me stuck in the high school…it got to me…and I was like ‘hey, I can't pass the 
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Regents, I'm not doing anything with my life. I'm gonna stop going to school,’ so I stopped going 
to school.” Another example of this pattern is Rubén. He told me at length about his plans to 
graduate (he was a senior) and attend the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York City. 
Yet, his teachers told me that while he had all of his credits, he had not passed any of his Regent 
Exams, and therefore would not graduate. Rubén had not yet been formally pushed out of school 
but was being counselled to leave.  
 Rubén was also like Jamar in other ways. They had both come to Crane, New York 
fleeing violence and poverty. Rubén came from Tegucigalpa, Honduras when he was 12. Rubén 
was struggling with poverty and violence in Honduras, so he crossed through the desert to the 
U.S. alone. His employer in Honduras connected him with a woman in the U.S. who agreed to 
take him in, so he made the journey. Jamar came from Brooklyn, New York when he was 14. 
Jamar explained that he, “Grew up around a lot of poverty and violence…it was very bad.” 
Before he moved to Crane, he was “in a very poor moment… bouncing [between homes] 
constantly.” He had a sister in Crane that said she could take him in, and she did. Both of these 
struggling young people made it all the way through high school, passed all of their classes, but 
were denied diplomas because they could not pass the state exams.  
Cynicism. As a result of the testing regime, the students were cynical about their 
education. They learned that schoolwork was something performed for the state instead of for 
their learning. In NYS, all students must pass the five Regents exams to graduate high school. 
But, at a Structurally Adjusted School, the students' entire education largely consisted of drills 
for the Regents exams and other standardized tests. The students understandably found this 
testing regime both ineffective and punitive. This negatively shaped their relationship to “the 




knew that the "Writing Project" test was supposed to help raise the Regents test scores. Yet, they 
did not see it as effective. “It wasted like weeks of work, I really feel like there was no need for 
it," a student named Claudia stated. She saw it as part of the whole picture of testing, "There's a 
lot of new testing the students have to do for the state.” The students also knew the MAPs test 
was supposed to help boost their state exam scores. Yet, the students often told me, as Rocio did, 
"They don’t help at all. Honestly, I just [randomly] click." Similarly, Raul explained, “We'd be 
complaining to each other [about the MAPS test] and the teachers would be like, "we don't want 
to do this either." [But] Everybody just did it…it's like a state requirement.”  
Students learned in school that only preparation for the state exams mattered. As Felicity 
stated disapprovingly, "I feel like in this district it's all about the Regents." Many students stated 
that it was an interruption from learning. As Marisol put it, "[The teachers'] focus is only getting 
you ready for the Regents (state exams). And they constantly bring it up, they like 'you need to 
know this for the Regents,' … Or 'make sure you know this formula for Regents,' or 'hurry up so 
we can finish this, so we can practice for the Regents.' …So that's really bad, and it's not going to 
help the kids, and say my generation gets to college, we’re gonna realize that we don't actually 
know anything.” Similarly, a student named Raul explained, “School isn't about education… 
they're just trying to get us to get [pause] I wouldn’t say good, but like the right score on the state 
tests so they don't look bad.” Thus, they learned that the school needed to produce test scores for 
the state instead of educating them. The students found the exams, and the preparation for them, 
to be disconnected from their academic development. They thought they were ineffective and not 
designed to support their education.  
The students confused the different tests often because there were so many. There were 




for more tests, as well as to create benchmarks for future tests. As Claudia put it, "What are we, 
test monkeys?” She explained, "We were reading a Shakespeare play and we had to stop it and 
do these computer [tests]...if it’s not for our education, then why are we doing it?" Hector also 
explained, "We were taking a test to test the computer, they were not a [state test] or nothing it 
was just to test the system.” As a result, they learned their education was not the point of school. 
The school made students aware of the school-wide pressure to improve on students’ 
state test scores and the threat that the school could be shut down. As Martín described it, "The 
school's doing their best to just focus on actually getting the test scores passing so that state 
doesn't take their jobs and hire new people." When I asked Martín what issues were important to 
the school, he replied that state test scores were the most important thing and did not think that 
the tests were going to help the students. He explained that if the students’ test scores did not go 
up, “the state will get to us.” He continued, “[The state] will actually have to shut the school 
down [and] that’s what the school is trying to avoid.” Yet, he was also critical of the local school 
administration. For him, they were complicit to the state’s demands. “[Don’t just] try to pull 
something out of your back pocket to try to save them,” he explained. Thus, he labeled both the 
state and the school administration as culprits using high-stakes tests in place of meaningful 
education.  
State exams were an accessible but hollow means to “quick-fix” educational debts to 
students. The centralized system of education reform created a sharper link to the state for youth. 
The new high-stakes state exams are part of the move toward greater centralization. Students 
were critical of the state because of its exams and the pressure to improve student scores on those 
exams. They stated that the school simply tried to do what the state wanted, which was increase 




The testing regime as a shared experience among students. Many students indicated 
they experienced testing as a punishment, but it was also something they shared with their peers 
as a collective experience. Even students who were very critical of their peers, also felt a lot of 
solidarity in terms of the testing regime. Unlike school discipline (discussed in later chapters), 
school restructuring through state testing was primarily a collectivizing mechanism among the 
students. They strongly identified with one another in struggling to pass, prepare, and take 
additional tests to improve scores, indicating that the school simply tried to do what the state 
wanted, which was increase the scores. Many students had statements like Paola, "All the school 
cares about is the [test] numbers." As Paola explained, “They don’t prepare us for the future, 
they just prepare us for the test…So more and more tests that don't really apply to the students 
and then they get frustrated and they just give up on the tests.”  
The students felt the Common Core was irrational because it would simply create more 
dropouts. "The Regents are already very hard. Kids just give up," Felicity asserted. Raul was a 
senior struggling to graduate. He shared the view of his peers about testing. He explained, "At 
some point, it just became about getting good scores on the state tests instead of trying to get the 
kids a good education.” They described the tests were meant to trick you. Aisha explained, "The 
Regents, they want you to fail, they want you to fail, the way they rewrite their questions... like 
they tried to make it very difficult for you." She continued, “Kids really work hard to do [the 
Regents], but it's like you fail it, and you not going to be able to walk the stage [and graduate] 
over this one Regent that is just so hard... so is just it's just stupid, very stupid.” 
Most students felt the testing game was a sad farce. Students were aware that the SHS 
principal, vice principal, and a teacher were all recently fired because they helped students cheat 




have cheated too. It was clear to them that the increasingly high-stakes tests would not help 
either the struggling students or the high achievers. "It’s not going to help us," Marisol said. 
"Maybe it will help the teachers because they continue getting paid," she added. Marisol was a 
successful student academically and one of the few Latinx immigrant students in the honors 
courses. Yet, even though she had a lot of success in school, she was also cynical about the 
testing regime that saturated the learning environment.  
 The Participators. The most cynical students that I met at SHS were those who were very 
engaged in school activities. I call these students "The Participators." The Participators were 
fully exposed to the idea that students should have a voice in school issues, taking to heart 
administrators' announcements that, “My door is always open.” Yet, when they acted on that 
notion, they were dismayed to find that it was not the case in practice. The Participators viewed 
themselves as model student citizens. In addition to their extensive participation in school 
activities, they received at least B’s or C’s in their classes. Their academic success perhaps 
encouraged them to feel confident to try to influence their academic school leadership. But, they 
soon learned they could do 'everything right' but they would still not have a voice. Instead, they 
learned that at school they were second-class citizens and were reminded they could not make 
claims beyond efficiently showing up for test preparation.   
 Destiny was a participator. She was the captain of her sports team and involved in 
organizing a major "school spirit" event. The principal suspended Destiny from school for 
participating in a fight at school. As a result of the suspension, she missed her final exams, and 
was not allowed to re-take them. She made the case that she should be allowed to take her exams 
at a board of education meeting she attended, however, nothing happened as a result of that 




and when you do speak on your issue, nobody does anything about it.” She came to the 
conclusion that when students speak up, “It’s not like their voice is going to be heard.” The 
school told the students that they could address any concerns they might have. Yet, students like 
Destiny indicated that they were ignored or punished when they tried to act on it. This 
experience made them feel disempowered, and more hopeless about their ability to control their 
lives in the school. 
 Marisol was one of the more dedicated students I met who defended herself from the 
school administration. Marisol wrote a letter to the principal explaining a harassment issue she 
had with a different administrator, but the principal never replied. She also sent the letter to the 
head of the school board, as well as a different administrator, the school counsellor and the 
school social worker. To her shock, “Nobody answered me,” Marisol recalled. 
 Pedro was also a school “participator.” He was president of a student club and active in 
several other clubs and school activities. He went to speak with the principal about moving back 
the time clubs met after school. He felt the new schedule pushing the club meeting times ahead 
an hour would cause a decline in participation. Pedro explained that the principal made him feel 
unwelcome, did not listen, and spoke very “disrespectfully” to him. He left feeling outraged with 
the principal as well as the school system generally. He described the administration as  
"authoritarian" and unable to empathize with the students. Pedro explained, “You want to be able 
to go talk to them, you want to feel like they're protecting you, like they're not oppressing you -- 
[but] I feel like sometimes that's what happens at the school.” Thus, Pedro’s sense of political 
efficacy was marginalized through his experience advocating for himself and his interests.  
 Another student, Rubén, was also active in several different student clubs, and went to 




mentioned his idea to the principal and made an appointment to see her. However, when he 
arrived, she closed the door. He explained to me that the principal’s reaction confused him, “She 
told me to come to her office and said we were going to talk, I went, and she closed the door 
when yo estaba allí.” (I was there.) Like Pedro, Rubén learned that his voice did not matter to the 
school leadership through his experience of trying to be heard. As a result of his leadership and 
engagement in school, he learned that agreements from the principal to listen to students’ voices 
were just lip service.  
 Several students also described they received the message that the school administrators 
wanted to silence the students through casual run-ins with them. Jamal was one of these students. 
He participated in several afterschool programs and clubs. He asserted that the administrators 
approached students with the stance of “'I'm gonna use my authority over you and that you can't 
do anything about it.' So that's why I think most of the administrative people do wrong, as they 
exercise that authority over students.” He continued, "You cannot say anything without being 
deemed disrespectful."  
 The students who participated extensively in school activities were actually more critical 
of the school than those who did not participate. They felt empowered to press for a voice at 
school by addressing a problem with a school administrator, but more often than not, their 
complaints were dismissed. Traditionally, these types of students are considered the most 
politically incorporated. Survey research recognizes participation in school activities is as a 
positive influence on political incorporation because students who participated in school 
activities tended to vote as adults (Callahan and Muller 2013). Yet, these types of students at 
SHS were actually the most disillusioned about their voice at school. While participation in 




examination of participation in school illustrates its negative impact in the context of the 
Structurally Adjusted School.  
Student Rights. Students overall had a lot of criticism about their schooling experiences. 
So, I asked them, “What can students do if something is not right at school?" Most of them said, 
"Nothing." They felt cynical and did not believe they could make demands that would be heard. 
As Paola stated, “They don’t listen to us…  All the school cares about is the [test] numbers."  
Pedro also explained, “Because the school is failing state tests, the state wants a radical change to 
the school… but [the administrators] are trying to come in with an iron hand… you guys can’t do 
this that, constricting the students’ freedom.” 16-year-old Melissa explained, "We'd have to 
prove we're not animals, and I'm not an animal." Students like Melissa were certain the school 
staff perceived the students as "untamed" and therefore unworthy citizens.  
Many students understood their student rights like Jamar, "Go to school, get your 
education. No disrespect," he explained firmly. His view was, take what is offered at school, and 
do not complain, it is not your place as a student. Jamar had a narrow view of his rights even 
though the school system pushed him out. Students who were really struggling at school had this 
reaction to my questions about student rights. On the other hand, students who were middle-
range or successful at school were much more critical. Many youth had the sense their education 
rights were simply to take what was offered, test prep, and get out. You have no choice in the 
matter. "I don’t have any rights as a student, my only right is to learn." Tara expressed. Chloe 
exclaimed, "Just do whatever they throw at you."  
SHS students did not feel they had the right to refuse or otherwise challenge the testing 
regime. The students despised the testing regime collectively as a form of mistreatment. They 




validity for them. They felt trapped in this situation. They stated that they either had no rights, 
they had them, but they were not protected, or that their only right was to show up and be 
respectful. Students who were more rebellious stated the rights they deserved but were denied 
were: how they learn, access to authority, critiquing authority and reasonable punishment. The 
school was mandated to get students to pass the state’s Regents exams in order to graduate and 
was far from meeting state mandates. While students were critical of their school experiences, 
they learned they did not have the right to protest.  
 Students at SHS saw the testing regime as an ineffective form of education. They learned 
that the purpose of the school was to maintain the solvency of the school through its efforts to 
improve students’ state exam scores. Their discontent was a collective experience that 
engendered a sense of shared struggle with the school, increasing mutual social citizenship 
among each other. Yet, while the students had a sharp critique of schooling, they did not feel 
entitled to make demands or formally challenge the kinds of school services they received. 
Students described how the school quickly crushed any sense of political efficacy they had when 
they tried to voice a concern or effect a change at school. In contrast, many white and middle-
class students across the state of New York are learning to protest against state testing with 
supportive adults by their side.  
 Resistance & opting out. 20% of eligible students opted-out of New York State tests 
across the state of New York. In Long Island that number hovered around 50%.45 When I 
mentioned the state-testing opt-out movement to Mr. Robertson, a teacher at SHS, he chuckled, 
"That's Long Island." His tone was mocking because opting out was only for places like Long 
Island where the schools had significantly higher financial resources. There was no movement at 
																																																								




SHS for students to be formally collectively critical or "opt-out" of the state tests, even though 
they struggled with it intensely. The students did not feel they had the right to refuse or otherwise 
challenge the testing regime. On the one hand, the school wanted the students who they thought 
would test poorly to drop out. But on the other hand, they also certainly did not want any 
collective criticism or refusal. The school needed a high percentage of its enrolled students to 
take the state exams for its evaluation and students who dropped out did not count toward this 
percentage.  
 The school’s push for enrolled students to take the state exams was clearest at the district 
level. The superintendent marketed “opting-in” for the state exams across the district to promote 
student participation. The superintendent, Ms. Dobbs, also stressed during a local radio interview 
that this district did not have the “opt-out” problem that many other districts did. She explained, 
“Our students cannot even pass those tests." In other words, in affluent schools where everyone 
knew the students would pass the state tests, they could afford to simply not take them. She was 
correct about those numbers. Hardly any of the students in either the 2016 or 2017 school years 
refused the state exams. This was in contrast to 40-50% refusal rates across nearby districts.46  
One of the neighboring districts with very high refusal rates had several anti-state test 
protests (teacher-led) as well as parent-led town hall meetings. Those students were mostly white 
and middle-class. This pattern holds across New York State. Students who refuse state exams 
tend to be affluent, white and not ELL (NYSED 2015e). The white and middle-class students 
learned they had the right to challenge state (and federal) orders. In contrast, working class 
students of color learned they must acquiesce to it or leave school. To formally challenge their 
educational services, students need confidence regarding the ramifications of opting out. White 
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students in well-resourced schools with affluent families seem to have that. The teachers’ 
protests and parent-led town hall meetings along with other less formal support surely helped 
students opt-out of state exams. 
As well, affluent schools are not dependent on state funding through programs such as 
Title I.47 Just down the road from Crane, one of the nearby affluent schools with mostly white 
students recorded as high as 40% opt-out rates for the school year. That year, teachers stood 
along a nearby highway with signs decrying over-testing because they could. They were not 
worried about losing their jobs. The following year in Chicago, school supporters held a multi-
week hunger strike to protest the closure of their schools. These cases illustrate three patterns: 
affluent white schools unabashedly opting-out, working class minority schools with nothing left 
to lose protesting hard and everyone else playing the testing game.  
The same reform policies impact schools differently: low-income schools struggle to 
meet state benchmarks, so they must agree to state-led restructuring. This restructuring does not 
improve learning and often undermines it. In contrast, affluent schools are largely unaffected. 
And, when they feel some pressure from the state, they are able to successfully push back. In 
contrast, low-income schools are only able to push back when closures are eminent. When there 
is no longer the possibility of meeting state improvement mandates, there is no longer any risk in 
refusing to cooperate. Test scores measure affluence and affluent schools do not depend on state 
or federal funds. Their high local tax base frees them from needing to comply with state and 
federal demands to acquire funding. The opposite is true for low-income schools and when they 
struggle to meet state demands, they risk closure.  
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Conclusion. In 2016 the graduation rate did go up at SHS enough to get the state to 
remove it from the receivership program. Then, in 2017, the state opened an investigation into 
SHS for widespread "improper and questionable" graduations. And, by early 2018, the principal 
was put on suspension for the rest of the year and the vice principal quit and the superintendent is 
now also under investigation. The litigation is ongoing. The improved graduation rate was so 
small that SHS still remains in non-compliant status as a “focus school” in the bottom five 
percent of New York State public schools, keeping it under increased state scrutiny to improve 
its student test scores. The future of SHS is unclear, but a charter school is likely the next step, 
which is an even more difficult reality to re-establish community voice in schools. The suburban 
context of SHS also makes it invisible to the wider community struggling for just schools. The 
focus of most education progressives is still large urban centers.     
The results of my study show students' exclusion, ineffective education and emergent 
cynicism about their education. The testing regime incentivized denies education to the most 
vulnerable students in the school. And for many Latinx immigrant students, this exclusion sends 
an anti-Latinx message. The students mainly receive endless rote test preparation, which students 
as well as teachers found ineffective but essential to meet state orders. On one hand, students had 
a critical analysis and didn’t buy into the testing regime. Yet, they also did not feel they could do 
anything about it. As result of these experiences, students learned that the schools' efforts to 
improve the test scores was not for their benefit. Instead, they learned the purpose of school was 
to satisfy state mandates and keep the school solvent. They were learning in school through the 
testing regime that their education did not matter. These findings issues speak to a problem of 




students saw the state as illegitimate; they resented it. In effect, the students did not see the state 
as a source of help or support, or even something that they could change for the better.  
State testing directives are one key component of the Structurally Adjusted School. Low-
income schools are required to reform to produce state-mandated metrics of success. If they do 
not, the state will further discipline them and eventually they will be shut down and replaced 
with a privately managed school. Throughout this dissertation I show the negative effects of 
these recent school reform efforts on youth political incorporation. In this chapter, I did this by 
examining the impact of the testing regime on educational services delivery and quality, the 
students’ participation and their rights. The next chapter further examines the implications of the 
testing regime by analyzing how the rhetoric and hype around respectability politics and culture 










The Politics of Respect and Hard Work under the Testing Regime 
The state pressures to produce better student test scores undermined the students and 
school professionals at SHS. The adults felt disrespected and little sense of control, and the result 
was a fixation on the kids’ culture and conformity. It is the norm for school professionals to have 
the majority of the power over the students in school to interpret and command respect. Yet, 
adults also tend to have different behavioral expectations for students of color than for white 
students. They tend to give white youth some tolerance and flexibility to be rebellious and 
uncooperative but demand obedience from students of color (Anyon 1980; Grant 1992; Pascoe 
2007; Morris 2007), and this tends to be just as just true of teachers of color as it is for white 
teachers (Tyson 2003; Fordham 1996). This difference is one way students of color experience 
racialization in school.  
Respectability politics and culture of poverty theory informed efforts at SHS to manage 
the testing regime. Respectability is a long-time strategy Black people have utilized to navigate 
inequality. It suggests that social mobility is accessible with sufficient hard work and good self-
presentation. Yet, the narrative tends to erase the structural context constraining Black upward 
mobility. This politics is often extended to Latinxs as well.  
The culture of poverty narrative also defines the path to social mobility as a matter of 
"hard work" and "character." However, this narrative is different because it denigrates Black and 
Latinx communities as characteristically culturally defective and aims to cast people aside. 
School professionals used "hard work" and "character” narratives to persuade students to apply 
themselves in school. But, they also used this same narrative to cast students aside. And, while 




they also partly bought into it, using this same discourse to explain why they would be successful 
and their peers would not.   
 Respect: Students' views. Teachers and students at SHS similarly felt that respect was 
imperative, yet they disagreed on its meaning. Even when the students felt mistreated, the 
respectability narrative required that they be compliant. Many students were like Righteous. 
Righteous was frustrated because most of his teachers were "rude" to him but still wanted 
deference. He gave the example of a teacher who was “rude” because he told the students to 
“shut up.” As Righteous argued, “You're the adult here, you don't tell people to shut up." Demaj 
similarly explained his thoughts on "rude" teachers, "They're rude toward everything you say, 
like you know, like nasty toward anything you want to do or say to them. Like you would ask to 
go to the bathroom, and they will be like no you can't." Naturally, the students did not take these 
demands well. 
 Raul explained that students understandably got defensive when teachers were strict on 
their demands for compliance. As he put it, “That's how an argument starts [between teachers 
and students]." He continued, "Teachers just try to have [students] on a leash” and "act hostile” 
toward them when they do not obey in class. To illustrate, he described a time that a teacher was 
“yelling at [a student] and kicking him out of the classroom right off the bat.” He argued, “You 
have to treat [students] with respect, you have to try to be their friend.” The students frequently 
narrated that their teachers tended to use a heavy-handed management style, which created 
conflict with the students.    
 Felicity, age 16, explained that she struggled a lot with her teachers interpersonally. She 
knew she was supposed to "respect the teachers no matter what” but could not bring herself to do 




and that got her in trouble a lot with the teachers. To illustrate her point, Felicity described one 
day in class that she was just having a really bad day, so she put her head down on her desk 
instead of doing the coursework along with the rest of the students. In response, the teacher told 
her, “'Pick your head up or you're getting kicked out.'” She recounted that she “was quiet” and 
“didn't talk back,” but picked her head up “really slowly and [the teacher] still felt like that was 
disrespect.” The teacher subsequently had security remove her from the classroom for 
“disrespect,” which meant disobedience.   
 Nearly all of the students that I met emphasized that they were "good students," but that 
they were also considered "disrespectful" by their teachers and other school staff. Hector's class 
was taking a new standardized test to pilot a new computer-based test. He explained that it was 
not an important test, "it was just to test the system," so he was taken aback when the teacher 
"got in [his] face" and sternly reprimanded him for not doing it correctly. He explained that he 
was not a disrespectful student, but that his teachers censured him like one. As he put it, "I'm a 
good student, like I respect you, you should respect me back, that’s how it's supposed to be." The 
students stressed that teachers framed any of their criticisms as "disrespectful." Many students 
told stories like Jamal. He explained, “If you are to say something [to the teacher], just to ask 
them a question,” you are "deemed as disrespectful, so you are forced to hold in what you think.” 
For Jamal, his teachers’ interpretation of respect insisted on deference. Jamal was a confident 
and high-achieving student, yet he also felt silenced like his peers who academically struggled.  
 Students spoke at length about teachers and school administrators demanding that 
students respect them when they were not respectful toward the students. A student named 
Destiny described that many of the adults had “very bad attitudes” toward the students. As 




know. If you want respect you have to give it first. You can't just get respect and be 
disrespectful." Similarly, Rocio explained, "I think that if you receive the same respect as we 
giving you, you need to like, give it back. Sometimes they don't do it." For the students, respect 
was an issue of reciprocal regard. In contrast, students narrated that for the adults, respect was 
about students' obedience irrespective of the adults’ behavior.  
 Most students described the teachers as "rude." To explain "rude," they typically told a 
story like Tashauna did. She described how her geometry teacher refused her plea for some extra 
help because she had skipped too many classes. As Tashauna put it, "That was rude cuz I'm 
trying to pull my grades up and she didn't want help me." Yet, all of the students describing 
"rude" teachers also had a favorite teacher. These teachers all shared the same quality, they 
respected the students. As Kiara described her favorite teacher, "She doesn't give you attitude, 
she treats you like good student, most teachers are stuck up and rude." Similarly, Alan stated his 
favorite teacher was Mr. Alpin even though, "His teaching methods weren't the greatest." So, I 
asked him, "Why was he your favorite then?" Alan replied to me, "Because I respected him." 
While all of the students wanted to be academically successful, they considered how the adults 
treated them most of all. The students’ utmost desire in school was to be treated like full 
members in the school community, valued and worthy of consideration-- in other words, to have 
substantive citizenship.  
 School Professionals. Ms. Guzmán was very popular among the students. She spoke 
with me about managing issues with disrespectful students and illustrated by referencing a 
former student named Maria. "This child was as tough as the concrete walls that surround this 
room... She had this nasty attitude and she would roll her eyes at you, disrespectful in her own 




with coursework because these were just the days that the students were "sad." She clarified, 
"Life has not been kind to them, and that is why they're tough." Yet, she also indicated that her 
students had a harder time enduring school than ever before because of the new "harder" state 
exams. Because of the state exam mandates, the students often got frustrated and gave up on 
trying in school. As she stated, "I thought that education was, I do believe education is the key to 
success, the way out. But it is becoming more and more difficult." Thus, while much of what Ms. 
Guzmán shared is what one might expect from a caring veteran teacher, the testing regime also 
made it more difficult for the students to tolerate school.  
 Mr. Robertson also shared that his students did or said inappropriate or defiant things but 
"you can’t take it personally... they are kids." As he put it, "You will see the years of emotional, 
social and academic issues in display in the class." He also explained specifically how the 
students' behavior was in part the result of being frustrated that they were unprepared for the 
state exams needed to graduate. He stated, "Some kids will never make that requirement of 
passing five state exams," explaining that some students take even just one those five exams, 
"eight or nine times." Because of this, he was sympathetic to the students' "troublemaking" 
behavior in the classroom. As he stated it, "They are kind of pushed along by the time that they 
get here, and the New York state tests are on an 11th grade reading level...[and] they haven't 
been prepped." He explained, "I have a lot of kids, who as much as I say you need to be here for 
Regents review and you need to make sure that you're doing this, many times students do not 
show up for it."  
 The testing regime also markedly increased the teachers' frustration with students. Ms. 
Turner indicated that she acted out with frustration with the students as a result of the pressures 




school, Ms. Turner was particularly flustered because she had just gotten poor teaching 
evaluation scores based on her students’ standardized test scores on the MAPs test described in 
Chapter 2. Because of her students' "inadequate" scores on the MAP's test, she was now on 
"probation" and had to spend extensive time on a state-led "Teacher Improvement Plan" (TIP). 
Ms. Turner was also frustrated because the TIP status required timewasting extra meetings and 
reports, which took away from the lesson-planning time she needed as a new teacher. She stated 
that, as a result of this new precarious position, she found herself "snapping at kids because [she] 
was so stressed."     
 Ms. Turner also ended up dismissing students as “disrespectful” when they were 
noncompliant to the test preparation. She often explained to me that the students were not 
academically successful because they were “disrespectful,” and as such, “didn’t take school 
seriously.” In particular, Ms. Turner suggested that the students’ manner of dress and speech 
were bad-mannered and explained their academic challenges. She often remarked to me about 
the Latino immigrant boys’ hairstyles and clothing to explain their noncompliance in the 
classroom.  
 On one day in class, she remarked to me, "These boys, they come in straight from another 
country with all of their cultural values intact, and then they are very polite and respectful, and 
they listen, and they do their work, and then, after a few weeks at school here, they start acting 
like a mainstream student." She continued, explaining that they stopped doing their coursework 
alongside the change with "the clothes, attitude, and especially the language, the things that come 
out of their mouths, I tell you." Thus, Ms. Turner used a culture poverty narrative to explain why 
recent Latinx immigrant students were uncooperative to the testing regime. For her, they were 




Turner also felt oppressed by the testing regime, but she still relied on the racist trope of culture 
to explain her students' challenges with school.    
 A recent public report the state required about SHS summarizes the teachers' practices. It 
was part of the school's regular external review because of its "failing" status. It reported 
negatively that a number of the teachers "tried to keep a tight rein" on student participation in the 
classroom and "suppressed the free exchange of ideas." The reviewer recommended that teachers 
instead "promote open dialogue" in the classroom to improve students' "deep applications of 
learning." It is helpful to reflect on this critical review alongside Ms. Turner's experience below.  
 One day in her class, she introduced a new standardized test called the Writing Project 
that was part of SHS's improvement plan to prepare students for a reading comprehension 
section of the state exam discussed in Chapter 2. The subject was child labor on tobacco farms in 
the U.S. After she explained it, one student in the class became visibly struck because he was one 
of those children working on the farm, but in his home country of Guatemala. He then asked his 
teacher incredulously, "This happens in the U.S.?" And all of the students inquisitively looked 
over at him. He was flustered and seemed heartbroken to learn that exploitative child labor like 
he experienced in Guatemala also happened in the U.S. His teacher stopped his talking abruptly, 
explaining that they needed to complete the assessment.  
 The external reviewers would likely label the moment described above as the teacher 
stifling student discussion. And I agree. Yet, from the teacher's view, there was no time for the 
student to share his experiences and make what would have likely been an exceptionally relevant 
teaching point about the situation they were reading about to engage the students. Instead, they 
had to get the assessment done using standardized instructions to mimic the state exam. Teachers 




exams. It should be no surprise to the state that this pressure tends to incentivize a repressive 
classroom management style. Both students and teachers indicated to me that the teachers often 
ran out of time to cover the basic curriculum due to all of the extra state testing requirements.  
 Soft skills. SHS generally made efforts to cultivate the students' appearance and 
demeanor to be more "respectable" for jobs. For example, there was an afterschool mentoring 
program at SHS for the school's Latino and Black boys, which stressed improving their self-
presentation. In other words, they aimed to support Black and Latino boys' social mobility by 
improving their soft skills. Several Black professional men at SHS ran this program. As one of 
the program leaders put it, "There is a negative perception of the Black and Latino males here, 
that our pants are down, that we are not interested in our education, we are disrespectful, and we 
aim to change that." He explained that they worked on improving the students' "character," 
illustrating that on Thursdays, the boys had to wear a professional outfit and tie. The logic was 
that this would help them to "change their walk" to be more professional.  
 The leadership at SHS also emphasized presentation of self for upward mobility by 
encouraging students to participate in a summer program. It aimed to “destroy the ‘ghetto’ 
mentality” troubling them, producing in the students “a new heart and mindset.” The program's 
title was "From Ghetto to Greatness."48 The flyer for it on the school website showed a person in 
silhouette crouched wearing a hooded sweatshirt on the left. To the right were the silhouettes of a 
woman and a man both wearing suits and standing up straight. According to the flier, all students 
had to do was change their attitude and they could go from being poor and ill-mannered to 
respectful middle-class professionals.  
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 SHS's focus on students' self-presentation is one way the school in effect repeats the 
longstanding "respectability" frame, which asserts that soft skills translate into social mobility in 
the absence of material resources. The goal is both racial uplift as well as improving the public 
perception of Black and Latinx communities. Both of these goals are set and motivated by Black 
middle-class members of these communities because they are invested in their communities and 
also because they want to minimize the racial stigma that they experience as well (Cohen 2010). 
In the Structurally Adjusted School, the school leaders have very little control over running their 
school, which likely shapes how they try to manage the students. In this case, focusing on the 
students' self-presentation was something the school leaders decided that they could control to 
support the students' mobility.  
Hard Work & Getting out of poverty.  School leaders at SHS also pressured the students 
to work hard in school in the face of adversity using “grit” narratives. This narrative basically 
rationalizes that poverty is not so bad (see Ris 2015; Duckworth et al 2007).49 Certainly, students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds are forced to work extra hard to have academic success. Yet, 
focusing on grit undermines the political space to acknowledge the underlying inequalities that 
undermine the students. With little control over the testing regime, perhaps all they felt that they 
could do was push the students to work harder.  
 One day after school, I sat with one of the few Black teachers at SHS in his classroom to 
talk about the students. He clearly cared deeply about his students and devoted a lot of time to 
them, but he also tended to frame their families as culturally deficient and insist they just needed 
to have "no excuses" in order to be successful in school. He explained that many of them 
struggled with academic success because they had "broken homes" by which he meant single-
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parent homes. He stressed that he shared this experience with his students because during his last 
two years of high school he also lived with a single parent in the same public housing building 
that many his students presently lived in. It seemed his focus on his similarities with the students 
was meant to encourage them-- as he later revealed that his mother was college-educated, and his 
family was previously middle class.  
 His main point was that his students should have "no excuses" when struggling in school, 
they just needed to work harder. To illustrate, he stressed that the public housing buildings the 
students lived in were quite far from the school, and they often had to walk the long commute to 
school in the freezing snow because there was no school bus service and they had no money for 
the public bus. "It's not an excuse you can use," he reasoned, then stating resolutely, "My mother 
still expected me to go to school." His lesson for the students was there was no excuse for failure 
and explained that he imparted to them, "Don't let that be your crutch or your excuse to why you 
can’t get here on time and be successful.”  
 He argued to the students that they were simply not putting in the effort if they could not 
make it through this institution. He described the students' common criticism that most of the 
teachers at SHS were white and "didn't live here." (Most teachers and administrators lived in a 
wealthier and whiter suburb nearby Crane). He responded to the students' critiques, "I tell 
students you can't use that as an excuse" for their struggles in school. The teacher believed he 
was being helpful by arguing that the students could not use their challenges to explain why they 
had a hard time with school.  
 Top school leaders also spoke about the students' need for personal responsibility and 
character to explain their academic challenges. One evening I met with school board member 




board for a very long time, so I asked him to tell me about the challenges from his experience. 
He replied over and again that SHS students were "lazy" and lacked a good work ethic. He 
contrasted SHS students with his own great work ethic and resulting professional success. He 
described that he had two jobs when he was in high school and now he is a well-paid 
professional. Mr. Kemple then stated, "If you talk to the youth and educate them, then you won't 
have to ask them to pull up their pants.” For him, how the students wore their clothes represented 
their work ethic and sagging pants illustrated their opposition to work.  
Mr. Kemple also introduced me to the superintendent, Ms. Dobbs. Ms. Dobbs was a 
middle-age Black woman from further upstate New York. While I was unable to interview her 
personally, I got to listen to her speak on a radio interview about her views on SHS students and 
their academic challenges. Her central view was that the students' culture needed to change in 
order to have the mentality, aspiration, and expectation to go to college. She emphasized that 
while attending public schools made this challenging for students, she herself also attended 
public school and later went on to attend an Ivy League college. Like her colleagues, Ms. Dobbs 
also imparted the message that she had shared challenges similar to those of her students, but she 
was still a successful middle-class professional. Thus, her point for the students was to work on 
their character, present themselves well, and that challenged school conditions were no excuse. 
The only real obstacle was themselves.  
 Yet, disadvantaged youth already have grit. Many students were like Rocio. She worked 
as a waitress in addition to school because she needed to help support herself financially. As a 
result, she was often behind in her classes. Rocio described her home life as often being "alone." 
Her dad came home "two hours a day to just sleep" between jobs and her mother was not around 




homework, cook, clean-up, wash my brother's clothes, wash dishes, clean the floor." Rocio was 
stressed because she knew that working took away from school. As she put it, her career goal of 
being a registered nurse was going to be "bye-bye" if she did not improve in school.  
 She stressed that while she always inquired to the teacher about what she had missed, 
teachers were typically judgmental and lashed out when she was unprepared for class. She 
referenced one teacher whose class she realized she was failing due to missing a major 
assignment she did not know about. Rocio described speaking with the teacher to explain her 
absence and stress that she had asked about what she had missed, "[The teacher] was like, 
'There's just no excuse, you had to ask for it specifically!' She continued, "And [the teacher] 
raised her voice. And I was like, 'Why are you raising your voice? You don't have to...' And I 
was like, 'okay,' and I left, cuz I didn't wanna aggravate her." Clearly this situation required more 
understanding from the teacher. Still, as earlier described, this is a rigid and high-stakes structure 
in which staff must operate, creating barriers to respect and understanding with students. 
Students like Rocio struggle with managing demanding home lives as well as school. Yet, many 
of the school professionals, and perhaps especially the school administrators, tended to minimize 
these issues, instead reducing students' obstacles to simply an issue of "character" improvement 
and hard work.  
 Understandably, the students generally found the adults’ grit narratives insulting. Many 
students were like Aisha. Aisha was 16 years old and found it frustrating that the school adults 
were always pressuring her to “work harder,” because she felt she was working “very hard.” As 
she explained, “I hate when people be like you need to work harder, because it's just like, what 
you think I'm trying to do? I am working hard.” She continued, “They promise you education, 




the narrative pressuring her to “work harder” was exasperating. Aisha was anxious that she 
would not exit poverty. Like her peers, she valued hard work and her education, and was 
concerned about landing a living wage job as an adult. 
 Some of the students went as far as to question if school administrators even knew how to 
get the students out of poverty. Righteous was like a number of sharp students that were critical 
of school administrators and the teachers. He cited that because they did not come from poverty, 
the school administrators also did not understand the pathway out. Righteous illustrated this 
point when he explained how the school administrators often made speeches to the students 
about being successful through "hard work" over the intercom during the school day. Like his 
peers, he found the administrators’ speeches vague and empty. As Righteous put it, “[It] doesn't 
show a connection to any student.” Instead, to him, “It just shows that they don't care. They just 
do the job and get money for it." He explained that administrators were “just school people. They 
are just people that actually have a job and be successful at it.”  Student narratives like 
Righteous’ indicated how social class divided them from many school staff, including Black 
middle-class professionals who perceived themselves as role models to the students. The 
students did subscribe to the ethos of “hard work,” yet many of the sharpest students I met also 
indicated there was more information missing that they needed in order to exit poverty.  
 In the context of a high-stakes testing regime, there is a great incentive on the part of the 
adults to pressure the students to comply with test prep. The teachers and administrators could 
lose their jobs, or the school could be shut down if the students did not improve on the state tests. 
As a student named Pablo explained, “The way they're trying to impart education to change the 
way the school works, to the way the test scores work, is through a very authoritarian type of 




makes the students hate them.” The adults largely pushed this type of education on students 
using the language of “respect.” They labeled students “disrespectful” when they disobeyed test 
prep demands or were not “hard working” enough. And, the students framed their concerns with 
the adults as an issue being denied respect. Furthermore, the lens of respectability also frayed 
relationships between students themselves.    
 Buying into the "Culture of Poverty" Trap. Stereotypes of the poor are heavily 
racialized ideological constructions where the dominant U.S. public perceives low-income Black 
Americans as poor out of being “lazy” and “culturally defective” (see Gilens 1999; Katz 1990).50 
This “culture of poverty” myth proposes that Black and Latinx youth struggle with academic 
achievement not only because they have “poor values,” but also because they fear that being 
successful in school will stigmatize them among their Black and Latinx peers as “acting white” 
(Fordham and Ogbu 1986). In contrast, Alonso et al (2009) find in their study of Black and 
Latinx youth in the L.A. public school system that all of the students believed in hard work, 
meritocracy and wanted to make their families proud by doing well in school. Not one Latinx or 
Black student described a fear of “acting white,” and when they failed at school, they blamed 
themselves for not working hard enough against the odds. These findings are similar to classic 
studies of Black and Latinx youth achievement ideologies (e.g. Valenzuela 1999; and MacLeod 
1987).  
My study extends the abovementioned studies by illustrating that the students themselves 
also used the “culture of poverty” narrative to explain they would exit poverty in contrast to their 
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historically been publicly portrayed as responsible for their own poverty because they are somehow personally or 
culturally defective (Katz 1990). Yet, as Gilens (1999) showed, Black Americans are publicly represented and 





peers. The students bought into the idea that their own youth culture was a negative influence on 
their education. They framed their peers as uncommitted to school with bad attitudes and 
described themselves in contrast: they were good students who cared about school, polite and 
submissive to their teachers and attended their classes. They also used cultural explanations to 
assert why they would be successful, and their peers would not. The students criticized their 
peers for being overly obsessed with material things and minimized their own consumption of 
the same goods and activities. And, they grouped popular youth cultural interests and behaviors 
with being disrespectful to the adults, and disobedient with the schools’ academic expectations. 
Nonetheless, these students also struggled academically.  
The students stressed that they were culturally different than their peers. As Righteous 
put it, “I'm not going to be like all these kids…I just want to get my education, so I don't have to 
worry about all the other stuff.” Students like Righteous explained that their classmates were 
uninterested in education and this was connected to their potential for success. Righteous also 
qualified the difference between himself and his peers by stating that he liked different rap music 
than they did, asserting that his peers just liked “turn up party” songs, like those by Little Dirk. 
To him, those songs were only meant for “gangsters” and did not have a “message.” In contrast, 
he liked rappers like “Fabulous,” because "[Fabulous] might talk about gangster music, but he's 
been through the struggle. He is sending you a message that this is what he's been through… 
This is what you're gonna go through in the streets. They are the guides.” He described how his 
peers did not like this music. He scoffed, “So all of these rappers that you like, without DJ Herc, 
they wouldn't be there right now, they would probably be in the streets probably robbing stores.”  
Similarly, a student named Jumaane stressed that he had “Interests that don’t go with your usual 




school” rap music.  
Students routinely criticized their peers for being overly materialistic, and suggested it 
was why their peers would not become successful. As Jumaane explained, “Kids around here are 
really thinking about material things more than actual academics, or anything else.” He 
continued, “The general consensus of the school really seems, do you have the latest shoes, do 
you have the latest clothes, to have the latest rap album, those type of things." He explained, the 
graduation rates were “Pretty bad around here,” he equally sighed and lightly chuckled. Only 
about half of SHS students graduated, and for him that reflected students not caring. Yet, 
Jumaane admitted that he also (like most young people) did like getting clothes and music 
albums. He was careful however, to contrast how this was different for him, “Oh I'm a little bit 
driven by materials but not exactly the same type or to the same degree as some students.” 
Jumaane highlighted that other students “flaunted,” the stuff they had, but he did not.  
A student named Jamar explained that he was “the opposite of the youth today.” He did 
not “like the same thing” as his peers. In addition to “street life,” he explained that this meant 
fashion. As he described, “If everybody likes a certain pair of sneakers, like a pair of Jordans, I'm 
gonna get a different pair of Jordans. I'm different.” He continued that when he got some money 
and started dressing nicer, “a lot of people were like ‘oh, he’s fly, he’s fresh dressed.’” But, he 
stressed that was not important to him, “I’m like, no, I’m just dressed how I feel.” It was 
important to him to show that he was less interested in material goods than his peers.   
Righteous had a similar view, describing that his peers too often were “worrying about a 
pair of shoes.” In contrast, he was “worrying about my education.” He explained the difference 
between himself as a good student and his peers as bad students as an issue of different cultural 




they were “customized from my father.” He thought he had “earned them” by “doing the right 
thing” and passing his classes. Thus, for him, even while he could simultaneously care about his 
nice shoes and his education, his peers could not.  
Like everyone in American society, SHS students were subjected to the deeply ingrained 
understanding that there are two sources of and suitable answers to poverty: “misfortune” and 
“bad morals.” In other words, the deserving and undeserving poor (Gilens 1999:66; see also, 
Katz 1990). SHS students wanted to be the “deserving poor.” They were primarily from poverty 
backgrounds and strived for social mobility. As Rubén put it, he planned to be “very far from 
here” someday. To be the deserving poor, they distanced themselves from and disparaged their 
peers. This helped them to feel less anxious about their future. Yet, like typical students, they 
also at times skipped their classes, “talked back” to their teachers and liked hanging out with 
their friends and consuming popular youth culture (e.g. music and clothes). While the students 
all made references to enjoying mainstream youth activities, they tried to impress upon me how 
much did not enjoy these things as much as their peers did or made other deviations in how they 
enjoyed them such as brand differences or specific artists they liked in a genre. This strategy 
encouraged them to create social distance from their peers, which made them feel alienated at 
school. Students enjoyed leisure activities and consumed pop culture, such as hip-hop music and 
fashion. These activities and interests are average for teenagers. Yet, SHS students learned that 
they could not enjoy them because it would harm their opportunities for advancement.  
Blaming peers was the discourse available to students to mitigate their anxiety about their 
opportunities. For instance, a student named Robert condemned his peers for being disruptive in 
the classroom. He mimicked them, "The teacher says do work, 'Oh Prof. [teacher] I refuse to do 




type of behavior illustrated the student had poor character. He continued, “You do the [class] 
work regardless of how you feel, character." While Robert denigrated his peers for refusing a 
teacher’s coursework, he later referenced that he also refused to do in-class assignments for a 
teacher with whom he had issues.   
The students got the message that it was culture and not structure that limited their 
upward mobility. And they learned that enjoying popular youth culture-- fashion, hip hop music 
and valuing relationships with peers-- would lead them into poverty. The message was that it did 
not matter that your school was under duress, under-resourced and consequently ineffective; the 
problem was that "kids like you" devalued school and were not working hard enough. Thus, 
because they wanted to exit poverty, they had to prove they were not “the stereotype.” This 
message insulted students, but it also seduced them into some degree of compliance.  
Super Minorities.  The students struggled to be what I term “super minorities.” This 
effort involved creating as much cultural distance as possible from the ethno racial group they 
also belonged to. They wanted to prove how different they were from their peers. This is not to 
be confused with “model minority,” which is a stereotype applied to an entire racial group in 
order to shame less successful racial minority groups and create a wedge between these types 
groups such as Asians (“the model”) and Blacks (“the unsuccessful”). Both the model minority 
myth and the super minority minimize the role that structural racism plays in creating and 
sustaining racial inequalities. But, the super minority is a reaction to the racism, shaped by, but 
not imposed on them by the dominant U.S. public. In this way, it is a form of respectability 
politics, which pressures disadvantaged groups to be the best version of themselves, specifically 
as members of their stigmatized group. It represents a strategy by members of disenfranchised 




Structurally Adjusted School because the adults use respectability politics to navigate the testing 
regime. And, while the students reject how this politics insults and undermines them, on the 
other hand, it is also something they take to heart as a means of social mobility.  
SHS students learned that they were members of a disrespected collective minority group 
of working class Black and Latinx students at a low-performing school. As a student named Alan 
asserted, "I don't want to be part of that stereotype that that no one's can make it from Crane." He 
explained that he was poor, describing that he was raised by a single mom who was a teenager 
when she had him. He stressed that many of his peers in were similar positions but that they were 
not trying to improve their situation, and this undermined his education. Like many students, 
Alan cited the students' low state exam scores to illustrate their poor efforts. He also named the 
students' scores as a key reason the school had a bad reputation and he did not want to be 
associated with it. As Alan argued, “If students were better, ultimately things would change.” He 
explained, “Students ultimately affect graduation rate, and ultimately affect the school funding.” 
Similarly, a student named Lucas explained, “I don’t want to be considered a bad student just 
because of where I go anymore." I asked Lucas to tell me more about it. Lucas replied, "Like 
normally the assemblies for high school seniors have been about bringing up your grades, like 
half the senior class is failing right now." Lucas argued that the graduation rate (because of the 
test scores), "Makes us look bad." The students were taught to feel shame about their peer 
culture, felt disrespected because of their collective test scores, and received this as a message 
about Latinx and Black youth specifically.  
Trying to be a super minority created lots of problems for students at SHS. For one, it 
made them very anxious, as they tried hard to be perfect and prove they were not “the 




reflected on them as a group and tried to isolate themselves from their peers. As Alan described, 
"The other students’ scores stereotype me, and I don’t want to be part of that stereotype." He 
explained, "I don’t want to be the group that is disrespected." Because of their average state test 
scores, they felt collectively defined as "stereotypical" Black and Latinx students that did not 
care about their education. And, the specific way that students knew their peers did not care was 
because the students as a group performed poorly on state tests. Framing themselves as culturally 
distinct from their peers was a coping mechanism to manage their fear of permanent poverty and 
racialization. Strikingly, this included students who had already dropped out of school and 
students who were at the top of their graduating class.  
Bad kids. In addition to their efforts to demonstrate that they were better than their peers, 
most students also feared contagion from "bad kids," juxtaposing themselves as “good” and their 
peers as “bad.” "Good" students were obedient, polite and tried hard in school. In contrast, “bad” 
students did not listen and talked back to the teacher and were more interested in popular youth 
culture than in their education. "Bad kids" did not comply with test prep. Kiara, age 15, 
explained, “Most of [the students] are bad, they do not follow rules.” Kiara had issues with rude 
adults at the school, but felt that the students were “bad” and needed to comply with the adults 
nevertheless. Righteous, a freshman, described how his peers were “disrespecting the teacher” 
for “not doing her [course] work.” He differentiated himself as compliant to the test prep, “I just 
do my [course] work, I just do what I have to do.”  
Similarly, Jamar argued, “If you were told to do something, you not allowed to talk back 
and be rude.” Likewise, Alfredo, age 15, explained that kids were disrespectful because they, 
“don't listen in class.” And Ana, a freshman, affirmed, “You have to respect the elders…not just 




stayed more focused instead of socializing... [then] maybe we would have more stuff in the 
school." She explained, "At our school the budget is really low, but that's mainly because the 
kids, the majority [of the students] are failing.” For Sofía, her peers did not care about school, 
that was why they were failing academically, and that was why the state was cutting the school 
budget.  
Yet, all of the students I met described wanting to be "good students," even the ones who 
had already dropped out or were on the verge of doing so. All of the students mentioned above 
had moments where they talked back, skipped class, or goofed off in class. Alfredo stopped 
attending school because he and his family were evicted from their home, and his step-dad was 
physically abusing him. Righteous got in trouble with the school after he got in an argument with 
his teacher who was being rude to him.  
Many students were like 17-year-old Lupe. They positioned themselves as respectful and 
obedient, and their peers as defiant to navigate the testing regime and generally disrespectful. As 
Lupe explained, “Everybody talks bad about SHS. I mean, I can see why they talk bad because a 
lot of people don't got respect in that school and they need to get themselves together.” Lupe 
ascribed to the view that people are poor at SHS because of their own failings. However, Lupe 
also described how she struggled with school. She had failed all of her Regents that year even 
though she “took them three times.” Lupe told me that she “just couldn’t handle school,” while 
she told herself, “I have to be something in life, I have to.”  
Most of the students worked outside of school, and their parents worked in entry-level 
service jobs. Lupe’s mother worked in the home and spoke little English and her Dad worked at 
a restaurant. Lupe had been working as a cashier at a laundromat since she was 15. Lupe 




“just can't take that day anymore.” To illustrate, she described that on days that she had “a test” 
or “a rough day at work” she felt overwhelmed with school. Even though Lupe struggled with 
school and life in general, she focused her critique of the school as a place with bad students who 
lacked grit and soft skills.  
Similar to Lupe, Tashauna felt that most of her peers “don't care about their education as 
much as I do.” Tashauna explained that her peers skipped their classes and felt that it reflected 
their disregard for their education. However, Tashauna mentioned separately that she also 
skipped many of her classes because she thought her teachers disrespected her. She contrasted 
her behavior with that of her peers because she was “respectful” to adults in school no matter 
what. She described herself and her favorite teachers as “happy.” She and these teachers “don't 
get mad.” For her, in order to be respectful, even though things are tough, you do not get mad or 
curse.  
Tashauna was an average student but still struggled. She positioned herself as committed 
to her education in contrast with the majority of her peers. Although her struggles were 
comparable to those of her peers, she explained that her peers made similar choices for different 
reasons than she did, her peers were uncommitted to school, but she cared. Even though all of the 
students struggled with the testing regime, they believed if they were obedient (kept participating 
in test prep), they would pass the exams and advance toward a middle-class life. And, they 
believed their peers were less acquiescent to testing prep than they were. They learned 
disrespectful students do not participate in the testing regime. 
 Most students feared that "bad kids" would corrupt them, thereby ruining their chances to 




They did not engage in school activities, were not interested in being engaged in those activities, 
and often described avoiding other students. Esteban, age 16, explained he would not be 
interested in clubs because he likes to be alone. So, I asked him what is wrong with people. 
Esteban replied that it is not good to have lots of friends, “They could drive you into bad things,” 
he explained. Felicity had a similar view, “The less friends you have the less drama.” Another 
student, Janel, indicated she remained isolated so that, “People don't know all my business that 
know me.” Rita, age 14, explained that she and her sister “just do what we gotta do, not around a 
lot of people…I like be to myself.” Rita’s strategy (along with her sister’s) for navigating 
schooling was to take care of business, alongside aiming to isolate themselves from their peers.  
 The students worried about their peers dragging them down, preventing them from 
advancing in school. Isabella felt concerned that she should not hang out with the friends that she 
did because she did not want to be poor as an adult. “Sometimes I do hang out with the wrong 
crowd,” she told me. The “wrong crowd” she thought would prevent her from “moving ahead” in 
life. She explained, “I don't want to be in a position where I can't do the things that I want to do 
in life.” For Isabella, is was a big concern that if she enjoyed her friends they would prevent her 
from her goals of “going to school and stuff and getting a job and stuff.” She placed blame on 
her peers and their culture to explain what challenges she faced to advance in life.   
 As a student named Tashauna clarified, seeking isolation from peers had to do with the 
idea that people who do not perform well in school can keep you from being successful. As she 
put it, “I keep my circle small I keep myself away from people I know doesn't do good in 
school.” The students described kids fighting, skipping class, not doing their work, and being 
disruptive in the classroom. However, most of the students displayed the same behaviors they 




She also thought her teachers were rude, was disciplined for being late to class, and missed a lot 
of classes because she was tired. She thought most of the students did not care about their 
education, but she was different, she cared. “I feel like some people at school don't care about 
their education as much as I do. They don't care about their life, and that's why I feel 
disconnected from them.” Substantive citizenship is about people drawing boundaries of 
inclusion and exclusion in a specific context. The students separated themselves from the “bad 
kids” in order to be members of the deserving poor as their poverty exit strategy.  
Raul illustrated the shift from ‘bad kids’ to a structural critique of schooling in detail. He 
explained, “I've had a good time learning when the wrong people aren't in the room.” So, I asked 
him, “Who are the wrong people?” Raul replied, “The people who are in the back who, they're 
like, 'Oh I hate school, why am I here.'  Leave then, [pause] I am formally telling you to leave,” 
... and they get all mad.” I asked Raul, “Why do you think they are so mad?” Raul paused before 
he explained, “Because school isn't about education anymore. Because, they're not trying to give 
us a good education, they're just trying to get us to get [pause] I wouldn’t say good, but like the 
right score on the state tests so they don't look bad.” Raul’s initial thoughts about school centered 
on his peers who were the "wrong people," but when he was asked to reflect deeper, he plainly 
illustrated that the rebellious students had a good reason to reject schooling and brought himself 
into that narrative. He no longer distanced himself from these peers, but rather named how 
testing pressures from the state impacted the school leadership to exclusively focus on test 
scores, and also directed students' resistance. 
The honors students were the most vocal about “bad kids” because they were the least 
marginalized group in the school.51 As Pablo, age 19, put it, “A lot of the honors AP kids are like 
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‘Ugh, these kids.’” They grouped non-honors students generally as the bad students. Jamal, age 
17, explained, "Those remedial, mandatory people are disrespectful, they start fights. The honors 
students are those who want to learn, and they are more respectful. There’s a big difference." He 
continued, “They curse the teachers for no reason, they roam the halls, and skip class.” The 
honors students also labeled non-honors courses "the Regents classes." Jamal felt that his non-
honors peers did not care about their education. In contrast, honors students were those who 
actually “cared.” Keon told me, he tried to stay away from those courses because there were 
“bad influences in the Regents classes.” Students learned to blame each other as the source of 
their anxieties about their well-being in school. The students explained that disrespectful 
behavior is why those students would not succeed.  Yet, as abovementioned, the honors students 
also felt the adults were too hard on them with their attacks of being “disrespectful.” And, as the 
last chapter showed, all of the students were struggling with the school’s testing regime. Every 
single one of the students I met wanted to be successful in school, even the ones who had already 
or were on the verge of dropping out. 		
The students learned from the school adults that lack of respect was their primary barrier 
to social mobility. However, while the students distanced themselves from their peers for being 
disrespectful, they also admitted they engaged in all of these same behaviors and comportments; 
they just rationalized their own behavior differently. Students indicated they only skipped classes 
that were less important, they did their work in class but not the homework, or the teacher did not 
like them in particular and found them disrespectful when they were not. Some students 
described behavior that was certainly more oppositional than their peers, however, they also 
described themselves as wanting to "do good" in school. They were all frustrated they were not 




 About half of SHS students did not graduate. They wanted to be compliant to testing 
because they clung to the broad ideal of meritocracy and specifically that they could be the 
exception since they were poor. The students felt they had to prove they were not like their peers 
and decided the best path to social mobility was to alienate themselves from their peers. They 
wanted to be the extraordinary members of their social group. One key political outcome is the 
limited capacity for collective resistance to poor schooling. These students strategized that 
isolation was the best approach to navigate school. 
Conclusion. Education scholars draw from Gramsci’s notion of hegemony-- dominance 
happens in part by getting those subordinated to consent to the unequal relationships (e.g. Giroux 
and McLaren 1989). This chapter extends critical education theory on hegemony. On the one 
hand, the students were critical of the testing regime and how the school adults treated them. But, 
on the other hand, they also believed that compliance to test prep and good soft skills would lead 
to social mobility. The students at SHS described how their teachers demanded unconditional 
respect from them while simultaneously being disrespectful to the students. Navigating 
respectability politics and culture of poverty narratives in the Structurally Adjusted School left 
students feeling trapped, disrespected and isolated. The adults pressured the students to comply 
with the testing demands, have grit and good soft skills to be successful. This undermined the 
students’ potential for collective opposition to an ineffective education because it weakened 
students’ ability to have respect for themselves on their own terms and respect for their peers. 
Yet, the majority of the students could not pass the exams and became frustrated with the 
constant test preparation.   
 Youth were pitted against each other and this was quite clear in their fight to be seen as 




compliant with the testing regime. The notion was that if you could not be successful in the 
testing regime, then shame on you. Respectability politics at SHS encouraged the students to see 
themselves as members of a stigmatized group that they needed to distance themselves from in 
order to be successful. Thus, the racialization that Black and Latinx students experienced at SHS 
undercut their ability to be resources to each other. This finding is similar to that of Valenzuela 
(1999), which showed that racialization in school constrained the relations between first and 
second generation Mexican immigrant youth. This was also partly the result of the culture of 
poverty narrative used to cast aside struggling students.  
 Blaming “youth culture” for limited mobility still has a lot of resonance in both the 
academic and popular literature (see Alonso et al 2009). Yet, the cultural deficit-- “poor values” 
and the related oppositional culture – “acting white” hypothesis was certainly not the case at 
SHS. All of the students even the ones who dropped out of school believed in the achievement 
ideology and blamed themselves for failure. Still, they also blamed their own youth cultures and 
tried to distance themselves from their peers as a strategy to exit poverty. It encouraged the 
students to see themselves as needing to isolate themselves from their peers in order to be 
cultural exceptions to what they perceived to be the rule that Latinx and Black youth were 
unproductive citizens. Students also discussed "bad kids" in relation to SHS's discipline 
structure. Yet, this was different because they wanted their “bad” peers to be punished. I discuss 









Becoming Custodial Citizens in a Highly Securitized School 
School security was a key social organizing mechanism at SHS. As Jane (a longtime 
member of the school’s tutoring staff) put it, “Everything in this school is organized around 
security.” She explained, “There’s pretty much always police officers on campus. There’s a large 
number of security officers, there’s double doors where there used to be single doors last year; 
they search everyone’s backpacks.” In my time as SHS, I noticed that the bathrooms, 
lunchrooms, classroom and hallway passage, and school dress code were all strictly managed 
with the support of police, security staff and new technologies, including student-tracking 
computer software and comprehensive security cameras. The central outcome of expanded 
securitization was that students were patrolled even when they managed to avoid being punished. 
School professionals, and the security technologies they used, scrutinized, distrusted and 
mistreated Latinx and Black students at SHS. Yet, these practices did not stem wholly from 
school leadership decisions. In this chapter, I show how state education reform programs greatly 
shaped the securitization of SHS and its related discipline practices, exposing their similarities to 
SAPs. I also explain how the students’ experiences with securitization effected their political 
incorporation, focusing on how it engendered “custodial citizenship.” Custodial citizenship 
describes a class of people whose main interaction with the state is in its penal capacity, showing 
how routine interactions outside of arrests, such as being stopped and frisked by the police, 
adversely impact political incorporation (Lerman and Weaver 2014). In the context of schools, 
students’ daily experiences of being guarded and punished “off-the-record” taught them that they 
were custodial citizens. That is, instead of being clients of the state, the state thinks that they are 




Federal Policies & School Securitization: Violence Prevention. Like efforts to 
improve academic outcomes, new standards have become the key mechanism to improve and 
ensure school safety.52 Federal school safety and school climate programs attach crucial school 
funding to restructuring through securitization as the safety solution for struggling schools. 
Through NCLB’s “Unsafe School Choice Option” (USCO), the federal government mandated 
that states receiving any ESEA funds had to prove that their schools were safe, and states had to 
comply by creating new school safety laws. As a result, states created top-down standards with 
compliance mandates for how schools managed safety and discipline.  
The new laws widened the opening to school securitization. Following the USCO 
guidelines, schools had to expand data collection and reporting on school safety, update safety 
strategies, develop indices measuring student misconduct and identify schools with high violence 
indices as “persistently dangerous schools (PDS).”53 States were supposed to create their own 
definitions of PDS, but the federal government specified distinct guidelines that included the rate 
of violent incidents (USDOE 2004: 2-4).54 USCO’s official goal was violence prevention, but it 
also mandated rating non-violent student behavior by requiring states to report student offenses 
resulting in suspension and truancy rates, advising states to collect even more data (2004:10-11, 
17). Once a state received federal “certification of compliance,” that state could then get federal 
ESEA funds for the next fiscal year.  
																																																								
52 The push to increase school safety standards was largely a response to public concern about school safety after the 
shooting at Columbine High School in 1999. See Chapter 1 for details.  
53 Schools are to weigh the safety indicators and factor them into an overall school violence index, report their index 
score to the state, the state reviews the report and then passed it to the federal government as part of the state’s 
reporting package to get federal certification that it was compliant with the mandate. 
54States must certify that they are in compliance annually to the federal government in writing. As per state 
definitions of such incident, emphasizing these criteria must be objective. If a state identifies that one of their 




Noncompliant schools rated “PDS” or “at risk” of being one, must go through a 
“corrective action” program guided by the federal government (USDOE 2004:12). The state’s 
instructions for these schools is to purchase security equipment, hire security personnel to 
supervise students, work with law enforcement on gang activity and train teachers and 
administrators to consistently enforce discipline policies (2004:17). The state also ambiguously 
advocates “conflict resolution activities and instruction” without elaboration. The other points 
are quite clear: enforce the rules, increase the non-teaching security staff, involve the police and 
add more surveillance.  
USCO is a key securitization mechanism of the Structurally Adjusted School. USCO 
attaches vital federal funding to adopting its version of safety protections. This is a top-down 
“one-size-fits-all” program in order to receive essential aid. The federal government offers the 
illusion of choice for states to comply by insisting that its programs have no “unfunded” 
mandates. Yet, federal funding is indispensable for most states and especially crucial for 
chronically under-funded schools. USCO is a central part of why low-income schools are being 
"Structurally Adjusted" in ways that focus on securitization.  
State Compliance: The Case of New York State.  To comply with USCO, NYS 
implemented the SAVE Act (Schools Against Violence in Education) in 2003. This act required 
that all of NYS public schools adopt a uniform violent incident reporting system using 
definitions of crimes from Penal Law. This was modeled after the existing system in NYC public 
schools (NYSED 2004:3). Thus, in 2003, the large security state infrastructure in NYC public 
schools was pushed into schools around the state. 
The SAVE Act mandated a new sweeping code of conduct for students and general 




created VADIR (Violent Acts and Disruptive Incident Reporting) to uniformly report student 
misconduct (Ferraras 2004: 66). Violent acts include doing physical harm, damaging personal or 
school property, as well as possessing, displaying or threatening to use a weapon (NYSED 
2018b).55 VADIR expanded the collection and reporting of student behavior violations in a wide 
range, from violent to just disruptive. As a result, low-level violations were treated more 
punitively. Importantly, the expanded guidelines for school codes of conduct also authorized 
schools to more easily remove “disruptive” students, as long as it was for an issue cited in the 
school code of conduct. The definition for disruptive was at the state level: “substantially 
disruptive to the educational process or substantially interfere with the teachers’ authority over 
the classroom,” but recognized as subjective (2004: 58).  
The new rules for removing “disruptive” students created an “intermediary” level of 
punishment for students, such that these removals did not count as suspensions and allowed for 
less due-process safeguards for students. It also added mandatory minimum suspension periods 
for repeatedly disruptive students (Ferraras 2004: 57-59, 62). Also, for the first time, the 
expanded code of conduct allowed schools to regulate the dress code for students such that the 
rules did not have to be due to an educational concern; a school could regulate students’ style of 
dress simply on the basis of evaluating if it was “deemed appropriate and acceptable” (2004: 64). 
The SAVE Act fulfilled the policy shift USCO required. It focuses on standardizing student 
behavior violations and expanding the reporting of that data. It also legislated a widened ability 
for schools to strictly control non-violent low-level offenses and tightly manage students’ 
behavior as a strategy to avoid a dangerous situation. 
																																																								
55 NYS categorizes violent incidents including the following: assault with a serious physical injury, robbery, reckless 
endangerment, weapons possession, forcible sexual offenses, arson, kidnapping and homicide.  
In 2018, VADIR was renamed (SSEC) “School Safety and the Educational Climate,” which added separate 




 Federal & State Policies & Improving Safety and Discipline in “Failing Schools.” 
Under NCLB, the U.S. Department of Education requires that states identify their low-
performing schools. As a result, NYS labels these types of schools “failing” with either Focus or 
Priority status. And, if there are multiple “failing” schools in the district, NYS marks the entire 
district with Focus status.56 Districts with these statuses must participate in a federal 
improvement plan. The state reviews the school(s) using a “Diagnostic Tool for School and 
District Effectiveness.” Using this template, the NYS selects a “District Comprehensive 
Improvement Plan” (DCIP) for the school. The DCIP is an approved waiver program from the 
ESEA (NCLB) for Focus or Priority Schools. One of the DCIPs is called the “Turnaround 
Model,” which is a Priority School reform model and receives funding from a three-year federal 
grant. While most of the indictors are academic achievement metrics, they also include student 
behavior metrics. Safety and discipline are part of the improvement program because it is a 
“whole school reform model,” which refers to restructuring a school comprehensively rather than 
only certain aspects. In this program, one of the central mechanisms to improve academic 
achievement is school climate metrics (safety and discipline), which are measured largely by 
reducing the incidents of student misbehavior. The state identifies these as “non-academic” areas 
to improve because it classifies them as having “an impact on student achievement” (NYSED 
2013b:8).   
As a result of NCLB, schools “failing” because of low academic achievement are subject 
to comprehensive school reform. The schools’ improvement plan includes “cracking down” on 
student misbehavior to boost student academic achievement. And, because of the New York 
State SAVE Act, schools can expand the rules for student conduct as well as more easily remove 
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any student the school finds “disruptive” while not allowing it to count in their suspension 
rates—a key area in which struggling schools are supposed to improve. NYS encourages schools 
it labels “failing” to “get tough” on student behavior in order to improve academic achievement. 
These programs are further bolstered by the 2015 NYS “Receivership” education law I 
described in Chapters 1 and 2, which broaden the state’s power to restructure and takeover 
“failing” schools, which it re-named “struggling” schools (NYS Senate 2015:5). Under the 
receivership, student attendance and discipline metrics-- including but not limited to long and 
short-term suspensions-- all count for the school’s state reform program and safety. These safety 
and discipline reforms are all top-down mandates attached to funding for low-income schools. 
And, the more a school struggles, the greater the state interventions become. Importantly, like 
actual SAP’s, while the directives the federal government imparts are universal, in practice the 
state only restructures low-income schools with many Black and Latinx students. Strikingly, in 
restructuring schools in New York, 93% are students of color and 82% of these students low-
income (NYS 2015). 
The Safety and Discipline Improvement Program at SHS.  SHS did not have a 
violence problem, but security was growing and student suspensions were rising. For SHS, 
getting a better student behavior index was part of its improvement plan as a “failing” school. 
SHS had seemingly unending DCIPs (District Comprehensive Improvement Plans). While goal 
number one for SHS’s 2014-2015 improvement plan was “Academic Achievement,” goal 
number two was “Safety and Security.” The state requires templates and review process memos 
for its implementation and the school district fills out the form using a drop-down menu. Overall, 
SHS needed to raise student attendance and lower their suspension rates. SHS was required to 




Then, in 2015, NYS placed SHS into Receivership under the new corresponding law 
because SHS was still “failing.” “School Safety” was still one of its key targets for improvement, 
even though SHS’s report listed zero “serious incidents” for that year, which was the norm. SHS 
aimed to improve “attendance, discipline” (lowering out of school suspensions) by enhancing 
“school culture and climate.” It also listed in its student behavior intervention plan that SHS had 
added a JROTC program to improve students’ “character.” To assess school safety, SHS used the 
VADIR “serious incident” data and to measure school climate it used attendance and suspension 
data. VADIR, attendance and suspension data were available indicators in for SHS’s school 
improvement program. NYS specifies which indicators are available for selection and then 
chooses the majority of the particular metrics the individual school. The school receiver, the 
superintendent, may chose some of the metrics. These metrics are then weighted into an index to 
calculate school improvement (NYSED 2015h).   
Securitization at SHS.  In early 2013, school security was on the rise at SHS. In hopes of 
meeting state mandates, SHS implemented new and expanded surveillance technology, added 
non-teaching security staff and police patrol. In addition, the school instigated a strict “zero-
tolerance” discipline system where students were suspended for low-level offenses like being 
late to class or breaking the school’s dress code, often “off-the-record.” Using the federal grant 
money attached to SHS’s reform plan, SHS also purchased new student monitoring technology 
and the metal detectors. 
SHS administrators described the “security upgrades” to the public in a press conference 
video that year with the local newspaper. One school administrator explained, although there was 
not a security problem at SHS, “We like to be proactive rather than reactive.” The school had 




entrance, because, as he explained, it was important for safety that “people be aware that 
someone is watching them.” The superintendent explained in the press conference that students 
now had to “swipe in” with an issued ID card upon entering the building, and that the school had 
installed a metal detector that individuals had to pass through to attend basketball games. The 
school also locked the student bathroom doors ten minutes before each class and ten minutes 
before class ended to prevent students from “hiding” in them as a strategy to enforce class 
attendance.  
In 2014, SHS acknowledged in a public web video that student suspensions had been 
“climbing” in recent years and also that it recognized parent concern that student suspensions 
were too high. The administrators explained in the video that they were working hard to reduce 
suspensions. Even though, they had not yet been able to do so, they asserted that they were “re-
thinking assisting at-risk children.” They also stated they had “put together different hallway 
climate action plans,” and were “working toward a positive rather than punitive environment.”  
Yet, moving away from a 'punitive environment' was not reflected in either the students’ 
daily experiences or the school’s own code of conduct manual. The manual explained that a 
student could be disciplined for any type of “disorderly student” behavior, which “could result in 
suspension.” SHS's definition of disorderly student behavior was verbatim from the 2003 law 
that NYS passed to comply with the USCO section of NCLB. It identifies disorderly student 
behavior as “substantially disruptive to the educational process,” or that which, “substantially 
interferes with the teacher's authority over the classroom.” Examples were things such as 
“making unreasonable noise,” or “willful defiance,” or “running in the hallway.” As well, it 
described that students could be disciplined if they “engage in conduct that is insubordinate,” 




that “Search and Seizure” was permitted as long as the school had “reasonable suspicion to do 
so.” Hallways signs told a similar message stating, “Lockers can be searched at any time.” Thus, 
a punitive environment persisted as SHS’s strategy to manage student behavior. 
Security Technology.  To do my fieldwork at SHS, I had to get an SHS photo ID from 
the school’s security room. Two people worked there, and it was their job to sit in front of a wall 
full of television screens. One person took my picture and made the ID. As I waited, I watched 
them observing the screens full of the students going about their days. There were security 
cameras throughout the building and outside the school. The school’s code of conduct described 
these cameras as first and foremost as necessary “in order to assist the District to maintain 
student discipline.”  
Student conduct is more tightly managed than in previous historical periods, and new 
technology plays a role in this expansion. In 2014, the school leadership reported in a public web 
video that they had recently “purchased a web-based student management system,” which was 
“an add-on to the system” that they already had. In the video, the school explained that the new 
system “tracks the interventions” they made “with groups and subgroups of children to see if 
we’re being successful.” The SHS school code of conduct manual explained that this new system 
was called CAASS, “Comprehensive Attendance Administration and Security System.” CAASS 
“requires that each student be issued a photo identification card that will be scanned each 
morning upon entry to the school building and to the school cafeteria.” As well, CAASS, 
“automates the attendance tracking process… The discipline management module will alert staff 
members if a student is suspended, tardy, or has cut a class through audible and visual alerts that 




When I entered the school, I watched the security guard sitting with their computer 
screen full of student faces on IDs. To enter the school, students had to be buzzed in by security, 
and then approach the security desk to swipe their ID. The electronic card reader also reported 
messages to students such as “visit the principal’s office.” Teachers and other school staff also 
used to the web-based computer tracking system (CAASS), which informed them of where 
students should be at all times. If a student was not cleared by security to attend class, the teacher 
could not let them participate. Their location and status were continually tracked by the CAASS 
computer system. The system also longitudinally followed the student and tracked their 
disciplinary record for staff to review.  
Non-teaching security staff & police. When I walked the school halls, I saw not only the 
eight security guards in their brightly colored jackets that read “SECURITY” in bold letters, but 
also administrators and some teachers stationed in the hall watching the students as they passed 
through the hallways between classes. There were several bells alerting students to hurry to class. 
A common occurrence was hearing a security guard call out to the students, "No standing in the 
hallways." SHS required students to move with efficiency to class and thus did not allow them to 
stand. Security staff routinely told students to "move along," when they were outside the school. 
They were not allowed to "loiter" after school. Anyone who missed the bell had to go to "ISS" 
(In-School-Suspension) for the class period. When I walked through the hallways, I often heard 
security guards stop tardy students: "You, ISS. You, ISS. You, ISS." Students and teachers 
explained that students were not allowed into their classrooms if they were even a few seconds 
late. SHS required teachers to lock their doors and bar late students without a pass from the front 
security desk. Yet, teachers and students shared that the security guards typically did not give 





Several police officers also patrolled the hallways of SHS. The school’s code of conduct 
manual explained that these were off-duty Crane police officers assigned to SHS to “defuse and 
de-escalate situations” with the students and to generally “provide additional security in the 
building.” The manual described, that students’ “violent behavior,” or “other criminal behavior 
in school … may result in a student’s arrest.” The school administration treated the students as a 
risky population in need of control, whom needed to be guarded by local police officers in 
addition to surveillance by numerous security guards and administrators.   
Zero-tolerance Discipline: On & off “the record.” In the 2013-14 school year SHS 
officially suspended 22% of its students, up from 16% the previous year. In contrast, the 
neighboring high school to SHS with mostly white and affluent students suspended just 5% of its 
students. That suspension rate reflects only the total number of students who received at least one 
full-day out-of-school suspension. The actual number of out-of-school suspensions at SHS was 
much higher than 22%, due to the same students being suspended multiple times. As well, 21% 
of SHS students received in-school-suspensions (ISS). 
Students also reported that they were suspended informally for partial days, but that these 
partial suspensions did not count on their record. They were sent to ISS for the remainder of the 
class period (such as, if they were late), or were sent home for the rest of the day (e.g., for 
breaking the dress code), As Destiny explained, “They try to go to the principal for a pass and 
they'll send you home for the rest of the day, it won't get counted as a suspension but you still get 
sent home.” Some students even reported these part-day suspensions as a positive thing because 
they were concerned about amassing a disciplinary record. Therefore, while the overall school 





Becoming Custodial Citizens.  Punitive school discipline criminalizes youth, and school-
wide securitization and programs that “crack down” on low-level non-violent student 
noncompliance criminalizes entire school student populations (see Chapter 1). Yet, there is an 
even wider effect. I argue that students in these types of schools are becoming “custodial 
citizens.” For many youth, their primary contact with the state is school. And, instead of learning 
to be clients of the state, students in a highly securitized school learn the state thinks they are a 
risky or threatening population in need of surveillance and punishment. Indeed, one way many 
young people learn they do not have full citizenship rights is through navigating criminalization 
in school. Even when they were not suspended, students’ experiences with security fueled their 
feelings of distrust toward the school authorities and made them doubt the school would act on 
the will of the students. 
Becoming custodial citizens had a negative impact on SHS students’ political 
socialization; they felt mistrusted but learned to normalize a certain degree of securitization and 
mistreatment. It also created antagonisms among the students in that while all students struggled 
with school discipline, they tended to blame their peers for it. Still, there were times when they 
identified adults’ discipline toward students as excessive, which produced glimmers of dissenting 
beliefs and peer solidarity among the students. In these moments, students became more critical 
about school discipline and connected it to the testing regime I described in Chapter 2.  
 Mistrusted: ‘They will watch you walk to the bathroom because they don't trust you.’ 
School security practices taught the students that the school officials thought they were a risky 
population. As Pablo, age 18, explained, “I feel like it's like they don't trust us in the sense there 




bathrooms. Jamal, age 17, explained, “You have to get a pass to go to the bathroom [and] there is 
not one teacher there who's going to sign the pass.” He continued, that even if you do manage to 
get a pass to the bathroom, “They will watch you walk to the bathroom because they don't trust 
you.” Chloe, age 16, similarly explained, “You ask for a pass, they're like, [sardonically] ‘No 
you can't go,’ … or they watch you walk down the hallway… Could they just trust me to know 
that I'm not going to go somewhere and do something, I'm just going to walk to the bathroom 
and come back.”  
Students also felt mistrusted because the school routinely locked the bathrooms. As 
Aisha, age 16, explained, “Our school locks the doors for kids; they lock the bathroom door.” 
She described that there were multiple bells during each period: ten minutes before class started: 
when class started: ten minutes before class ended: when class ended. The ten-minute bells 
marked when the bathrooms were locked; this was a practice to keep students from skipping 
class in the bathrooms. Aisha exclaimed, “I find it stupid because you know as a female you 
have those days, and you have to use the bathroom, and you can't because they won't let you use 
the bathroom.”  
Not being able to use the bathroom when you needed to was a point of struggle between 
the students and the administrators. In addition, there were extreme instances like what happened 
to a student named Jesus. Jesus had recently immigrated from Guatemala and was still learning 
English. He went into the bathroom during class and did not hear the security guard announce 
that he was locking the bathroom door. As a result, Jesus was locked in the bathroom for the 
majority of his class. Afterward, upset and panicked, he told me and his teacher what happened 




harmed students in various ways and communicated to them the school thought they could not be 
trusted.   
There were a range of other ways that school securitization taught the students the school 
suspected them of potential transgressions. According to the students, school administrators were 
mainly just more security guards. As Raul stated, “They all just do the same thing," which was 
guard the students. He explained, the administrator of school safety, “roams the hall harassing 
students." 
Chloe cited how in the lunch room the students could not use their phone or even stand 
up to talk to their friends, they must sit the entire time. She explained, “They are just like, ‘No 
phones!’ And, ‘Don't do this,’ and ‘Don't stand up to talk to your friends at another table.’ They 
like, ‘Sit down!’… During lunch, you can't like walk to another table and go see your friends.” 
The surveillance during their lunch break was exasperating to Chloe. As she exclaimed, “It’s 
‘free time’ we’re supposed to be happy, but they are like, ‘No.’” Likewise, Aisha explained how 
the school treated the entire school population as potential offenders, "This school, once one 
child does something bad, they feel like the whole school did it." To illustrate, she described how 
she was often suspended for being late to class because the security guards who watched her just 
assumed that she was trying to skip class.  
The strict disciplinary system also exacerbated the clashes between students and staff 
over the perceptions of disrespect documented in Chapter 3. Zoe, a young tutoring staff member 
of color who had a close relationship with the students for several years, shared her view on the 
administration and some of the teachers as “hostile” toward the students. “The administration 
criminalizes the students,” she explained. “There is a lot of mistrust and there is definitely 




replied, “I think that lack of trust comes in a lot of ways from the fear the administration has of 
the students, mostly that.” So, I asked her, “Are you afraid of the students?” “No, not at all,” she 
replied. To illustrate the administrators’ behavior, she explained how, at times, they got into 
physical altercations with the students. She described that the problem was typically initiated 
when an administrator grabbed a student physically because they would not be deferential upon 
request, and then things escalated if the student fought back. Raul, age 18, also explained this, 
giving the example of an administrator, "Telling some girl to get out of the cafeteria and the girl 
was not paying attention so she grabbed her by the collar, by the back of her shirt and started 
dragging her out, and the girl turned around and started hitting her." A student named Claudia 
described this problem as well, “If a student here says don’t touch me, they mean it, something 
bad will happen if you do.” While these were rare incidents, students talked about these episodes 
to describe how the administrators mistreated the students.  
‘Scandalous’ Girls: Policing the dress code. The dress code was another important 
aspect of “off-the-record” discipline at SHS, it is also generally overlooked in discussions about 
policing youth of color.57 The policing of girls’ dress draws on the imperative and license to 
control female sexualized and gendered bodies. In this way, the school used a “scandalous” 
frame to discipline the girls. This was not a frame that the boys had to contend with.58 An 
increasing number of news reports across the country mention the issue of largely girls (and not 
																																																								
57 It is well established that punitive discipline policies disproportionately negatively impact Black and Latino boys’ 
educational opportunities, however more recently it is being acknowledged that these policies also negatively impact 
Black and Latina girls (Crenshaw, Ocen, Nanda, 2015). 
58 As earlier stated, specific school data for student suspensions are limited. They are especially limited because SHS 
(like most schools) does not keep specific data on suspensions for dress code violations, and the suspensions often 
given did not appear on the student’s record. That said, the Office of Civil Rights for the United States Department 
of Education acquired SHS 2011-12 school year records with the sex and race of student suspensions for both in-
school-suspensions and out-of-school-suspensions generally. In that year, officially 17% of Black girls, 11% of 
Latina girls, and 6% of white girls at SHS received one or more in-school-suspensions. And, 28% of Black girls, 
14% of Latina girls, and 9% of white girls at SHS received an out-of-school-suspensions for one full day or more.  




boys) being disciplined for dress code violations, and while schools do not collect data on 
punishment for dress code violation, there is pressure across the country to re-evaluate how 
schools set guidelines for student dress because of accusations of sexist treatment against girls 
for being “too sexual.”59  
When you walk into SHS through the second security door, there is a large diagram of a 
body in the door at eye level. The figure has many lines going to different parts of what the 
person is wearing to illustrate the dress code. For example, you cannot wear flip-flops, you must 
not wear your pants low, you must not wear clothes that are too tight, nor clothes that are too 
short, or too low cut. The student code of conduct also explains, “Students who violate the 
student dress code shall be required to modify their appearance by covering or removing the 
offending item” … “Any student who refuses to do so shall be subject to discipline, up to and 
including in-school suspension for the day.” While the rules appear to be gender-neutral, the 
policing of school dress code violations was in practice a problem for girls only. 
The basis of the scrutiny was generally if the girls were "showing too much" of their 
bodies--that they were "too adult," in their dress, which plainly indicated the staff did not want 
the girls presenting themselves as sexual. Zoe, (a tutoring staff member), explained, “So much of 
the dress code focuses on what female students shouldn’t be wearing… no spaghetti strap 
shirts… you can’t wear leggings… and the concern is not for the female’s safety, it is because it 
is distracting to the other students.”  
Both boys and girls explained that the dress code was “mostly for the girls.” As a student 
named Paula described, boys were not supposed to "sag" and were told to “pull up” low-hanging 
pants, but that "The boys do it anyways, they pull them up for a second, they leave, and they pull 
																																																								




them back down. And that's it." The girls contrasted their experiences against those of the boys. 
As 16-year-old Felicity emphasized, the dress code was "a 100% girl issue... [the boys] don't get 
punished, they just say take off your hat or pull up your pants. We get detention, we get ISS, we 
get kicked out of school.”  
When school officials deemed that girls broke the dress code, they prevented them from 
attending their classes, or even from entering the school. Rocio described how it happened for 
her recently. “You have to wear something long if you wearing leggings to school. And I wasn't 
wearing no long shirts or nothing, cuz I don't like long shirts…I tried to walk in and they say 
‘You, stop right there.’” Rocio was suspended from school that day unless she changed her 
clothes. If the school identified girls as breaking the dress code, they were suspended if they did 
not have something else they could change into. As Destiny explained, “They'll like suspend 
you, won't let you even enter the school if you have sandals on in the summer time… there's a lot 
of stuff that you can't wear.”  
Parents were also upset about the focus on enforcing the dress code. One mother wrote to 
the school blog that the dress code was a “huge ordeal/focus” and that school was “so focused on 
a female wearing a headscarf or a pair of jeans with holes in them.”60 The mother asked how 
students were supposed to be successful if “the students are not in the classroom to begin with,” 
as they were suspended for breaking the dress code. The school’s response was vague. The 
representative thanked her for her concern and stated it would be shared with the school leaders. 
A different mother shared that learning issues do not get “as much attention as the dress code” in 
this school. She highlighted the low graduation rate of the students and explained that SHS 
“seems to be more concerned with the dress code than the amount of learning.” She also 
																																																								




condemned the school for privileging the hiring “people to stand in the halls” to “monitor dress 
code” when they should focus on improving learning outcomes. In response, the school 
reminded the mother of the school dress code and assured her it was part of making sure the 
students “dressed for success” in order to be “college ready.” The reply did nothing to address 
the mother’s concern.  
Aisha explained that as a Black girl, she struggled with the rule prohibiting “hair 
scarves." She stated, “We cannot wear scarves to school, other schools you can wear scarves.” 
And while she agreed with the school that it was “rude” and “disrespectful” for her to “wear a 
scarf in public,” sometimes she had a “messed up hair day,” did not have time to do her hair and 
thus needed to wear her scarf. She described she was sent to the principal who inspected her hair 
and rejected her request for “a pass” to wear a scarf, which were available on a discretionary but 
limited basis. As Aisha explained, “Ms. Jade will be like let me see, […] I'm like oh my God, I 
don't want her to see it because it is a bad hair day, […] and she’ll be like, ‘it's okay, you can last 
for the whole day,’ and I'm like no, I don't want to do that, can I please wear my scarf.”  
The principal, who was also a Black woman, reviewed and decided if the girls' hair was 
bad enough to permit a scarf that day. When she decided no, as in Aisha’s case, the girl had to 
wear her hair out or be suspended for the day. Wearing a hair scarf is a popular style for working 
class Black girls. SHS policed girls like Aisha for wearing this hairstyle because the dominant 
notion was that it is “ghetto” and thus “scandalous.” Aisha herself understood it was “rude” and 
“disrespectful” for her to wear a scarf in public. This new substantial emphasis on policing girls’ 
appearance is racially discriminatory, completely humiliating and a huge misuse of school 





The girls’ struggles both exemplifies racialized policing in school and extends the 
understanding of that policing to include the dress code. The ideas at SHS about the girls’ 
morality was informed by the dominant stereotype that Black and Latina girls are sexually 
aggressive and used to justify controlling them (Hill Collins 2002; 2004). SHS hyper-policed 
Latina and Black girls for dress code violations. The staff inspected the girls, often deciding they 
were dressed “inappropriately” for school and suspended them. This regulation was based on 
gendered racial framing around monitoring girls’ morality marked by their manner of dress.  
It is important to make this form of harassment visible as racial and gender policing, not only 
because of the disciplinary outcomes Latina and Black girls endured, but also because of the 
sweeping message it sends of their custodial citizenship. Girls must survive daily scrutiny from 
authority figures who evaluate if they pass their moral code expressed in dress code regulations. 
Student buy-in: neoliberal hegemony.  Students felt the school mistrusted them and 
undermined their rights through security and discipline practices. Yet, students also normalized 
school security practices. At least in part, they learned to accept how the school distrusted them 
and constrained their rights. This strategy helped them to survive the strict discipline and security 
practices the school directed at them. Yet, their tolerance was also a central way the school 
maintained this oppressive regime. And, students had another survival strategy that also 
contributed to the security regime’s perpetuation, they turned on each other. They felt the “bad 
kids” were responsible for and needed the security and discipline at school. 
Normalization: ‘You get used to it’ Most of the students accepted the securitization of 
their school as normal. Jumaane, a SHS senior, described, some teachers, security guards, and 
administrators were “The most [sic] hard strung people on the rules and stuff.” His chief example 




on you pretty quickly,” and “make a big deal about taking it away,” and sometimes, “straight out 
suspending you on the spot.” He continued, “Some teachers, security guards are really the type to 
stare you down and making sure that you aren't doing anything.” Jumaane told these stories with 
a casual air; this was simply the way it was. The intercom came on loudly several times during 
our interview after school to remind students they had to be in "designated areas" after school. 
Jumaane explained, "You get used to it," when I flinched from the jarring sound. He explained it 
was necessary because, "Some students felt the need to loiter after school." According to him, it 
was not a reasonable practice for students to hang out after class at their own high school.  
Melissa also explained, “As a student I feel like a lot of normal rights are stripped from 
us as soon as we enter the school… like your book bag, obviously, if an administrator is saying 
they need to look through it, they have the right to it and you can't say no, because you're in their 
building.” She continued, “And it's a normal thing because some students have done some stupid 
things in the past in schools, and tragedies, so I understand, but at the same time I realized my 
rights are taken from me, and you can't stick up for yourself like you would outside of school.”  
Claudia, age 16, explained, how security had gotten “tighter” and “stricter.” Before, if 
you were walking in the hallways when class was in-session, school adults would urge you to get 
to class. And, now, she explained, “It's like, if you don't have a pass, you going to the principal’s 
office, detention for sure, or in-school suspension, that strict.” She described the new discipline 
system as initially “crazy” because a lot of kids got suspended. Yet, she accepted the change. She 
stated conclusively, “We got the hang of that which is good.” Similarly, José, age 16, reported, 
“They're not strict…. If you're out in the hall, they'll send you straight to ISS. … And if you're 
destructive and rough-housing, all a teacher has to do is call them up and send you up to ISS, or 




Most students, like Jamar, tended to feel it was necessary to "abide by the rules" and 
"when you get caught" such as for being in the hallways, "you don't have the authority to get 
mad." If a security guard tells you to take your hat off, Jamar explained, "You can't get mad" 
because "it's their job." Students cannot think they can get away with breaking the rules, "There's 
always gonna be consequences," he continued. Righteous, age 14, felt similarly about the chain 
of command at school, "They just do their job," he explained about the security guards. "That's 
their job. I would do that too, because if I'm getting money for it, I have to listen to my boss." 
Many students were matter-of-fact about the ways in which discipline functioned at the school. 
Jamar had many experiences with being disciplined at school before he dropped out. Righteous 
left SHS the second year I was there; no one seemed to know what happened to him.  
Managing expanded criminalization in school: I'm innocent! Nearly all of the SHS 
students I spoke with struggled with punitive school discipline and surveillance. They 
understood they needed to follow the rules, tried to, failed, and were exasperated. Yet, instead of 
criticizing the rules, they tended to blame individual people for being biased, unreasonable, or 
cited their own character failings. They emphasized their own innocence or suggested the rules 
they ended up breaking were unreasonable as they were applied to them. Students were often 
disciplined in the classroom for being disruptive. Isabella did not see herself as a troublemaker in 
the classroom; however, she experienced a lot of discipline for being disruptive. Isabella gave the 
example of when she was "Talking loud or doing something, even if you're asking about the 
work." She explained this experience made her feel in regular conflict with the teacher, "I feel 
like when you say, 'discuss in the hallway,' you make it sound like we're going to fight." She 
explained, “I'll barely do anything, and she'll tell me to discuss it in the hallway and I didn't 




The "rules" themselves were important to the students, but they criticized school staff for 
unfairly enforcing them. Keisha explained, "If I curse at a teacher, it's for a pretty good reason." 
When she was "written up" for cursing, she felt she did not deserve it because she was feeling so 
sick she might “pass out,” and the teacher would not assist her. Keisha’s teacher responded to her 
concerns with, “‘Oh sorry,’” and kept teaching the class rather than allowing Keisha to leave and 
see the nurse. Keisha cursed and walked out, and later her teacher sent her to detention.   
Students also lamented they didn't deserve punishment because they were "good 
students." For example, because Chloe viewed herself and her friends as good students, they did 
not deserve the punishment. She explained, "Basically if you're doing the right thing you should 
be able to do what you want to." She was discussing how she wanted to be able to "go to the 
bathroom when you need to," and "have your phone out at lunch," as well as "stand up and talk 
to your friends in lunch," for all of which she had been firmly disciplined. She also described 
how her friend should not have been disciplined for breaking the dress code because "She's in 
AP classes, she does her work." 
Moreover, even as all of the girls struggled with the dress code rules, they also explained 
that they understood the strict dress code was necessary because some girls took it too far and 
"showed too much." They focused on identifying their female peers as the scandalous ones. “I’m 
not that bad, look at what she’s wearing…it’s only shorts… it’s only a shoulder… my midriff is 
not showing…” As Lupe explained, “They've been really rough on clothes.” Yet, Lupe also 
supported the dress code regulations, “It is good that they have the dress code because of the way 
some of the girls dress; some girls who be wearing short shorts.” The boys also turned on the 
girls, indicating they were offended with the girls for their indecent way of dressing. As Martín 




show their stuff in school.” Likewise, Jamar explained how he admonished his female friends for 
wearing belly shirts, “Don’t wear that around me…where’s the rest of your shirt.” He clarified, 
that girls should not being aiming to “draw attention,” to themselves in that way. At SHS, the 
boys also came out to patrol the girls for being “scandalous.”  
Normalizing Punishment: ‘Just kick them out.’ Neoliberal governance expands 
criminalization, which means that for some to be on the right side of the rules; someone has to be 
in the wrong. Students blamed the strict discipline system on the “bad kids” and suggested those 
students needed to be punished to regulate their behavior. Thus, in addition to buying into the 
“culture of poverty” generally (see Chapter 3), students bought into the neoliberal idea of 
punishing “the bad.” As many students expressed, like Janel, "The bad kids at the school, they 
mess it up for everyone."  Most students had individual problems with authority figures and 
admitted they sometimes broke the rules, but they emphasized that they had a good reason, and 
then suggested that other kids broke the rule for no reason at all, and they needed the 
punishment. Righteous was critical of his peers for being disruptive in class. As he said, "If 
they're being bad, just kick them out." He explained, "Some kids yell or say all of this crazy 
stuff.” It was his sense that the teachers actually did not send kids to the assistant principal often 
or quickly enough for disrupting class. However, he also described his experience of being 
disciplined for arguing with his teacher. He was really mad about how his teacher spoke about 
him in the class, so he told his teacher, "I said don't talk about a good student that does your 
work." He explained he told her, "You're not gonna walk over me like that because I'll be the one 
doing the work." Thus, while he saw his own resistance to being reprimanded was warranted, his 
peers were just being "bad" and deserved punishment.  




because you are forced to." To him, these students made up "the majority of the school" and 
needed the strict rules and surveillance. When we spoke of the cafeteria rules of no standing or 
walking, he explained, "I don't necessarily see a reason why you would stand up, and I see what 
the administration is trying to get to ... when you stand up, there is also walking around, walking 
around leads to commotion." Lucas, age 16, explained, the “bad kids” were the students whom 
were "looking for trouble" and "start random fights." He struggled with being disciplined by the 
security guards for minor issues like being late to class, and the way the guards had a 
"condescending attitude" toward him. Yet, he felt that this discipline system was the 
consequence of having students "who actually need the disciplining who actually need to be 
talked to in that manner." Thus, even though he felt that he did not need the discipline he 
experienced from the security guards, other students did.  
The securitized school expanded what counted as unlawful and heightened the scope of 
patrolling students through added security measures. As a result, youth tried their best to not be 
the "criminal." Therefore, even while the students were reminded in everyday fashion they were 
criminals, they strived to be less criminal than someone else. This punitive state model 
encouraged students to see punishment as the mechanism for improving student behavior and 
suggested there would be no need for the criminalization if there were no criminals. From their 
experiences, they learned the state was punitive, and in order to be a legitimate participant in the 
state, youth also had to support being punitive. Policing each other was a survival strategy to 
manage state carcerality in the schooling process. Youth tried to understand their experiences 
with policing at school as justified, and they accepted the reason for being policed was their 





To protect themselves from the stigma of needing punishment, the students had to 
identify the bad. The lesson was that the student body at large was in need of being controlled. 
Thus, they identified with state power to lessen the feeling of punishment they experienced from 
the state via the school. They understood that the primary means to be a citizen was to support 
the punishment regime. Yet, they were stuck. Good citizens did not break the rules, rule breakers 
were criminals, but at the same time they often could not manage to follow the rules themselves. 
They needed to support the rules and the punishment for violating school policies. The students’ 
desire to get out of poverty greatly shaped this desire to perform conformity. As described in 
Chapter 3, the students got the message that obedience in school was the pathway to economic 
mobility.   
Bold Rebels. I met three students who were different from the rest of the students because 
they had strikingly bold consistent critiques of school discipline. These students’ frequent and 
severe discipline encounters with school punishment engendered their blunt critiques of the 
policies themselves as harmful and unnecessary to students' education. Felicity was one of these 
students. Like the other bold rebels, she was no star student. Felicity was in tenth grade and 
described her grades as “bad” because she failed several of her classes in last quarter. She was a 
sharp girl who enjoyed “step” dancing as her “getaway” from school.  
Felicity struggled a lot with school discipline. She was regularly in detention because her 
teacher called security to remove her for disruptive classroom behavior. She illustrated a recent 
time this happened. She described a day during class when did not want to participate because 
she was having a bad day. Felicity explained, “I was quiet, I didn't talk back, I didn't disrespect, 
and he told me an order, but I did it really slowly and he still felt like that was disrespect, so he 




school, Felicity characterized SHS as place that overly-punished students. To demonstrate, she 
referred to one administrator she called, “the punishment,” by which she meant he was a person 
other staff sent students to for disciplining. His official job was to improve the school’s social 
climate and culture, but students thought his job was to punish them. She explained that, 
regardless of the circumstances he would “just send you to ISS, or kick you out of school, or give 
you detention for the day” and “give you the not appropriate punishment for your situation.” To 
her, the school was unreasonable and punitive, period. She felt students were “missing out” on 
their education as a result of the discipline practice.  
Alfredo was also a bold rebel. He was 15 years old and enjoyed soccer, making graffiti 
art and weightlifting. Alfredo was not passing any of his classes. However, he still hoped to 
improve his grades and go to college on a soccer scholarship. At his request, I interviewed him in 
his home because it was easier that way for him to coordinate the meeting because his family did 
not have a working phone at the time. He also indicated that his family had to move frequently 
because they could not pay their rent.  
Alfredo explained the unreasonable and punitive nature of the school suspending students 
for being in the hallway during class, a punishment enforced through “hall sweeps.” He 
described rebellious student reactions, “It makes them furious,” he argued. “Some of them really 
want to go to class and some of them just don't.” According to Alfredo, students either wanted to 
go to class but were not allowed to, or they did not want to attend class and wanted to be left 
alone.  
At the end of their interview, I generally asked students for a wish they had to make 
school better for them. Alfredo, age 14, replied, “My last wish is to end war everywhere.” I 




the hallway sweeps.” Alfredo’s response illustrates the connection he saw between school and 
being in a “war zone,” something he had made reference to earlier in his interview. The number 
one thing that made school a battleground for him was the hall sweeps, and, while he wanted war 
to be ended everywhere, he would settle for no more hall sweeps.  
Destiny was the boldest rebel that I met. She was a junior at SHS and captain of her 
volleyball team. Destiny was an average student, receiving low B’s and some C’s in her classes, 
but hoped to earn A’s in the future. When she was not in school, Destiny worked two jobs four 
days per week at TJMaxx and McDonalds.  
Destiny felt the principal did not care about the students’ education because she 
suspended students over “little petty things.” For example, she was suspended for allegedly 
fighting (she denied she was involved). She explained, that while she was not violent, she felt 
other students were at times because they had no voice with the people who were supposed to 
work for them. “The people who work for us like our Board of Education, our Police 
Department, everybody…they don't fix the situation.”  Destiny compared the school board to the 
police to explain discipline practices were unjust in school, and that the police were no different 
because they also do not aid her or her peers. She drew connections between the punitive 
direction of school management and student unrest and identified the new patterns of tightening 
security and state testing pressures as related to state policy reforms. 
Destiny also described the ways that she and her friends risked creating space for fun at 
school. She explained that she carried a small portable speaker with her to school and enjoyed 
finding the right moment when she thought that she and her friends would not get caught to turn 
it on. She described, “We just start dancing in the hall, and started making beats with the lockers, 




making snapchats, having fun. It's super fun dancing and stuff.” She continued, “We just have to 
make it quick [laughs] we know we had to run [laughs].” Destiny and her friends risked small 
fleeting spaces for fun that subtly challenged the school’s hegemonic organization. Surely other 
students did this in some ways but none of them drew attention to it when speaking with me.  
None of the bold rebels described above were "good" students. In fact, two of the three 
were failing most of their classes. What they did have in common was more chronic and severe 
encounters with school punishment than the rest of the students I interviewed. It seems that being 
on the very high-end of school discipline experiences prompted their distinctly critical views.  
Glimmers of rebellion. Through this extensive and punitive security regime, students 
were largely becoming custodial citizens: guarded and tightly managed, furthering the process by 
largely buying into the security regime. Nonetheless, most students had moments where they 
identified it as hostile to the students as a whole. For example, Claudia firmly criticized bad kids 
as the problem, yet there was a moment later in her interview where she described school 
discipline as problematic itself. She described some administrators “needed to leave because they 
just caused tension with the students.” Claudia explained when a student was non-compliant with 
an administrator, the administrator “aggravated the students,” which created altercations. She 
gave the example of a student who "smirked" when he followed the administrator's direction to 
take his hat off and go to class. In this case, Claudia watched on in the hallway as Ms. Jade, the 
principal, grabbed him and he tried to make her let go of him, which resulted in a commotion. 
"They were like, not strangling, but they were on each other, and the student was like 'Get off of 




know not to aggravate the students."61 She criticized the staff for creating the disciplinary 
problems and aligned herself with her peer even though she herself did not experience discipline 
in this case. Punitive discipline for minor infractions contributed to some students being 
‘furious,’ and rebelled from these severe policies in ways that became moments of understanding 
structural inequality.  
Students also had moments where they connected their experiences to that of their peers 
and reflected on the overall challenges of school discipline at their school. Some students pointed 
out that because of state testing pressures, the school had decided to tighten the discipline on the 
students. Paula was a student who spoke unfavorably about “bad kids.” On the other hand, she 
later shifted into a more critical view as she spoke about her own and her peers’ experiences with 
discipline. As she remarked: “[School] is not about our education anymore, and [the 
administrators] are not helping, just suspending kids and telling us what we can't do.” The 
students’ rebellious glimmers represent the possible future of interdependent acts of power by 
youth against punitive school practices.   
Summary.  The school administration criminalized the entire student population through 
its approach to security and these practices did not entirely stem from the school district’s 
leadership. Rather, the school had to make significant changes for its improvement program and 
followed the state and federal guidelines to make those reforms. SHS was under great pressure to 
create docile test takers and instructed to improve student misbehavior through securitizing the 
school. The school leadership implemented a prison-like school environment, where school 
professionals and security technology patrolled, punished, and constricted students’ movement as 
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much as possible. This included effects that are not usually considered in the discussion of zero-
tolerance discipline in highly securitized schools. SHS routinely locked the bathroom and 
stopped students from using them when needed. Also, discipline was gendered in ways 
overlooked by the policing literature. Girls were treated as “scandalous” for their style of dress 
and school staff scrutinized them and excluded them from school until they could comply with 
the official moral code for “appropriate” dress.  
The policing of girls is underrepresented in scholarly research largely because of how 
policing is defined. In particular, sexist disciplining of girls in school is mostly absent in the 
national policing discourse. And, like the other outcomes of school securitization discussed 
above, the surveillance and punishment girls experienced shaped them as custodial citizens. 
Monique Morris (2016) reveals the national scope of this problem. She interviewed Black girls 
across the country in different schools and the students’ quotes were similar to those of the girls 
in my study. Morris did not interview Latina girls; however, my study shows that Latina girls 
report the same types of experiences with school discipline as Black girls do, especially when it 
comes to dress code punishment. Although school statistics at SHS and nationally show that 
Latina girls are suspended less frequently than Black girls, they are still suspended at higher rates 
that white students. And, given the informality of many dress code suspensions (not appearing on 
the school record) perhaps Latina girls are suspended at rates more similar to Black girls than 
statistic show.  
The school security regime shaped students in many ways, I highlighted how it 
undermined students’ political socialization. It damaged students’ sense of agency, rights and 
self-advocacy. Students felt mistreated, under surveillance and contained; it was teaching them 




constricted conditions. Under these circumstances, it was difficult to stay on the right side of 
school rules. They managed this difficult situation largely by normalizing these practices and 
turning on each other. The students learned school punishment was to be expected and existed 
because some people needed it. For immigrant students, this learning was part of their 
immigration pathway into American society. In effect, this response supported the maintenance 
of the oppressive regime. Their reactions are understandable. Students observed how even minor 
acts of insurgence resulted in severe punishment. From the testing regime to the discipline 
system, the students had lots of reasons to be anxious about making it through the Structurally 






“Violent” or "Illegal” but not both: Racial Criminal Frames &  
Racial Antagonisms in School Securitization 
This chapter explains how the security regime at SHS differently racialized Latinx and 
Black students as well as generated sharp racial tensions among the students. Through school 
discipline, Latinx students faced different criminal framing at school as “illegal” immigrants and 
this was the case regardless of their immigration status. Conversely, Black students, including 
Black immigrant students, did not face an “illegal” immigrant criminal frame. Instead, these 
students received the message that Black youth were “violent.” Latinx students did not 
experience the “violent” criminal frame. Strikingly, in order to navigate these criminal frames, 
the students commonly applied these descriptions to each other.  
While racial antagonisms are a complex problem, SHS’s security practices played a 
distinct role in fueling them. School security procedures particularly shaped the Latinx students’ 
anti-Black views. In this school, two-thirds of the student body was Black. The presence of 
heavy school security signaled to the Latinx students that they were at a dangerous school, which 
they blamed on their Black peers—linking them to the stereotype that Black youth are “violent.” 
School suspension data by race showed that Black youth were slightly over-represented and 
Latinx youth were slightly under-represented in terms of student suspensions.62 Yet, the Latinx 
students perceived the (majority Black) school administration and security guards as both anti-
Latinx and favoring the Black students-- indicating that the Black students received biased 
leeway in school discipline compared to them. However, the Black students did not see 
themselves as powerful or given preference in school discipline. In fact, when it came to 
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punishment for dress code violations, Black girls reported that they actually received more 
stringent punishment than the Latina students.  
Divergent Perceptions of Safety in Crane and SHS. Latinx students tended to view 
Crane & SHS specifically as dangerous, but Black youth (immigrant or not) did not share this 
understanding. Latinx students also connected the school’s punitive approach to school discipline 
and safety to the Black students being “violent.” The students’ divergent perceptions of safety in 
Crane illustrates how suburban contexts recreate dominant stereotypes linking Black youth with 
violence and how new Latinx and Black immigrants become integrated into this racial 
framework.  
At the regional level, SHS, and Crane broadly had a reputation as a dangerous place. As 
Jane (a SHS tutoring program coordinator) explained, “When people talk negatively about 
Crane, it’s about violence.” She continued, “The broader perspective about SHS is that it’s a 
dangerous place.” Yet, Black residents stressed it was undeserved. During the mayoral race, 
most of the candidates emphasized the need to reduce violent crime in Crane. On the other hand, 
the only Black candidate stressed that violent crime was not actually high and had been in a 
steady fall over the last decade. Similarly, Ruby (a Black after-school program youth educator) 
explained, “You go to any city and there’s at least one street where there’s some kind of drugs 
and violence, but it’s not bad here.” Mr. Robertson, a Black SHS teacher, explained that people 
who were “not from here” had “a bad idea of this place and the students that are here.” He 
exclaimed sarcastically, “‘Oh SHS, it's crazy!’ And it's like no, (laughs), it's not like that… So, to 
say this is a bad school, no it's not.” 
The view that Crane, and by extension SHS, was a violent place was rooted in the 




community activist explained and refuted the concern about “violent” Black youth. The forum 
was titled “the challenges for youth” in Crane. The crowd consisted largely of white service 
providers and community members. The activist stood up and addressed the rest of the crowd, 
“There is a fear of youth in this city. Even now, I know people who are afraid to walk around.” 
She continued, “You can talk to these kids, I know people think they can't, but don't be afraid. It 
will be unsafe to walk around in the city if we don't get to these youth,” she explained. She stated 
firmly, “You say the kids are supposed to go to school and have hope, why should they have 
hope when they see their parents fighting because they are stressed because they can't get enough 
work or a job at all?” Unfortunately, her contribution was not further discussed. Instead, the 
program organizers focused on “broken families” as the problem and funding non-profit job 
training programs as the solution to the struggles for youth in Crane.  
Student Perceptions of Safety in Crane and SHS.  Like their adult counterparts, Black 
youth insisted the reputation of Crane was not deserved. To them, it actually was a safe place 
overall. As Melissa explained, “Once in a while something bad happens here, but it doesn't get 
you down.” As well, they saw many positive things in their local community they wanted to be 
visible. They described happy people, places they enjoyed spending time, and beautiful 
landscapes. Black youth spoke about Crane in pessimistic terms due to its palpable high poverty, 
but they did not feel it was dangerous. As Jumaane told me, “It’s a little depressing.” Similarly, 
Righteous explained, “Sometimes I want a break from this place. I mean, all of my memories are 
here, but there is not a lot of motivation here.” Overall, non-immigrant Black youth felt a deep 
sense of shame about the reputation of Crane and agreed things here were not as they would like 
them to be, many people in living in lasting poverty. Black immigrant youth did not feel Crane 




youth felt little responsibility, shame, or self-identification with the stigma of the local area as a 
"dangerous" place.   
The Latinx youth with difficult migration experiences seemed most at ease with their new 
start. They thought that Crane was a dangerous place, but less so in comparison to where they 
were from. When asked about safety in Crane, Carlos, a student from Honduras, shrugged and 
stated that it was dangerous everywhere in the U.S. He continued, "Crane es peligroso," (Crane 
is dangerous), but it was "un jardín" (a garden) compared to where he was from in Honduras. He 
illustrated that in Honduras, "Andaba en la calle y te quitan." (You walk in the street and they kill 
you). Carlos described his journey to the U.S. alone from Honduras with a sharp sense of 
acceptance, "Sabes qué, es la vida, sufres." (You know that’s just life, you suffer.) Similarly, 
Sofia contrasted Crane with her childhood in Mexico, "Since I was little I've seen a lot of 
violence, and here it's not as crazy as in Mexico, because over there everybody can have a gun." 
Gun Violence at School. Latinx students felt the school was unsafe overall and they 
specifically feared being victims of gun violence. In contrast, Black students felt it was a safe 
place and did not think guns were a problem at school. The differing perceptions were especially 
striking given that SHS had no history of gun violence specifically, and in Crane violent crime 
was unremarkable and had been in a steady decline for at least the last decade (like most places 
in the U.S).63 Incidents of gun violence were isolated happenings in Crane.64 From 2006-14, an 
average of two people were killed by gun violence annually. Violent crime happened in spikes, a 
shooting at 2 or 3am in a bar among men in their 20s and 30s, not among teenagers.65 A Black 
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and Firearm Activity Report,” for Crane, Issued on 3/6/2015).  
64 Data Source: New York State Division of Criminal and Justice Services, "Crime, Arrest, and Firearm Activity 
Report" for Crane, Issued on 1/31/15.  




student named Melissa spoke about these isolated incidents and explained that her father’s close 
friend was killed. Melissa described, “Last year there was a big story about a guy that died in the 
bar and it was one of my dad's close friends, […] places like that I knew I would never go.” 
Official city and school records also suggested there was not a problem with youth gun 
violence in the city generally, or the school specifically. The "juvenile arrests/criminal activity" 
records for the city from 2010-2014 revealed that zero youth had been arrested for murder.66 No 
one has ever been shot at SHS and the “school violence index” there was moderate. The school’s 
records showed there had been zero student "altercations with a weapon.”67 The records did 
indicate that for the 2013-14 school year there were eight instances of "weapon possession" 
reported at the school, three of which were reported through screening. Yet, this weapon 
possession record for SHS was similar to that of the nearby white-majority high school where 
there were seven instances of "weapons" reported at the school and no public concern over 
weapons and school safety about that school. Moreover, the nearby white-majority school did 
not do weapon screening, making SHS students more likely to have a weapon confiscated. When 
I inquired to SHS teachers about the issue, they stated that none of the weapons reported at SHS 
were guns, and guns were not a problem in the school. One teacher I spoke to had been working 
at SHS for over decade. In that time, she stated, "I have heard reports of students having 
weapons in the school, but no one had ever used it."  
The examples of "weapons" I heard from students were screwdrivers and brass knuckles. 
Students explained that these types of weapons were brought to school “to show you were 
tough,” and students rarely used them on each other. While there were rumors, no one had 
actually seen a gun at school. When I asked about actual incidents of weapons at school, I heard 
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the same two stories over and again. Students explained that one student had brought brass 
knuckles to school, and another student hit someone with a screwdriver. While these incidents 
seemed to scare students, they were not equal to either rampant violence generally, or gun 
violence specifically. 
Yet, Latinx students wanted SHS to add more security guards, and/or bring back the 
police patrol (during the year they lost funding for it) for increased safety. One student even 
suggested the security guards should carry bats. Another Latinx student named Pablo told me 
that he actually ran home from school his first day because his friends told him he would get shot 
at this school. “You're gonna get killed, you're gonna get shot,” he recalled his friends telling 
him. He eventually got over that fear, later realizing his fears were unwarranted and based in 
prejudice. However, many Latinx youth did not get over their fear of gun violence at school. As 
Lucas told me, “I’m scared to be here.” Similarly, Hector worried, “I don't want to get shot.”  
Because many Latinx students told me that they worried about guns in school, I started 
asking students generally if they had ever seen a gun at school, but none of them had. When I 
asked a Latino student named Alfredo if guns were a problem at school. He replied definitively, 
“Guns are a problem at school.” So, I asked him, “Have you ever seen a gun at school?” “No,” 
he responded. Similarly, Lucia stated, “There are gangs and guns here.” So, I replied, with 
interest, “How do you know? Lucia responded, "My cousin told me." I asked her, “Have you 
ever seen a gun at school? She replied that she had not. Because some of these students also 
mentioned gangs, I asked Mr. Robertson, a teacher, if he saw a presence of “gangs” in the 
school. In response, he chuckled, “No.” Mr. Robertson explained, “We have kids say, ‘I'm from 




In contrast, Black students explained they felt safe at school, and guns were definitely not 
something that concerned them, including Black immigrant youth like Kiara. Kiara was from 
Tortola and felt a sense of safety at the school. A Black student named Alan, explained, “I 
wouldn’t come to school if I thought there were guns.” Chloe, another Black student, described, 
“I mean there are fights but I don't think that I’m going to get like stabbed or shot. There are 
fights that's it.” Deron, also a Black student, described student fights at school as “nothing 
stronger” than “slap fights” when it was between girls, and when it was between boys, they 
“punch and kick.”  
When I asked for details about fights, all of the students described the fights as Deron 
did. Similarly, Ms. Guzmán, a teacher, also stated that fights at SHS were mostly between girls, 
and it was “Just hair-pulling, that type of stuff.” Students also stated that most of the fights were 
between girls, who “slapped” or “pulled hair.” According to the majority of the students, these 
“girl fights” were started because one girl allegedly stole another girl’s boyfriend. While fights 
can certainly alarm students, girls slapping each other over a boyfriend is far removed from 
potential victimization due to gun violence.  
The Role of School Practices. School securitization led the Latinx students to develop a 
racial fear of their Black peers. As Chapter 4 described, SHS was a highly-securitized school, 
including strict rules and harsh punishment for minor non-violent transgressions. And these 
school policies, programs, and personnel differently shaped the students’ sense of school safety. 
Zero-tolerance discipline policies, security guards and police officers and anti-gun campaigns at 
school all sent the message to Latinx students that they attended a dangerous school. According 




there were zero incidents of violence with weapons.68 In the 2013-14 school year, there were 
762-recorded incidents under the category of "Miscellaneous Disruptive." That did not include 
the 15 incidents of "Assault with Physical Injury" and 77 "Minor Altercations," ("physical 
contact but no injury") and 9 incidents of "Bullying." There were also zero incidents of serious 
injuries at the high school, as indicated by the additional category of “Assault with a Serious 
Physical Injury.”69 According to the students and professional staff, the “miscellaneous” actions 
were about discipline for minor disobedience.  
The school data presented above illustrate that SHS had a very high rate of addressing 
issues where students in the view of the school had done “something" that could only be 
categorized as “miscellaneous disruptive.” Latinx and Black students were suspended at similar 
rates, yet Black students were the majority of the student population. The divergent views about 
school safety between the two groups likely reflects the practice of widespread punishment for 
minor non-violent acts and the fact that the majority of the student population was Black. On a 
regular basis the students saw school professional punishing Black youth for having “done 
something." Latinx youth may have interpreted this distorted view with a fear of violence.  
School Lockdowns. SHS used school lockdowns as a safety strategy. A school 
administrator would call for it and require that students and staff stayed in their classrooms for a 
period of time. As I will show, the students interpreted these episodes differently. Because of the 
divergent views, I inquired about school lockdowns with SHS teachers. The teachers agreed that 
school lockdowns were not because of violence. As one teacher explained, “Yeah we have 
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schools” which require various interventions from the NYSED. SHS is not a “persistently dangerous school.”  




lockdown procedures for different things but nothing because of the kids.” The teachers 
described that the lockdowns happened typically because there was a building hazard. One 
teacher explained there was a recent lockdown because a transformer had broken, and the school 
was temporarily without power. Another teacher recalled that a lockdown had happened because 
a student had fallen and there was blood, so the school called for a lockdown in order to clean the 
mess and take care of the student.70  
However, Latinx students regularly cited school lockdowns as evidence that their school 
was unsafe. On the other hand, Black youth -- while they did not perceive their school as 
dangerous-- indicated that school lockdowns contributed to a sense of safety at the school. As a 
Black student named Chloe explained, “[When there is a problem] they put you in a lock-down 
situation. They take control of the situation.” This interpretation of school lockdowns was in 
contrast to the view from many Latinx students. As a Latina student named Lupe described, “Our 
schools’ pretty dangerous, we're having lockdowns… a lot of those stuff happen frequently... we 
don't know what happened, they don't tell us.” Similarly, Esteban, a Latino student, stated, 
“When they do a lock down I don’t feel safe. They don’t tell us what is happening.” Latinx 
students perceived lockdowns happened often, however Black youth did not think it was so 
much the case.  
Security Guards. Latinx and Blacks students also differed in their views of security 
guards related to school safety. Latinx students’ felt security guards were incapable of doing 
their jobs, and felt unsafe as a result. In contrast, Black students felt the security guards were 
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questionable" happened near the school. No one identified anything specific. Typically, the lockdowns were because 




capable and did not have much to do anyway because nothing serious happened. Black students 
also believed that security staff strictly controlled student fights. As a Black student named Aisha 
explained (laughing), “You can't get one hit in without security breaking it up. Nothing big 
happens here.” When I asked Melissa if she felt safe in school. She replied naturally, “There are 
tons of security guards, there's no reason not to feel safe. And the other adults might as well be 
called security guards because they do the same thing, they're just not wearing the uniform. So, I 
feel pretty safe here.”  
However, Latinx youth felt the security staff were incapable of doing their jobs, and 
worried things could get out of hand and violent quickly. Many Latinx students described the 
school security guards like Martín did, “Say there's a fight… they're not at the age or physical 
physique to actually separate the kids.” Similarly, Fatima felt unsafe at school and that security 
guards did not help because, “They don’t pay attention.” 
The Anti-Violence Program at School. In addition to routine security practices (see 
Chapter 4 for a detailed description of SHS’s approach to safety), the school’s yearly weeklong 
anti-gun event illustrated the school leadership’s concern about students using guns. It was a 
collaboration with the school district and the mayor’s office to discourage students from using 
guns. There was not a problem with guns at school, but similar to other school security efforts, 
this program was intended to manage risk. The program included posters that the students made 
for the teachers’ doors to condemn gun violence. One student’s poster was a drawing of the 
cartoon Bugs Bunny with Yosemite Sam, the gun-slinging cowboy. The poster title read, “Chill, 
No Guns.”	Another student’s poster simply read “Enough,” with a drawing of a gun, bullet, and 
target. The students also wrote pledges to stay, “Drama Free” that the school posted around the 




read, “I will stay drama free by staying away from troublemakers.” Perhaps the school aimed to 
use vague terms like “Drama Free” to lessen the intensity of speaking about guns at school. Yet, 
using inaccurate language to teach students about the dangers of guns is confusing and likely 
contributed to Latinx students’ undue concerns.  
For the anti-gun program, the school held a big assembly in the high school auditorium. 
During this meeting, I sat on the bleachers for with the students and school staff. I watched as the 
elementary school students, who the district had bussed in for the occasion, came in. I listened to 
the students follow the superintendent in stating the anti-gun pledge. It began, "I will never bring 
a gun to school." While speaking, they held up their right hand and "swore" it, as the 
superintendent instructed. The pledge continued, “I will never use a gun to settle a 
disagreement,” and, “I will use my influence to stop any friends from bringing a gun to school or 
using a gun to settle a dispute.” The pledge concluded with, “Stop the drama,” “my actions do 
make a difference.” The kids all swore. She was very serious and reminded everyone at the end 
that they had all just taken a pledge to agree that they would not bring guns into their school.   
The students who attended the district anti-guns event at SHS got the message the school 
thought they were prone to bring a gun to school. Yet, youth dealt with the message from the 
school differently. I asked a Black student named Kevin what it was about. He replied with 
shame, “It’s so we stop killing each other.” I spoke with Ruby (an after-school program youth 
educator) about the students’ views on gun violence. She explained that many of the young 
people took a lot of responsibility for problems for which they were not responsible. She shared 
with me that she told her students, "If that’s not your experience then don’t own it, don’t own the 
stereotype." While most Black students’ felt like Kevin did, Latinx students did not share this 




In contrast to Black students’ views, the Latinx students did not feel this message or 
event was for them. Like the Black students, Latinx youth also had to deal with being heavily 
policed at school, strict disciplining, watchful eyes of security, being questioned as gang 
members, illicit drug users, and instigating fights. Yet, the Latinx youth did not suffer the 
criminal frame of “violent” like the Black youth did. Hardly any Latinx students attended the big 
school assembly or the ensuing march (it was optional). And, when I asked the Latinx students 
why they thought few Latinx students attended the event, many responded like Marisol did, “I 
feel like the Latino students are less involved in that stuff.”  
Safety & and Anti-Black Criminal Framing: “Black=Dangerous.” The view of Crane 
as a dangerous place was embedded in the dominant idea that local Black youth were the 
problem. Latinx youth also felt less self-identification, responsibility, and shame with the stigma 
of the local area. New immigrants from Latin America learned anti-Black stereotypes as part of 
their immigration pathway. Latinx students commonly adopted anti-Black views of their Black 
peers as “violent.” And the way the school organized violence prevention programming, and 
hyper-policed the students generally, also communicated to Latinx students their Black peers 
could become violent. In this way, Latinx immigrants explained the policing of Black youth as a 
“reasonable’ outcome of their perceived leaning to violence. As José put it, "I thought I moved to 
the suburbs, ‘til I saw all the thugs." He and other Latinx students clarified “thugs” were Black 
residents. Paola stated sourly that these people "make it dangerous."  
Many Latinx immigrants decided this was a dangerous place with violent people. Alma 
explained she did not feel safe going out with friends in town because the young people here, 
"Su temperamento, es como muy agresivo. No puedes confiar en ellos." (They are very 




and did not want to associate with them.  He explained, “No me quiero juntar con las personas 
que no son buenas.” (I don’t want to hang out with bad people.) For him, this was “las demás 
personas.” (Most people.)  
Violence at school tended to be associated with Black students in Latinx student 
narratives. Sofía explained what she did not like about here is the "Black kids...the people here, 
you know there's a lot of kids, they like to get into fights." Marisol described that her Black 
friends were, "The ones that aren't crazy" and contrasted them with most of the Black girls at 
school. She explained that Black girls "[would start] scratching each other's faces, like clawing at 
each other, like almost ripping off each other's clothes [in the school hallway], it was just awful." 
Her friend Paula agreed, adding, "I see that all the time." Martín explained Black kids were “Not 
raised well,” so they were violent. "I've seen three different girls get hit by a guy knocked down," 
he explained. He added, “It was Black, African-American students, I've never seen a Latino 
student hit another girl, never seen a white student hit." Alfredo addressed expressed these views 
with a focus on Black women, "For example Blacks, mostly the women, are very aggressive,” 
He explained they mocked him at school. He also emphasized Black youth had been rumored to 
say there will be “war someday” between Black and Mexican students at the school. “Some say 
it very serious," he stressed.   
There were some exceptions to Latinx students feeling the school was dangerous. Raul 
was one of these students. He said plainly, “I feel like if someone was gonna shoot at the school, 
it would've already happened.” He also mentioned did not hang out with other Latinx students at 
the school, which perhaps shaped his views on race and the majority Black youth at his school. 
His friends were Black and white students. “I don't really talk to Latino people at school. They 




life in Crane. He later said candidly, “If they [Mexicans] see a Black person, they be like he's 
probably up to no good, I've known a lot of people like that.” 
Creating distance from 'Black-violent.' Black students tried to minimize the 
criminalization they felt being framed as "Black-violent" by creating distance from their peers. 
For example, Chloe explained she was perceived as violent because she was a Black student in a 
majority Black school. As Chloe said, “We’re the stereotypical high school, that’s what 
everybody says…because they’re like 'that’s all the Black kids, and they're like gang-violent,' 
and not all of us are like that.” Similarly, Melissa spoke about misperceptions of Black youth 
violence specifically in relation to the school. She explained it was just “a handful of students” 
who regularly fought at school, but that the school blamed “everyone.” She was frustrated, “It’s 
not hard to remember [who was fighting] … it's just a few.” Because of this, she felt that 
students had to prove that they “weren't all animals.” She continued, “And it's kind of messed up 
because I'm not an animal.”   
Nevertheless, Black SHS students routinely applied the same criminal frames to each 
other that they confronted in school. Many did this through the “gangster” label, explaining that 
“gangster” meant engaging in or intending violence as sport. As Righteous explained, “I’m not 
going to be like all these kids, they just want to be bad gangsters like they see on TV.” Jamar 
described, "Everybody gonna think that people--every youth or young adult is gonna be into 
street life and stuff." Keon explained, those kids "prove the stereotype is true of a Black man not 
caring about how he looks or his environment." In this way, they were very critical of their Black 
peers.  
Robert similarly distanced himself from the violent criminal frame while still attributing 




He stated that in this program, “They tell us stories about real life events, gangsters, gangsters 
who died, just warning us about life.” He continued, “I have nothing to do with that lifestyle, but 
those kids need it.” Demaj was also a member of this club. He described it as, “An organization 
to get young African-American males… you know, from getting in trouble.” He explained that 
he was just there to “help” and wasn’t into “gangs.”  
One day after school I met with Robert for an interview after coordinating the meeting 
with him and his mother. We waved good-bye to his mother as she drove away, and I conducted 
the interview with him. After our meeting, I ran into Margaret, a middle-aged white SHS school 
professional who coordinated various school programs. I went over to her but was in earshot of 
Robert. She spoke in a stage whisper: “Be careful with him, we kicked him out [of our program] 
and we don’t kick out many students.” She looked worried about my safety and told me not to be 
“alone with students at the high school.” Afterwards, I drove Robert home as agreed upon with 
his mother. There was an awkward silence in the car, so I asked him, “Margaret thinks I should 
be concerned to be with you. Why does she think that?” “Maybe because I’m Black,” he sternly 
replied. He concluded, “I don’t know, it doesn’t affect me.” Robert had to contend with the 
“Black=violent” stereotype at school. Yet, he also applied this label to his peers as a strategy to 
distance himself from the criminal frame. Robert was a regularly enrolled student at SHS; it 
stands to reason that if he was in some kind of serious trouble for being “violent,” he would not 
have been allowed to remain in the school.  
All of the students quoted above were intensely aware of the stereotypes of Black youth, 
particularly young men, as engaged in violent criminal activity. And, in different ways, each 
made moves to distance themselves from this criminal frame. In order to manage this, the 




the Black other kids needed to be warned about the pitfalls of trying to be “gangsters,” but not 
him. This distancing was parallel to Black and Latina girls separating from each other through 
using the “scandalous” frame described in Chapter 4. And, as I show below, it was also similar to 
Latinx students distancing themselves from each other by disparaging one another as “illegals.”  
Latinx Immigrant Youth and Criminal Framing: “Latinx=Illegal.” Both immigration 
and school policies have extended the security net for many youth of color. As explained in 
Chapter 4, undocumented SHS students struggled with school securitization and harsh discipline 
alongside their documented peers. Immigration policies also fueled racialized criminal 
stereotypes about Latinxs, which were imposed on Latinx youth in school. As Chapter 2, 
described, while many Black immigrant students were also undocumented, they did not share 
many of the same struggles as the undocumented Latinx students related to the testing regime. In 
this section, I show that only Latinx students at SHS reported facing a racialized criminal frame 
of “illegal” immigrant.  
School professionals and peers framed Latinx students as “illegal” immigrants regardless 
of their immigration status. Certain school discipline practices also made undocumented students 
particularly vulnerable because they threatened to bring government officials into their homes. 
Additionally, some undocumented Latinx students also felt policed as undocumented youth at 
school in their encounters with school discipline. For example, Jane, an adult who worked with 
the school ESL program and many of the immigrant students, shared that one Latinx student 
believed he was pushed out of the school because he was undocumented, and because the school 
thought he was a gang member.  
Latinx students faced particular criminalizing experiences in school that connected to 




the Latinx students described making dangerous journeys across the U.S.-Mexico land-border. In 
contrast, Black immigrant students reported flying into the U.S., suggesting that any of those 
students with undocumented statuses had them as the result of over-stayed visas. And, at least 
one undocumented Jamaican SHS student did not even know about his unauthorized immigration 
status (according to his mother). I learned that the Jamaican students did not have their 
immigration papers from an SHS teacher. The teacher stated, “There are so many Black students, 
Jamaican students, they are all undocumented.” She knew that the Jamaican students were 
undocumented because they came to her for letters of character support to help them in their 
immigration cases. I also heard about Jamaican students at SHS not having their immigration 
papers from Jane. Jane explained that both the parents of students and students spoke to her 
about their undocumented immigration status, including Jamaican students at SHS.  
 For undocumented Latinx students, criminalizing experiences with school discipline was 
an extension of already painful and stigmatizing migration paths. In their migration journeys, the 
students had seen people die, already dead, and seriously injured and denied medical attention in 
holding facilities. They ran from police, nearly starved and hid from people who tried to rob 
them. These students were anywhere from twelve to seventeen when they made their journeys. 
Other students had migrated at younger ages and had fewer memories. One student from Mexico 
was drugged so he would sleep and travelled in the backseat with a coyote posed as his 
grandmother. Not every undocumented Latinx student had harsh migration experiences, but a 
great number of them did. 
Many undocumented SHS students were from Central America. All of them explained 
they had to travel to the U.S. alone, and had been detained in various holding facilities along the 




duro. Se sufre. [Ves] los huesos de las personas que se habían muerto en el camino.” (The 
journey is very hard, you suffer, you cry, you see the bones of people that died along the way.) 
He explained, “[Los coyotes] dicen, ‘Ustedes no se pueden defender, los podemos ir a matar ahí’ 
y ya.” (The coyotes tell you, ‘You can’t defend yourself, so we can just kill you’). 
 Latinx students often explained how undocumented immigration status was a Latinx issue. 
As Esteban explained, “Latinos, don’t get as much rights as other people do, they are denied 
certain things because they're not citizens, and it's not easy living like that. Because of that, some 
of the Latinos are living in poverty.” Esteban was anxious both because his mother was ill and 
could not get the medical care she needed as well as because he had trouble finding work and 
getting paid fairly for it due to being undocumented. As Esteban put it, “You don't have benefits 
like the other people do because you’re illegal.”  
 Undocumented Latinx students were once mostly in immigrant gateway cities but have 
increasingly come to more isolated areas in the U.S., like Crane. Many of these immigrants 
chose isolated destinations in part because immigration law criminalized them and their families 
(see Massey et al 2002; Massey and Capoferro 2008:30-2). They likely hoped to be less patrolled 
by immigration enforcement in a small place like Crane. And, Crane did seem to be a place off 
the radar from immigration enforcement. As a local immigrant rights community organizer in 
Crane explained, unlike some of the larger cities nearby, in Crane the police were not profiling 
people as Latinx and asking for documents. And when I asked students about problems with 
police or immigration enforcement due to undocumented immigration status, they shared that in 
Crane it had not generally been a problem. One undocumented Latinx student bragged to me he 
did not have a driver’s license and when the police stopped him they merely checked his student 




 Because Crane was an isolated place and a new immigrant destination, there were also 
fewer resources available to undocumented students compared to large central cities with well-
established immigrant communities. Many undocumented Latinx students had limited access to 
information about getting immigration papers, and most did not know about DACA, or 
understand what it was if they had. As Rubén (a high school senior) replied when I asked him 
about it, “that new thing?” Raul, (also a senior at SHS) explained, “I don't think I applied for it 
yet, but I don't know.” Zoe, a SHS tutoring program coordinator, also stated that few of these 
students knew what DACA meant or sought help to apply for it. 
Vulnerable Immigration Status and School Discipline. Undocumented Latinx students 
also faced some challenges with school discipline due to their undocumented status. It was 
school policy to threaten families of truant students that SHS would send Child Protective 
Services (CPS) to their house if their child did not either return to school or officially drop out. 
Without an official drop date, the students' absences would be counted against the school's 
quality assessment for the state under SHS's school reform program. Accordingly, this practice 
was not directed to bring back wayward students, but rather to coerce them to officially drop out 
to protect the school's state compliance with student attendance.  
The dropout pressures described in Chapter 2 were effective in getting poor test-takers to 
leave school. However, it also seemed that threatening CPS was used to impose regular 
attendance in the short-run, as the school did not need poor test-takers to stay home until the 
exam period happened. Additionally, SHS could also only pressure students 16-years-old or 
older to transfer to a GED program. And, freshmen were not an immediate issue with test scores 




The threat of bringing in CPS was a “scare tactic.” It was intended to incite fear in 
families that the state would tear their families apart if the kids had excessive school absences 
without officially dropping out of school. I learned about the practice separately from both a 
school counselor and a teacher. When we spoke about it, they each indicated they were pleased 
that the school had discovered something that would compel students to either attend or formally 
drop out of school.  
During a discussion of the issue with the school counselor in her office, I saw the list of 
students’ names in question for missing school. Several of the students listed I knew were 
undocumented. One of these students was a freshman named Eduardo. He was from Guatemala 
and had already come out to me as undocumented earlier that school year. I saw him back in 
school a few weeks later and spoke to him about the CPS threat from the school. When I raised 
the issue, he uttered a nervous laugh and looked down at his shoes. I decided to explain to him 
that the school was not actually going to send the government to his house. He looked at me 
intently as I spoke, then his shoulders relaxed, he nodded, and smiled faintly. Threatening CPS 
worked so well because it alarmed families that the government was going to come to their 
house. This practice is also distinctively intimidating for families with vulnerable immigration 
status.  
Latinxs and school discipline: illegal talk. Latinx students felt the school and their peers 
policed them as “illegals.” In particular, Latinx students reported what I call, "illegal talk." 
“Illegal talk” refers to direct and indirect exchanges where students were framed as “illegal” 
immigrants, unwelcome and unlawful. Illegal talk was used to chastise Latinx students as 
undeserving citizens, and regularly had little to do with whether or not a student actually had 




marginalization of undocumented immigrants as "illegal" people and accused all Latinx students 
of being undocumented immigrants. Latinx students repeatedly explained that while many of 
their teachers supported them, other teachers ignored bullying by other students about being 
“illegal” immigrants and themselves said negative things about undocumented Latinx 
immigrants taking “other people's jobs.”  They also spoke disparagingly about each other in 
terms of who is "illegal."  
 Students and school staff both used and tolerated use of illegal talk in school. One teacher 
described the issue candidly. "[The school administrators] think all Latinos are illegal," they 
stated emphatically. To illustrate, the teacher recounted a time when a Latino student was in 
trouble for offensive social media posting, he had said he was going to fight someone at school. 
As a result, the entire administrative body came to his classroom to remove him for discipline. 
The teacher recounted that this student was told he was "Lucky the administration did not call 
immigration on him...If we had gone to the police probably at this time you would have been 
deported already.’” The teacher continued, “[To the administrators] the students, all of them are 
illegal, and just because they look like Latinos.” The teacher stressed this was racialized because 
while many Black Jamaican students at the school were also undocumented, those students were 
not treated as “illegal.”  
  Illegal talk was a wide-ranging problem for Latinx students at the school. Rocio, 
illustrated with a story from her economics class where a student asked the teacher if 
government-housing subsidies (the topic) were available to students without immigration papers. 
Several Black students chimed in to confirm that it was a Mexican student who had asked the 
question. Rocio recalled the conversation, “He was like, ‘Oh, who asked that?’ And the other girl 




girl?’ And they started laughing. They were like, ‘Oh yeah, because she needs help, but she don't 
have papers,’ and everybody started laughing. And that's not funny.” I asked Rocio what the 
teacher did, and Rocio replied that the teacher did not seem to hear it happen. Rocio explained 
this was common among the teachers, “I guess they don't hear it, and if they hear, I guess they 
don't say nothing.” To students like Rocio, teachers' silence affirmed it was acceptable behavior 
to racialize and shame Latinx students. Like selecting behavior to discipline, inaction also 
informs students what is normal or offensive. In this case, the teacher implicitly affirmed that 
Latinx students belonged to a class of transgressive people. In effect, “illegal talk” disciplined 
Latinx students as “illegal immigrants” in the classroom because it was both racialized as Latinx 
and often tolerated by the teachers. 
Rubén came to Crane, New York from Tegucigalpa, Honduras when he was 12. When I 
met Rubén, he was a high school senior. Rubén was undocumented, but he learned being Latinx 
in Crane meant he was "illegal." For Rubén, “illegal talk” was something that just happened to 
“Spanish” people at SHS. As he put it, "When you come to the United States you learn the ‘real 
life...People discriminate who you are." He explained, “When I go to school programs, they say, 
'Latino; they doesn’t have papers.'” Rubén specifically felt shunned by his Black peers on the 
basis of being Latinx, which was interpreted as undocumented when he tried to participate in 
school activities. He concluded, "African American people are against Latinos here." He also 
described facing threatening “illegal talk” beyond SHS. He illustrated by recounting a time that 
he was walking down the street on the sidewalk and a Black man started to yell at him from 
outside the front of his house to get off his street or he would call immigration to deport him. 
Rubén learned in school and beyond that Black people assumed Latinxs were undocumented and 




Latinx youth struggled with the racialized criminal label of illegal regardless of 
immigration status. Pablo was from Costa Rica and had his immigration papers. Yet, he was also 
criminalized in ways similar to that of Rubén who was undocumented. Pablo shared that he was 
treated as an “illegal” immigrant at school simply because he was Latinx. As he put it, "They 
(the non-Latinx students) put all of us in a category, all you guys are Mexican, all you guys are 
this, you guys are undocumented... you guys are taking our jobs, you illegals." Most non-
Mexican Latinx students were upset their Black peers identified them as Mexican immigrants. 
Rocio explained that even though she was Puerto Rican, "[Black students] they think that all 
Latinos are Mexican, and they don't know how to speak English.” Being Mexican was also 
associated with being "more racial." As Alfredo explained, even though he identified as 
Mexican, he preferred the term "Latino" because "it sounds less racial" to him. He did not 
directly clarify what about "Mexican" was "more racial" to him. Yet, other Latinx students like 
Pablo and Rocio above openly identified the racial logic of "Latinx=Mexican=illegal."  
Black students did not tend to share anti-Latinx views with me. Yet, a Black student 
named Alan shared what Latinx students would likely interpret as offensive. I inquired about his 
views on the many new Latinx immigrants at SHS. Alan replied, “I think in our school we can 
make jokes about anything, like you’re an immigrant you ran across the border or make any 
jokes without altercations happening.” He asserted, “Sometimes they can take offense, but I don't 
see it really being a problem.” Alan explained, that it was just teasing and not “outright 
disrespect.” Alan perceived “illegal talk” as both a common practice and comical, even though 
he acknowledged that Latinx students found it insulting. Mr. Roberson, a teacher, recounted that 




he was aware that the non-Latinx students had often said “negative things about immigrants, 
[like] ‘go back to your country.’”  
Latinx peers also do illegal talk. Furthermore, Latinx students themselves used “illegal 
talk” on each other. This was similar to how the girls framed each other as “scandalous” in 
Chapter 4 and to how Black students applied the “violent” stereotype to their Black peers 
described earlier in this chapter. As Rocio explained, “Even though we all Spanish,” her Latinx 
peers still spoke negatively about Latinxs being “illegal.” Yet, she also described that when (the 
few) Latinx teachers at SHS heard “illegal talk,” they made a big deal about how offensive it 
was. Rocio explained how her Latinx teacher, “Be like castigándonos por eso” (punishing us for 
it). I also observed “illegal talk” happen in class one day when I was working with a Dominican 
student named Alma. Diego, a Mexican student, strutted over to Alma and began teasing her that 
she "swam here"-- a common phrase to suggest that someone was undocumented. In response, 
Alma glared and rolled her eyes at him and went back to her work.  
Although many Mexican students at the school were also undocumented, they insulted 
and threatened other Latinx immigrant students for being “illegal.” The tension between Latinxs 
was particularly sharp between Mexican and Central American boys. Felipe was from Honduras 
and explained that many Mexicans chastising Honduran and Guatemalan youth for being 
"ilegales." Jesus, a recent immigrant student from Guatemala, described that the Mexicans 
discriminated against the Central American students, indicating that they insulted them as 
immigrants, “Dicen que nosotros somos de otros países.” (They say we are from other countries). 




immigrants, they acted like they were not. They insulted him and other Central America students 
for being immigrants and limited in their English.71  
Felipe specifically illustrated how the Mexican boys at school called him and his Central 
Americans friends "ilegales" and threatened they would call immigration on them. According to 
Felipe, peers did “illegal talk” particularly during lunch time, “Si yo quiero, llamo a la Migración 
para que la venga a traer ustedes.” (If I want I can call Immigration to come and take you guys). 
Mexican youth tended to speak negatively about the Honduran students as a 
"disrespectful" population. "Disrespectful" was generally the character attack directed at youth 
by other youth they found to be "criminal," applying it to students with and without papers at the 
school, immigrant and non-immigrant. As a Mexican student named Martín indicated, "The 
Mexican community did not welcome [the Hondurans] very nicely." He justified the Mexican 
students' behavior because "[the Hondurans] would start trying to Casanova, Romeo-ing with the 
[Mexican] guys’ girls and they did not like it."  
Racial divisions via experiences with school discipline. All students had stories of being 
punished, but "race" was a major factor in how students differently made sense of their 
experiences, and it tended to divide Black and Latinx students. Students described the two 
"races" at the school as Latinx or Black.72 As Chapter 4 illustrated, official school suspension 
rates and individual student reports of struggling with school discipline suggest that all of the 
students were being excessively punished at SHS. And, the school statistics showed that Black 
students were suspended at slightly higher rates than the Latinx students. Yet, school discipline 
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was the central mechanism through which Latinx students perceived receiving biased treatment. 
Latinx students generally stated they were marginalized in relation to the Black students, but 
Black students did not see themselves as favored. In fact, Black girls reported that they were the 
marginalized ones compared to Latina students when it came to punishment for dress code 
violations, describing that Latinas were given more lenience than them. 
Punishment for dress code violation was an important exception to Black students’ 
different perceptions of discipline. Both Black and Latinx girls felt they were punished more 
harshly than the other group. Black girls perceived biased discipline for dress code violations. As 
Aisha explained with authority, “You know this is a majority Black school, right? Well, they 
have rules about what you can wear that apply particularly to Black girls, there's stuff we want to 
wear, and we can't; they send you home.” She continued, “Black girls get targeted and sent home 
because we have a figure.” Similarly, a group of Black girls discussed this issue during break in 
a classroom I sat in on. As one Black girl in the group asserted, “They target Black girls and send 
us home because we have a figure, white and Mexican girls can wear what they want; and it’s 
100 degrees outside.”  
However, Latina girls had the same story; security picked on them and let the Black girls 
walk on by. Paula described her experience, “Black girls can wear half shirts and belly button 
showing and spaghetti straps while […] they try to send me home for wearing leggings […] I see 
a girl walking by with leggings that were completely see-through and they let her walk by.” 
Rocio also shared this view, “We wear it to school and she said something. But, say Black 
people wear it to school, they don't say nothing.”  
Aside from punishment for dress code violations, Black students did not tend to draw on 




that the administrators and security guards were also Black. Zoe, an SHS tutoring program 
coordinator shared this view. As she saw it, "The security guards are constantly harassing the 
students, the harassment is racial, and the students know it, but the students are confused because 
the security guards and administration are Black."  
In contrast, most of the Latinx students indicated that some of the Black administrators 
and security guards were prejudiced and discriminated against Latinxs. Latinx students explained 
that they faced challenges with school because of their race, which they identified as "Latino" or 
"Spanish.” Nearly all of the challenges they identified were related to security guards and 
administrators disciplining the Latinx and not the Black students. They particularly indicated 
bias in decisions about detention. As Martín explained, “Ms. Gibson, I don't think she is acting 
with us Latinos in the same way with the other students. … I have the right to be judged the 
same as any other person who committed the same crime. And like it would be put more harshly 
toward me than someone else of a different race.” Martín was okay with what was designated a 
“school crime,” his issue was some that administrators picked on the Latinx students. This was a 
common sentiment among Latinx students. His “crime” was having his phone out in the 
lunchroom.  
Similarly, Felipe explained that the security guards held Latinxs back at the security gate 
but let the Black kids ahead of them even though they were there first when he and his friends 
were late for class. And, Carlos explained that the security guards were "racist" against Latinxs 
because they only protected the "Americans" and did not help the Latinxs when there was a fight. 
Lucas also raised this issue, giving the exampled that while students were not allowed to “make-
out” in the hallway, one security guard would give detention to Latinx couples for this behavior 




Her example was that she had heard there were only Latinx students in detention sometimes even 
though Black students also skipped class.   
Students discussed discipline bias issues regarding several different the school 
administrators. However, the principal, Ms. Jade, was the key administrator they felt was anti-
Latinx. As Rubén put it, “Ms Jade, she doesn't like Spanish people.” His illustration of why the 
principal did not like Latinxs was focused on school discipline concerning the dress code. He 
explained, “With Latinos peoples, cuando las vienen a la escuela con chores pegados tienen que 
regresar a tu casa pero when you see another like Black girl, ella no les dice nada. Eso se llama 
racismo." (When Latinas come to school with short-shorts they get sent home, she doesn't say 
anything to the Black girls. That is called racism.)  
Summary. Studies on the impact of schools’ policing students tend to group Black and 
Latinx students together. However, this chapter illustrated how these students struggled with 
different criminal framing. All of the students struggled with custodial citizenship in the 
Structurally Adjusted School. Yet, this chapter illustrated key differences in Latinx and Black 
youth experiences with school safety and discipline practices at SHS. These practices 
engendered the different racialized criminal frames of “Latinx=illegal” and “Black=violent.” 
These are racialized criminal frames that correspond with general carceral policies targeting 
Black and Latinx populations.   
Many of the Latinx and Black students in this type of school were also undocumented 
immigrants. This status was both vilified and ascribed to Latinx youth. As a result, it intersects 
with other forms of marginalized statuses that Black and Latinx youth experience in school. 




understanding the lived experiences of immigrant "illegality" together with scholarship that 
examines racialized citizenship for youth of color.  
As well, school discipline and security practices fueled antagonisms among the students 
along with instructing immigrant youth in U.S. racial stereotypes. It is unclear if students were in 
fact receiving discriminatory treatment in school discipline. Yet, their perceptions are useful 
guides to understanding the implications of school securitization and the corresponding harsh 
discipline. One result of the school discipline regime reinforcing racial tensions among Black 
and Latinx youth was that it undermined the students’ sense of social citizenship to each other, 
thus damaging the potential for interracial solidarity among students of color to combat racial 







Lessons from the Structurally Adjusted School 
Addressing Racial Inequity in K-12 Education. State-led restructuring is the federal 
government’s answer to racial inequity in K-12 education. The logic is that the new tests and 
other student data will show where schools are doing poorly, and they will improve with added 
resources, pressure and a standardized plan. Yet, the efforts to improve education at SHS did not 
work, and often the new testing pressures and securitization made things worse. This result 
reflects the national picture.  
Despite years of reform, student test scores on the national standardized exam (the 
NAEP) have either been flat or have declined, and the achievement gap between Black and 
Latinx students and their white peers has not improved (USDOE 2016).73 The strongest 
explanation for these achievement gaps continues to be racial/ethnic differences in parental 
income, parental education, and racial/ethnic segregation (Reardon, Kalogrides and Shores 
2016).74 Thus, what students' standardized test scores continue to show are existing race and 
class inequalities. This suggests significant reason to question the current uses of high-stakes 
standardized tests. Yet, these tests are still used to decide who graduates, if a teacher keeps their 
job, and if a school gets shut down. The case of SHS shows how these things are intensified 
under state-led restructuring programs. 
Student misbehavior is also a high-stakes game for struggling schools because they must 
lower their student misconduct metrics. This demand is concurrent with changes to state 
legislation, which centralized decisions about school rules as well as measuring and reporting 
student misconduct. As a result, SHS turned to more sharply controlling non-violent student 
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behavior to safeguard against violent incidents, often doing so "off-the-record" to avoid 
additional state scrutiny or sanctions. Not only is this a punishing environment in which to 
receive an education, but it also makes over-punishment less visible to public intervention.  
Domestic SAPs. Revealing the likeness of recent education reform to failed state reform 
programs helps to explain why they do not work. SAPs offer financially strapped countries 
funding if they agree to "one-size-fits-all" development programs led by rich countries via the 
World Bank and IMF. They monitor the progress and deny support along the way until certain 
tasks are fulfilled. The conditions of SAPs require that low-income countries restructure their 
economies using specific market-oriented plans like privatizing public assets and eliminating 
subsidies to get the program funding. The logic being that markets are more efficient than 
governments and would self-regulate: they would rise where needed and the growth would 
trickle-down and help all. Because the logic was simple, all countries, small or large, got the 
same prescription.  
Like SAPs, Structurally Adjusted Schools get extra resources in the form of standardized 
federal programs through NCLB waivers, which are tied to implementing the federal programs. 
The programs are standardized because the logic is that it will be fair to have the same methods 
for everyone. It is also a market-oriented solution because it encourages contracting with private 
companies to implement extra tests and practice tests to prepare students for the state exams, 
train teachers, as well as contracting with private security technology and staffing companies. As 
with SAPs, this reform strategy is based on the notion that the market is less political and more 
efficient than government agencies. These schools are also under great pressure to produce 
results or they will lose the program funding. The idea is that this incentive will encourage 




These are fundamentally the same principals and features of SAP's. Thus illustrating the large-
scale continuity in neoliberal restructuring strategies and outcomes. 
The analogy between current education reforms and state reform programs also helps to 
clarify why Structurally Adjusted Schools have a negative effect on democracy. Like the state 
reform programs, people resent the education reforms forced on them. In the case of SHS, I 
specifically examined how the imposed testing and security regimes negatively impacted youth 
political incorporation. Student narratives revealed how the education reform programs they 
experienced taught them that their learning did not matter. Instead of a good education, the state 
thought they deserved testing and surveillance. As a result, Structurally Adjusted Schools make 
young people very cynical about their education.  
The political silencing of Black and Latinx youth is not new, but the process through 
which it happens is different under the Structurally Adjusted School. These schools are under 
intense pressure to meet state standards, which dominate their professional energies. The strict 
structure under which the staff have to operate limits the agency with which school staff can 
manage the students, creating barriers to respect and understanding. In the case of SHS, the 
students essentially saw the state as illegitimate and not something that they could change for the 
better. This not to say there is no opening for change, but rather that the Structurally Adjusted 
School undermines the ability of students and their families to fight back. This comes at a time 
when the idea that the government is corrupt and cannot be trusted is a strong current in U.S. 
politics.  
 The Future of Domestic SAPs: Emergency Management. The receivership program that 
SHS was under during my fieldwork is part of a growing trend in emergency management for 




strategy assumes that the obstacles to success (academic or fiscal) are managerial problems, and 
not resource-based.  
The 2015 New York Education Transformation Law put SHS and 143 other schools into 
receivership (NYSED 2015f; 2015g). This legislation authorizes the option of wide-scale state 
takeovers for schools that are in the lowest five percent of state with graduation rates around 
50%. If they did not improve their students' test scores, they could be closed. This law allows the 
state to appoint an "independent receiver" to run the school for up to three years if the school 
does not quickly improve. The appointed receiver can supersede all decisions, policies, or 
regulations from the superintendent, other school administrators and the local school board. They 
may also dismiss all teaching, administrative and supervisory staff, request a modified collective 
bargaining agreement, and convert the school into a charter school if they deem it necessary 
(NYSUT 2015). This law comes more than a decade after the initial New York State takeover of 
the Roosevelt School District in Long Island, which was widely considered a complete failure. 
At Roosevelt, the school community celebrated the formal return of local control as “Roosevelt 
Independence Day.” But now Roosevelt is back in receivership via the new 2015 receivership 
program due to ongoing low performance (UFT 2015b; Ravitch 2015).  
The current New York receivership program is modeled after similar laws in many other 
states including Michigan, Ohio, Massachusetts and Pennsylvania (Eichel 2016). The case of 
Philadelphia stands out in its transition to privatization by relinquishing local control of its 
schools. In 2001, Philadelphia went to the state of Pennsylvania for money. The state gave it to 
them but attached it to a state-takeover requirement (Gym 2013). The state took over the School 
District of Philadelphia, creating the School Reform Commission (SRC) to run the district. The 




schools (Jones 2016; Gym 2013). Meanwhile, the state cut the city's funding. For instance, in 
2011, Pennsylvania removed over 110 million dollars of its funding for Philadelphia (Cohen 
2016).75 This pattern continued against the desires of city residents, as well as the new mayor and 
other city officials. The SRC and its actions have been hugely unpopular locally, and the voters 
as well as city officials have been working to eliminate it and return the city schools to local 
control (Eichel 2016; Bunch 2016). 
 Like SAPs, receiverships offer schools conditional support. They are forced to accept the 
terms of the receivership: forgo local control, allow extensive restructuring of public goods, and 
accept significant privatization initiatives. Thus, the threat of school privatization is more than 
just a general neoliberal government hand-off to private profiteering, it is also a process for 
removing local control. And although the 2015 New York receivership program is new to New 
York State, there is ample evidence from other states these programs are failing.76 Receivership 
legislation for schools encourages a culture of fear and intimidation using the logic that a bigger 
stick will simply knock lazy school managers, staff, and students into compliance. But, as the 
case of SHS revealed, the only possibility for improvement was to cheat and risk getting caught. 
Cheating in these situations is rampant (Ravitch 2016).  
Receivership programs are examples of heavy-handed punitive state governance, 
illustrating how neoliberal regimes use sweeping action to punish, reorganize, and control local 
governments with many Black and Latinx residents. This type of large state involvement shows 
how the neoliberal principle of “small government” only applies to welfare governance. In this 
way, ongoing state takeovers restructure municipalities in ways that restrict local control and 
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further “organized abandonment” (Gilmore 2008; see also, Harvey 1989). Instead of offering 
well-being services as governance, the welfare state continues to shrink and governance takes the 
form of the “big stick” such as state takeovers. Municipalities may obtain funding, but the 
funding is conditional on restrictions regarding how the funding can be spent. And, once schools 
are massively restructured the funding can be later withdrawn, as was the case for Philadelphia 
public schools when the state decided in 2011 it would no longer partially reimburse the school 
district for added charter school expenses (Cohen 2016).  
Education reform through state receivership programs are also just the tip of the 
neoliberal iceberg. In 2012, Michigan enacted a new law called the "Local Financial Stability 
and Choice Act," which allows the state to appoint an "emergency manager" (EM) to a 
financially struggling city.77 Cities with emergency managers are under “receivership,” which 
means the local government can no longer make any choices over the EM. This new law 
represents a scaled-up version of school receivership programs and has resulted in the state 
takeover of entire cities. Like the school programs, the installation of an (EM) assumes that the 
obstacles to achievement (academic or fiscal) are simply managerial problems.  
Also similar to the state takeovers of schools, the 2012 Emergency Manager Law largely 
exacerbated the municipalities' existing problems. Detroit’s emergency manager sold off the 
city’s few remaining assets, and Flint’s manager poisoned the local population by switching their 
water supply to toxic sources to save money. The unelected emergency manager in Flint 
responsible for the water crisis then became the EM for Detroit Public Schools (Gonzalez 2016). 
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He later abruptly resigned in February 2016, the day before he was to appear by subpoena in a 
congressional committee hearing on Flint’s water crisis. He refused to testify in that hearing 
(Bosman 2016).   
Detroit Public Schools (DPS) has been under some form of "Emergency Management" 
since 1999, but the new emergency manager law reinforces and expands its development. While 
the policy is written to be temporary, it is pursued as a lasting outcome. As Curt Guyette from 
the ACLU explained, the governor has EMs serving for just under the maximum 18-month 
period, and then replaces them with a different EM, so that the clock starts all over again. And, 
the EMs are simply rearranged from “one place to another,” as illustrated by the case with the 
EM for Flint who was then moved to DPS (Bosman 2016). 
In 2016, Michigan State passed another law under the pretense of restoring local control, 
which actually included more restructuring plans for DPS with complete opposition from 
Detroit's lawmakers and the mayor (Eggert 2016; Mitchell 2016). The law allowed Detroit to 
elect a school board but gave executive power to the unelected Financial Review Commission, 
(which already oversees Detroit's finances) and created a process for the state's School Reform 
Office to close "low-performing" schools (Oosting and Lewis 2016). By early 2017 the state 
threatened more than a third of DPS's schools with closure (Gerstein and Lewis 2017). Michigan 
State presented the 2016 law as a bailout package because it included $617 million for the debt-
ridden DPS and created a new debt-free "Detroit Public Schools Community District" (Lewis 
2016). Yet, most of the aid package went to servicing the old district's debt (Oosting and Lewis 
2016).  
SHS is part of a national picture of rising emergency management, from schools to entire 




strapped predominantly Black and Latinx cities. For instance, in Michigan, Black and Latinx 
residents are the majority in nearly all of the communities under emergency management 
(Gonzalez 2016). New and evolving receivership programs in states like New York also expand 
these efforts. The state-appointed receiver for the school (i.e. the emergency manager) decides 
how to reform the struggling school district and charter schools are a chief option for school 
restructuring.  
Explaining Failure. Emergency management programs operate under the ahistorical 
logic that municipalities are low-income because they lack professional skills and strategies. Yet, 
low-income municipalities are resource-strapped because resources are hoarded through 
mechanisms such as residential racial segregation and weakened worker protections. Public 
policies and funding, as well as private business practices, gave white people the tools to invest 
in wealth-building through home ownership, enabling them to accumulate great amounts of 
wealth (Massey and Denton 1993). This wealth is inscribed in geography, which translates into a 
higher tax base to fund schools and greater consumption to attract local businesses.78  
Since the 1970s, weakened protections for workers transfer resources from workers to 
economic elites with stock in companies that are rich from looting workers’ wages. Workers 
have lost considerable ground economically with fewer jobs, fewer good jobs, and largely 
stagnant or lowered wages (Leonhardt 2014). Government policies that protected workers, 
policies that workers fought for, became outdated or curtailed in the neoliberal economy: 
deregulating unionized industries, privatizing formerly unionized public sectors of work, and 
cutting the welfare state all hugely weakened workers and their unions (Milkman 2014:5, see 
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also Brecher 1997).79 These economic shifts disproportionately hurt Black workers, who have 
been the most unprotected due to employment discrimination (Massey and Denton 1993; see also 
Royster 2003).  
Emergency management programs and other state-takeover programs represent yet 
another neoliberal mechanism that is the privatization of public resources, from schools in 
Philadelphia, to water in Flint. This privatization is lauded as the best way to get public sector 
stability, but in practice it only serves to enrich private companies and leave the public entity 
(whole city or individual school) in a similar or worse state than prior to forced restructuring.  
There is mounting resistance to emergency management programs and people are 
increasing calling them out as anti-democratic and racist. New Orleans community activist 
Karran Harper Royal derided the takeover of the local schools in an interview with Rethinking 
Schools stating, “If you don’t have the respect to engage the people you’re trying to help before 
you come up with a solution, that’s colonialism, that’s not reform” (Karp and Sokolower 2014). 
And in Detroit, a local group called "Detroiters Resisting Emergency Management" wrote an 
open letter to Judge Steven Rhodes, the most recent emergency manager of Detroit Public 
Schools (D-REM 2016). In this letter they denounced the Emergency Management model and 
suggested: “A real solution must, at an absolute minimum: 1) come from Detroiters; 2) 
emphasize education over finance; 3) embrace democracy; and 4) reject structural racism, which 
has contaminated both Detroit’s bitter experiences with educational ‘reform’, and the state’s 
‘emergency managed’ debacles in predominantly African-American urban communities.” Local 
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leaders in Detroit and Flint have also issued a lawsuit, claiming the EM law violates the Equal 
Protection Clause (Gordon 2017).  
Groups in New York have also pushed back with opposition from schoolboard 
associations, teachers’ unions, and others (UFT 2015; Heiser 2015). The superintendent-receiver 
for Schenectady public school district condemned the New York receivership program, asserting 
in an interview with the New York State School Board Association, "The state is expecting these 
schools to make things dramatically different in a short period of time when all the state is 
threatening them with is a bigger stick" (Woodruff 2015). However, the political control over 
local schools will be hard fought in New York and other states pursuing the receivership 
strategy. As the case of Detroit shows, the state wields aggressive power over noncompliance. In 
Detroit, public school teachers waged a “sick-out” to protest not only poor conditions, but also 
the ongoing state seizure of their schools (Andrews, Bartell and Richmond 2016). The EM 
followed by seeking an injunction against the teachers (it was rejected). Then, Detroit teachers 
waged another sickout when they found out they would not be paid for the next three months, 
which some saw as an attempt to intimidate teachers into accepting more austerity (Host 2016). 
The teachers returned to work after the Emergency Manager has assured them they will be paid 
(ABC 2016). A few months later, Michigan State passed a law that increased anti-strike 
provisions state-wide, and exclusively for Detroit: changed teacher pay to a merit system and 
enabled the hiring of noncertified teachers (Mitchell 2016).  
One particularly bright spot of change is Philadelphia. As a result of a long-term 
community organizing effort in Philadelphia called Our City Our Schools, the city re-claimed 




proceed exactly, but in 2018 the city will elect its first school board in 16 years and has become 
galvanized against the market-based reforms that had no positive gains for students.  
The Road Ahead: the ESSA. School receivership programs stem from the mandates and 
evolution of the federal No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB). And, in 2015, the federal 
government renewed this policy with revised roles for more state control under the new title of 
the “Every Student Succeeds Act” (ESSA). In 2017, the USDOE announced its plan for 
implementing the ESSA, stressing it "cuts prescriptive mandates" for school accountability 
systems and "provides States much greater flexibility to use funds." Likewise, "states will no 
longer be told exactly how to evaluate schools or how to hold failing schools accountable" 
(USDOE 2017). The 2017-2018 school year is the first that the ESSA starts to go into effect, and 
Title I schools do not have to use it until the 2018-2019 year. Thus, the full ramifications of the 
new law are not yet clear. However, it largely continues the same strategies of test and punish for 
struggling schools.  
Longtime education policy scholar Pedro Noguera recently called the ESSA “NCLB 
lite,” stating that new law continues much of the legacy of the No Child Left Behind Act 
(NCLB). As a result, he suggests that we can expect to see more of the same given, “Not a single 
state department of education in this country is oriented or knows how to help schools… They’re 
all oriented to focus on compliance. That’s what they do" (Noguera 2016a). Noguera suggests 
that the ESSA continues the focus on compliance to standardized metrics but gives greater 
flexibility to states to build these metrics. The emphasis is still on producing more data and 
punishing those who do not perform well according to that data. It does not do anything to help 
address the structural conditions that impede school quality. As Noguera argues, the ESSA does 




accountability through test scores, and abandons previous efforts to lessen poverty (Noguera 
2016b). Also, the ESSA has if anything encouraged testing “gung ho” states like New York to 
continue to embrace the hyper-testing practice. And, while Long Island and other affluent 
suburbs reject testing, low-income schools are stuck with it.  
The ESSA is also similar to recent changes to SAPs. Since 1999, the IMF and World 
Bank have formally replaced SAP with “Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers” (PRSP), claiming 
the new program allows more space for local governments to make decisions about the 
conditions for state reform. This comes alongside the IMF's direct claims that structural 
adjustments do not work, and as IMF Director Christine Lagarde put it, “We do not do that 
anymore” (IMF 2014). Yet, a recent study examining IMF policies over the last three decades 
shows that the IMF has not actually changed the conditions it applies to states through its PRSPs 
(Kentikelenis, Stubbs, and King 2016). For example, they show that in principle some countries 
were allowed greater flexibility to include social spending as part of the programs, but these 
conditions were largely excluded from the actual program agreements (2016). Like the reforms 
to SAPs, the ESSA leaves the basic conditions intact.  
Rising Instability: Education and Jobs. This dissertation emphasized the implications of 
the Structurally Adjusted School for youth beyond academic achievement outcomes. This is 
particularly critical now. Young people in the United States are coming of age in a precarious 
economy with depressed wages, and the role of education in helping to diminish the problem is 
often misused. The leading discourse among politicians (and others) is that people can secure 
living wage jobs with more education. Yet, even young people with a college degree do not have 
living wage jobs and many more remain unemployed entirely (Economic Policy Institute 2015). 




pursue higher education will do little to address the ongoing wage stagnation experienced by 
both high school and college graduates” (Economic Policy Institute 2016). Thus, while formal 
education has many benefits, contrary to public policy discourse, it does not fix the problem of 
access to living wage jobs. More than decade ago, Anyon (2005) showed that overall increases in 
education achievement did not result in better paying jobs for most young people; it was actually 
regional and federal fiscal and social policies that were the better explanations for rising 
economic inequality. Nevertheless, from the White House to local governments, the foremost 
explanation for earning low wages continues to place the fault in schools and young people 
themselves for insufficient skill acquisition.  
With the above concerns in mind, it is critical to continue to understand how schooling 
under neoliberalism erodes Black and Latinx students’ power to navigate an economy in which 
they are disadvantaged. The successful political incorporation of youth is crucial to their ability 
to combat an unjust economy. That is, the struggle for good jobs and freedom from state violence 
cannot be waged by simply being acquiescent to school testing and discipline regimes. Even if 
youth manage to meet the schools’ demands, schooling undermines their ability to make claims 
on the government or employers for economic and administrative justice. The Structurally 
Adjusted School denigrates students’ entitlement to good government resources, defies their best 
efforts for respect and rights and creates barriers to peer solidarity by inciting conflict among 
students. For these reasons, many youth on the downside of power learn in school they do not 
have substantive citizenship and likewise feel discredited from political engagement. 
Future Research. In my subsequent research I aim to learn what the future holds for SHS 
students. In particular, I plan to track the students pushed out of SHS, especially those who were 




is especially important to revisit the students' trajectories under an administration that takes an 
even more restrictive approach to immigration. As well, future research can address what that 
severe approach means for undocumented students or students who may become undocumented 
if their temporary status is revoked.  
In addition, more study of the policing of youth in school is needed to measure the full 
impact of school discipline generally, including the democratic consequences. Studies can 
continue to examine how the criminalization of immigration is part of security state presence in 
schools. In this current context of an especially hostile administration there may be instances 
where students not only end up prison as a result of school discipline practices, but also deported 
as well. Further research is also required to analyze the many constellations of neoliberal 
governance as it filters down into the everyday lives of youth. For example, studies could 
analyze how anti-terrorism initiatives shape the ways youth learn about themselves and each 
other as deserving or undeserving citizens. 
More research is also needed on how new and evolving education policies such as the 
ESSA in practice modify or ameliorate the problem of Structurally Adjusted Schools. It also 
bears investigating if schools in this context now are even less likely to fulfill their legal 
obligation to educate undocumented students. More school-based research is necessary 
specifically in low-income suburban schools, many of which are new immigrant destinations. 
Additional research in this field can explain more fully how different local schools respond to 
growing Latinx immigrant populations as well as how immigrants themselves experience school.   
Finally, recent education reforms are not limited to large urban schools and more research 
is needed on struggling low-income suburban schools. The suburbs are where poverty is growing 




infrastructural support of either large central cities or affluent suburbs. There is a crisis in 
American schools, and how schools like SHS manage and what their students, both native-born 
and immigrant, learn about who they are as political subjects will bear a great deal of impact on 





Appendix: Research Methods and Interview Data 
 
In the spring of 2013, I made contact with SHS through their tutoring center. My primary 
role at the school was as a Spanish-speaking volunteer tutor. I tutored students during and after 
class, and I also attended various school events, student club meetings, special programs outside 
of school, and simply walked the halls. My role at the school also led me to participate in other 
ways. For example, teachers had me call parents in Spanish, and once I was even brought to the 
principal's office to help deal with a sexual harassment problem a student had caused. I 
introduced myself to students and school as a graduate student writing about student experiences 
with changes in schooling, and highlighted that I was writing about how students became 
socialized politically in school.  
The students sometimes asked why I selected this school. This question came up because 
they were aware of the state scrutiny the school was under. I replied that I was there because it 
was a small town and because there were a lot of new students from other countries, and these 
details made SHS striking to me as a researcher. However, in general, I simply told the students I 
was writing a book about them because they were experts on being high school students. 
Students really liked this explanation and were generally pleased someone wanted to hear their 
perspectives.  
I recruited youth for interviews through tutoring them, or by being introduced to the 
friends of youth I was tutoring. This strategy allowed me to meet a range of students, both those 
who were involved in school programs and those who were not. Some of the SHS students I 
came to know very well, and others I only met with once for an interview. Some of the students I 




help them get their GED. Other youth I spoke with attended school to see their friends but no 
longer attended class.  
My interviews were intentionally open-ended conversations led by guided questions on 
the broad topic of schooling experiences, experiences related to immigration and race, testing, 
and discipline policies. I asked students about their migration stories, family, work, and school; 
and what they liked/disliked about school, how they managed the security measures at school, 
and how they felt about testing practices at their school. I also asked them if people respected 
each other at school and what respect meant to them. When feasible, I probed how students 
negotiated schooling in relation to immigration status. I asked school staff about their 
impressions of the testing and security reforms; if/how the reforms had affected their jobs and 
the students. I was especially interested in their thoughts on how the changes impacted the school 
climate for students, themselves, and other school staff.  
 I was concerned kids would not want to speak with me, would not be candid with me, or 
would feel badly about what they shared given the sensitivity of the issues. These fears proved 
unwarranted. I had more kids want to speak with me than I had time for, I often could not get 
them to stop talking when our time had ended. Most students were pleased that someone had 
asked them to speak. I opened the conversation by indicating there were many changes 
happening in the school and that I wanted to hear expert views from students about what was 
important to them.  
 Table 3 (on the next page) lists the interview subjects, with some basic details for each 
participant. The table describes interview participants only and does not include the many other 





Table 3. List of Interview Subjects  
Adults  
School Board Member Mr. Kemple 
Teacher  Mr. Robertson 
Teacher  Ms. Guzmán 
Teacher  Ms. Turner 
Teacher  Ms. Lamont  
Tutoring center staff Jane 
Tutoring center staff Barbara 
Tutoring center staff Zoe 
Community organization staff  Ruby 
GED program staff Ellen 
Total number of adult interviews=10 
 
Students  Age Place of Origen Yrs. U.S.  Parents  
Hector 15 Texas  Mexico 
Alfredo 15 Crane  Mexico 
Lupe 16 Crane  Mexico 
Fatima 16 Mexico 6 Mexico 
Pablo 19 Costa Rica 10  
Isabella 14 The Bronx  Puerto Rico 
Edgar 14 Honduras 1  
Eduardo 14 Guatemala 1  
Robert 17 Cameroon 10  
Keisha 17 Jamaica 5  
Esteban 15 Mexico 10  
Alma 16 Dominican Rep. 2  
Jamal 17 Crane   Jamaica 
Rocio 17 Puerto Rico 7   
Martín 17 Mexico 12  
Sofía 16 Mexico 7  
Marisol 17 Mexico 13  
Paula 17 Crane  Mexico 
Jesus 18 Guatemala 4  
Carlos  17 Honduras 1  
Felipe 18 Honduras 2  
Raul 17 Mexico 12  
Claudia 15 Mexico 10  
Rubén 17 Honduras 5  
Demaj 16 Brooklyn   Jamaica  
Kiara 15 Tortola, V.I.  6  
Fatima 15 Mexico 11  
Ranyinudo 16 Nigeria 15  
Rita 14 Dominican Rep. 8  
Felicity 16 Crane  Kenya 
Destiny 17 Crane  
Tashauna 16 Crane  
Janel 15 Florida Puerto Rico 
Chloe 16 Crane  
Melissa 16 Crane  
Deron 19 The Bronx  




Righteous  14 Brooklyn  
Keon 16 The Bronx  
Aisha 16 Crane  
Tara 16 Crane  
Eric 16 Crane  
Jumaane 18 Crane  
Jamar 19 Brooklyn  
Alan 16 Brooklyn  
José 16 The Bronx Puerto Rico 
Lucas 17 The Bronx Dom. Rep.  
Total students interviews=47 1st - 2nd generation Immigrants N=30; Non-immigrants, N=17 
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